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ABSTRACT 

The Markedness of O'toa: A Discourse Analysis of 1 John 

Cynthia S. Y. Chau 
McMaster Divinity College 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Master of Arts (Christian Studies), 2014 

By applying discourse analysis, this study first provides an analysis of the 

distribution of oioa as well as other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as 

oioa in 1 John. After that, the patterns of oioa are compared with the patterns of the non-

perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain to determine a 

correspondence. By comparing the results, this study demonstrates that oioa, in 

opposition, is chosen in places in the discourse that are relatively more prominent than 

places in which the non-perfect tense forms of the other lexical items from the same 

semantic domain were chosen. It then demonstrates the plausibility that oioa is a marked 

form. Thus, this study shows that oioa is a viable perfect through a study of the motivated 

choices of o'toa as opposed to other verbs in the same semantic domain in the discourse of 

1 John. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter will first explain the thesis of this study. It will suggest the need for 

an investigation on the role and usage of oioa by examining a particular book in the NT, 

which will be 1 John, and will suggest the contribution of such an investigation. Then it 

will provide a survey of related literature on the lexical item oioa and the discourse 

analysis of 1 John, and evaluate their contribution and the possibility of further research 

and development. Finally, it will provide a brief introduction on discourse analysis, the 

approach that this study will use. 

I. Description of the Topic and Its Importance 

The lexical item oioa1 is defective? It only has the perfect, pluperfect, and future 

perfect tense forms in the New Testament (hereafter NT). Because of its distinctiveness, 

scholars of NT studies continue to debate it in regard to both the usage of its tense form 

and its relationship with y1Vromcro.3 Even though oioa is in perfect tense form, many 

scholars do not see it as a viable perfect form. Some Greek grammarians regard it as a 

present, since it is translated into present tense in English and it does not have reference 

to past events with present results, a criterion that traditionally defines the perfect. 4 

I otoa is glossed as "know," "know how to," or "understand." See Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida 
Greek-English Lexicon, 28.1, 28.7, and 32.4. 

2 According to McKay, "A verb which lacks part of the full inflection is called defective." See 
McKay, Greek Grammar, 51 (his emphasis). Porter describes defective verbs in relation to verbal aspect 
theory, and points out that they "may display only a limited number of the three verbal paradigms." See 
Porter, Idioms, 24-25. Moreover, "one or more of the tense, mood or voice forms is lacking but there is no 
semantic shift to fill in the missing sense" in defective verbs. See Porter, Idioms, 70, fu. 4. 

1 

3 fwffi01<co is translated as "know." See Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 28.1. 
Only this translation, which falls in the same semantic subdomain as o'foa does (as described in fu. 1), will 
be considered in this study. 

4 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283. The treatment of oioa as a present is adopted by many lexicons and 
grammars, such as lexicons like LSJ and BDAG, and grammars written by Goodwin, Moulton, Robertson, 
and Turner. For instance, see Robertson, Grammar, 881. 
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Stanley E. Porter, however, persuasively argues that oloa is a viable perfect form,5 and 

points out that the issue of verbal aspect has been widely neglected. While some scholars 

might argue that otoa is aspectually vague because it is defective, he shows that the word 

is to be treated as a genuine perfect form. He contends that oloa is "part of a paradigm of 

*eiliro, with etoov as its Aorist opposition."6 Though these forms developed semantic 

distinctions, they continued to be seen as paradigmatically related. Porter quotes McKay: 

"There appears to have been no doubt in the minds of Greeks from the time of Homer to 

well beyond the time of the NT that otoa was in every respect a perfect.'' 7 On the other 

hand, Porter also indicates that the limitations of otoa should be considered. The 

limitations include the lack of formal choice of voice form for otoa, and the restricted 

choice of verbal aspect. 8 If there is not a correct understanding of the verbal aspect of this 

word, it may lead to insufficient or even incorrect interpretation of the NT texts. In view 

of this, a valuable contribution may still be added to this debate, by providing an 

exhaustive examination of a NT text, using the synchronic approach, an approach which 

aims at describing "a text on the basis of its coherence, structure, and function as it exists 

in its fmal form."9 This study will seek to confirm the markedness of otoa, by providing a 

discourse analysis of 1 John as a test case. If we can confirm the markedness, we may 

show that otoa is not aspectually vague, but is a viable perfect tense form; and that it is 

not used like a present tense form. 10 

5 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 281-87. 
6 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 282-83. Some other grammarians also have mentioned or illustrated that 

doov is the aorist form of(or related to) olOa. For instance, Moulton and Howard, Grammar, IT: 234; 
Robertson, Grammar, 319. 

7 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283-84, citing McKay, "Perfect and Other Aspects," 298-99. 
8 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 284--87. 
9 Porter and Clarke, "What Is Exegesis," 11. 
10 Even though the theory behind the claim that "oToa is used as a present" is based on concepts of 

temporal reference or Aktionsart, which Porter has already proved wrong, it is still worth commenting on it. 
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I am applying a form of discourse analysis which is based on a systemic 

functional model to verbal patterns at the discourse level. Discourse analysis investigates 

''the relationships between language, discourse, and situational context in human 

communication."11 It can help us to understand how the lexis otoa is used in its discourse 

(the NT text) and its context of situation. Utilizing a systemic functional model12 from 

among the available discourse analysis models to examine the usage of otoa is an attempt 

to contribute to both the studies of the lexical item otoa and the application of the model 

itself. 

It is essential to investigate the verbal patterns of otoa in a particular book in the 

NT. We can ensure that we have a complete discourse by using a particular book in the 

NT, which has a fixed context of situation and demonstrates the pattern of a specific 

author's choices. This is essential, especially for evaluating the choice of one lexical item 

over other choices, since a fixed context of situation legitimatizes the comparison. Thus, 

the influence of external criteria on the data will be minimized. 

First John is an appropriate test case for determining whether otoa is a viable 

perfect. First, 1 John contains a number of words from the semantic domains of"Know" 

(subdomain 28 A), and "Understand" (subdomain 32 A). 13 For instance, the lexical item 

otoa appears 15 times, ywrooxro 25 times, and aKouro14 14 times. 15 B. A. du Toit has 

written an essay concerning words of "certainty" that demonstrates the important role that 

11 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 189. A further introduction to discourse analysis will be provided 
on 9-11. 

12 See 10-11. 
13 The semantic domains are categorized according to the division of Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida 

Greek-En~lish Lexicon, the concept of semantic domain will be introduced on 41-48. 
1 AKouro is translated as "understand." See Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 

32.1. Only this translation, which falls in the same semantic subdomain as o'foa does (as described in fu. 1 ), 
will be considered in this study. 

15 These are only examples of the words that will be studied. There are some more related verbs. 
See the discussion on 48. 
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lexical items from the semantic domain of otoa. play in 1 John. 16 Second, the limited size 

of the discourse of 1 John is suitable for a detailed analysis. Third, the author's use of 

otoa., and the synonyms ywrocrKro, aKouro and other choices from the same semantic 

domain as otoa., make it suitable as a test case to examine otoa. at a discourse level. 17 The 

number of times that all these verbs appear18 demonstrates that it is a viable test case. 

This study will offer a discourse analysis that focuses on examining the 

prominence of the discourse. I will show that otoa. is a marked choice because it occurs in 

places of relative prominence in the discourse, in contrast to the patterns of other verbs in 

its semantic domain such as ywrocrKro. This may serve as a contribution to the study of the 

semantic of the tense form of o'toa., by providing an exhaustive examination of a NT text. 

II. Related Literature on the Lexical Item Oioa and A 

Discourse Analysis of 1 John 

This section will provide a survey on the related literature on the lexical item o'toa. 

and on discourse analysis of 1 John. 

A. Related Literature on the Lexical Item Oiaa 

Except for Porter's discussion on o'toa. and ytvrocrKro19 as we have mentioned 

above, there are only several recent studies that are related to the topic. The first one is de 

16 Du Toit, "Role and Meaning of Statements of 'Certainity' ," 96. The words of certainty include 
oioa and ytvmmcro as the main focus. 

17 Since this study is only acting as a test case, it may not be conclusive in terms of determining 
the function of oioa in the whole linguistic network. 

18 There are 53 occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa that we may 
compare with it. A complete list of the words will be provided on 111-12. 

19 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 281-87. 
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la Potterie's study on the Gospel of John?0 He concludes that the two lexical items are 

used according to the classical distinctions on their meaning.21 Erickson points out that de 

la Potterie sometimes forces or ignores evidence in order to make his point. 22 Porter also 

points out that he falls victim to illegitimate totality transfer on several occasions.23 Since 

de la Potterie's work is related to the lexical meaning of the two words, it is out of the 

scope of this study. 

The second one is Burdick's study on the Pauline use of the two lexical items.24 

He also concludes that generally Paul follows the classical pattern?5 Erickson points out 

that sometimes he makes arbitrary decisions, and sometimes interprets according to 

systematic theology_26 Porter also points out that he makes subjective evaluations in his 

study.27 Burdick's study is also related to the lexical meaning of the two words and is 

thus not related to this study. 

Silva's study on Pauline style as lexical choice28 is more concerned with lexical 

stylistics. Despite his different aim, he suggests that Paul's choice of the verb was 

dictated by stylistic rather than semantic reasons, 29 which can be seen as a breakthrough 

on the understanding of the usage of the two lexical items, but is again not concerned 

with verbal aspect that we are investigating. 

20 La Potterie, "Oida et Ginosko," 709-25. 
21 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 111. 
22 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 111. 
23 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 282. 
24 Burdick, "Oida and Ginosko," 344-56. 
25 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 111. 
26 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 111. 
27 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 282. 
28 Silva, "Pauline Style as Lexical Choice," 184-207. 
29 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283, in which he quotes Silva, "Pauline Style as Lexical Choice," 201. 
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Erickson applies verbal aspect theory to studying the two words in Pauline 

usage.30 However, he wrongly identifies some tense forms as time related and this leads 

to a wrong understanding on the use of the tense forms ofytVroO'Kco. He concludes that the 

present tense stem of ytVcOO'KCO serves as stative aspect and thus is used synonymously as 

o'ilia.31 It is interesting that, unlike other scholars, he does not consider o'ilia as a form 

used like a present, but regards it as stative aspect without doubt. 

Du Toit's study is concerned with the statements of"certainty" rather than the use 

of the two lexical items. He also differentiates the meaning of the two lexical items in 

terms of lexical meaning.32 However, since his study is on 1 John, his arguments and 

conclusion may be relevant to our study. 

To conclude, there is not yet a literature that is dedicated to the study of the verbal 

aspect (or tense form) of oToa except for Porter's discussion. Many studies can still be 

added to this debate. This study will serve as a test case to investigate whether Porter's 

argument that oToa is a viable perfect tense form can be successfully applied to a 

particular book in the NT. 

B. Related Literature on Discourse Analysis of 1 John 

We have illustrated in the last subsection that there are not many studies that are 

related to the two lexical items o'ilia and ywroO'Kco. Even fewer studies are dedicated to the 

understanding of the tense forms of them. This subsection will introduce some study that 

is related to discourse analysis of 1 John. However, since the provision of a complete 

discourse analysis of 1 John is not the main concern of this study, we will only introduce 

30 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 11o-22. 
31 Erickson, "Oida and Ginosko," 119-22. 
32 Du To it, "Role and Meaning of Statements of 'Certainity' ," 85-87. 
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several works which are either related to the whole picture of discourse analysis of 1 John, 

or are related to the entire text of 1 John.33 

Olsson's essay has introduced several works on the discourse analyses on 1 John. 

One of Olsson's chief interests is "in detecting the reading instructions to be found in the 

text itself."34 Therefore, his essay has introduced those works that are between 1978 and 

1993. These include the commentaries of Brown and Klauck, Malatesta's work as an 

example from the so-called Rome school, duRand's comprehensive analysis from South 

Africa, two discourse analyses from Miehle and Longacre, who are scholars affiliated 

with Wycliffe Bible Translators, and several rhetorical descriptions from Vouga, Watson, 

and Morland. 35 It is a good starting point for the understanding of various streams of 

discourse analysis of 1 John. It can also serve as an introduction of some viewpoints 

concerning the structure of 1 John. 

DuRand, who has been introduced by Olsson, presents a "semantic methodical 

exposition" of 1 John.36 He has provided a very detailed analysis on the structure of 1 

John.37 It may also serve as a reference concerning the structure of 1 John. 

Longacre, who has also been introduced by Olsson, uses some textual clues to 

produce an outline of 1 John.38 However, we may notice that sometimes he does not 

follow the criteria that he has set and changes the boundary of division of his outline. 

This act seems to be arbitrary and somehow affects the credibility of his analysis. 

Nevertheless, Longacre's work is insightful and may shed light on this study. 

33 Other examples of studies on discourse analysis of 1 John include Callow, "Where," 392-406; 
and the essays within Studies in the Johannine Letters, among others. 

34 Olsson, "First John," 371. 
35 Olsson, "First John," 369-91. 
36 DuRand, "Discourse Analysis," 2-3. 
37 DuRand, "Discourse Analysis," 1-42. A more detailed discussion on this essay can be found in 

Olsson's essay. 
38 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 271-86. Olsson has provided a more detailed discussion on this. 
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Tan investigates 1 John by answering four questions. The four areas are related to 

emphasized words, important participants, overall meaning of each unit, and overall 

message of 1 John.39 As the title of his article has suggested, it is a linguistic overview of 

1 John and we may grasp some preliminary ideas concerning discourse analysis. One 

point that we may take into consideration when we study 1 John is that both Longacre 

and Tan have pointed out the verb "write" in their works and regard this verb as 

emphatic.40 

Culy's handbook on the Greek text of 1, 2, 3 John is concerned with Greek 

grammar and linguistics. It attempts to "address all significant questions arising from the 

Greek text itself."41 Moreover, it has also included "questions of genre and structure, the 

significance of the writer's choices ofverb tense, the writer's use of mitigated 

exhortations," and other discussions42 that are valuable information that may shed light 

on this study. 

Since this study will not provide a complete discourse analysis of 1 John, we may 

refer to the analyses of the works mentioned above as references on discourse structure 

and the like. After we have presented this very brief introduction of a few works on 

discourse analysis of 1 John, I will now provide a brief introduction on the theory of 

discourse analysis. 

39 Tan, "Linguistic Overview of 1 John," 68-80. 
40 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 276-77; and Tan, "Linguistic Overview of 1 John," 70. 
41 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xii. 
42 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xii-xiii. 
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III. Discourse Analysis and Systemic Functional Linguistics 

Discourse analysis seeks to "understand the relationships between language, 

discourse, and situational context in human communication."43 Jeffery T. Reed proposes 

four tenets of discourse analysis. First, discourse analysis looks into the roles of the 

author, the audience, and the text during a communicative process. Second, discourse 

analysis deals with language beyond the sentence level, and believes that grammar is 

guided by the "discourse," while it still retains the need for examining words and clauses. 

Third, discourse should be studied within its social context, and explored for its social 

functions, thus leading into the domain of interpersonal and functional roles of language. 

Fourth, discourse analysis tries to find out "how language is used to create cohesive and 

coherent communication."44 Reed concludes that discourse analysis is "a reading of 

discourse based on comprehensive linguistic models of language structure and 

cohesiveness."45 For discourse analysis, both co-textual (inter-linguistic) and contextual 

(extra-linguistic) factors play an important role.46 

Discourse analysis is a useful approach in biblical studies.47 It provides the means 

of analyzing how various linguistic items work together to form an entire discourse. 

43 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 189. 
44 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 189-93. 
45 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 193-94. 
46 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 198. 
47 For examples of the application of discourse analysis to Greek, see Porter, "Discourse Analysis," 

14-35. Other important works includes Reed, "Discourse Analysis"; Louw, "Discourse Analysis"; Du Toit, 
"Significance of Discourse Analysis"; Roberts, Linguistics and Bible Translating; Kotze, Structure of 
Matthew 1-13; Du Rand, "Discourse Analysis"; Snyman, "Semantic Discourse Analysis"; Black, Barnwell, 
and Levinsohn, eds., Linguistics; Porter and Carson, eds., Discourse Analysis and Other Topics; Porter and 
Reed, eds., Discourse Analysis and the New Testament; Guthrie and Quinn, "Use of Psalm 8:4-6 in 
Hebrews 2:5-9"; Westfall, "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind"; and Porter, Studies in the Greek New 
Testament, among others. Works especially related to prominence and/or verbal aspect includes Reed and 
Porter, eds., Discourse Analysis; Porter and Hess, eds., Translating the Bible; Martin-Asensio, Transitivity
Based Foregrounding; Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians; Reed, "Discourse Analysis"; Porter and 
O'Donnell, eds., Linguist as Pedagogue; Westfall, Hebrews; Reed and Reese, "Verbal Aspect"; 
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These items include words, phrases, clauses, and paragraphs. Discourse analysis can also 

help us to see how the discourse as a linguistic structure can inform the analysis of its 

smaller components.48 Applying discourse analysis can enable a thorough treatment of 

the NT texts. 

This study will be based on M.A. K. Halliday's systemic functional model 

(hereafter SFL ), which emphasizes the system networks of language. 49 SFL is 

comprehensive in scope and concerned with language in its entirety; any one aspect 

should always be understood with reference to the complete network of linguistic 

choices. 50 This theory holds that the grammar of a language is signified in the form of 

system networks, and that meaning is inherent in systemic patterns of choice. 51 

Within the system of SFL, language is seen to have three metafunctions. The 

ideational metafunction is the component that relates to how language construes human 

experience. It is believed that every facet of human experience can be transformed into 

meaning. Language provides a theory of human experience. Certain resources of the 

lexicogrammar are dedicated to the ideational metafunction. The interpersonal 

metafunction is the component that language enacts our personal and social relationships 

with other people. It is both interactive and personal. The third metafunction is the textual 

metafunction. This component relates to the construction of text. It can be viewed as an 

enabling or facilitating function. It serves to build up sequences of discourse, organize the 

Mathewson, "Verbal Aspect in the Apocalypse ofJohn"; Naizer, "Parable of the Labourers in the 
Vineyard"; and Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, among others. 

48 Porter, Idioms, 307. 
49 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, as main reference. 

However, since the model covers many different elements, I am not going to introduce them all in this 
study; instead, I am only going to pinpoint the notion of prominence, which is the starting point and focus 
of my methodology. 

50 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 19. 
51 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 23. 
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discursive flow, and create cohesion. 52 All the elements within a text are dedicated to the 

construction of one (or more) of these metafunctions. 

In this study, I am going to explore one of the features at the discourse level

prominence. The underlying theories and research methodology will be discussed in 

Chapter2. 

52 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 29-30. 
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Chapter 2: Methodology and Theoretical Framework 

This chapter will provide a brief introduction to the methodology used in this 

study. First, it will introduce verbal aspect in the Greek of the NT, introducing its 

theoretical concept and the opposition of the three aspects. It will then provide an 

introduction to the concept of semantic domain. After that, it will introduce prominence 

theory by first introducing the theoretical framework. Next, it will develop a prominence 

model for the analysis of the Greek ofthe NT. It will present the theory and the 

application methodology. Finally, it will explain the procedure of the analysis that is used 

to demonstrate that the lexical item ot8a is used as a viable perfect form. 

I. Verbal Aspect 

The theory of verbal aspect is essential to the discussion of the role of the perfect 

tense form of ot8a in 1 John.1 The understanding of the tense form of the Greek of the 

NT, however, is still an unsettled subject matter. 

A. Different Understandings on Tense Form of the Greek of the NT 

Among the different understandings on the tense form of the Greek of the NT, 

there are three mainstreams. They are the traditional view (temporal view), Aktionsart, 

and verbal aspect. 

1 The discussion of verbal aspect is not limited to NT studies. The debate can be traced back to the 
Greeks themselves. The major work that has treated the subject matter can be divided into six sections: 
Hellenistic Greek grammars, 19th-century and traditional grammars, comparative philology and Aktionsart, 
transitional approaches, structural linguistics and aspect, and grammars of Hellenistic Greek from Winer to 
the present; see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 17-65, in which works which have treated the NT are also 
introduced. 
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1. Traditional View (Temporal View) 

The temporal view of the Greek tense form stemmed from Hellenistic Greek 

grammars2 and became significant during the rationalist period (17th -early 19th century). 

In this period, it was believed that the Greek tense forms should correspond to the logical 

system derived from the European languages used for analysis. Therefore, tense form was 

understood in this period as a "heavily time-based system, in which a one-to-one 

correlation was drawn between tense form and time of action."3 

• Limitations of the Traditional View (Temporal View) 

Grammarians of this period noticed that there were recognizable deviations from 

this absolute-time perspective. Therefore, they devised means, such as the gnomic aorist 

and historical present, to explain them.4 While the term "gnomic aorist" is used to denote 

those occasions that the aorist tense form is used to illustrate "a timeless, general fact,"5 it 

shows that these grammarians realized that sometimes the aorist tense form is not used to 

describe past time event. On the other hand, while the term "historical present" is used to 

denote those occasions that the present tense form is used to portray "a past event,"6 it 

shows that these grammarians realized that sometimes the present tense form is not used 

to depict present time event. It reflects the fact that the grammarians themselves realized 

that the absolute-time perspective is not able to explain a significant number of uses of 

tense forms. 

2 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 18-20. 
3 Porter, Idioms, 26-27. 
4 Porter, Idioms, 26-27. 
5 Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 562. 
6 In fact, the historical present is seen to have been used "fairly frequently in narrative literature," 

see Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 526. 
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2. Aktionsart 

The concept of Aktionsart is another mainstream. The theory of Aktionsart argues 

that Greek tense forms are "used to convey how an action objectively occurs.''7 Therefore, 

terms like punctual, iterative, terminative, cursive, perfective, and linear are used. 8 Under 

this scheme, certain values are attached to the tense forms. For instance, punctiliar is 

attached to the aorist tense form, durative or linear to the present tense form, and durative 

to the perfect tense form. The scheme, however, varies with different authors.9 One of the 

most widely accepted views concerning the perfect tense form is that it denotes what 

began in the past and still continues and may still enjoy the result. 10 Some grammarians 

who understand tense forms from the viewpoint of Aktionsart have noticed that the 

perfect tense form "has often much to offer towards the interpretation of the text." 11 

Moulton describes the perfect tense form as "the most important, exegetically, of all the 

Greek Tenses."12 

• Limitations of Aktionsart 

There are several limitations concerning the utilization of the concept of 

Aktionsart in explaining tense forms. Firstly, the conceptions of the terms used are not 

based strictly upon morphological criteria. Similar forms are often assigned to varying 

descriptive categories. Porter cites Schlachter and says that during the quest for 

Aktionsart, the morphological point of view has almost been forgotten. The only formal 

7 Porter, Idioms, 27 (his emphasis). 
8 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 33. 
9 Porter, Idioms, 27-28. Robertson has presented the various uses of the tense forms from the 

viewpoint ofAktionsart. See Robertson, Grammar, 821-910. 
1° For instance, Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, §§340 and 342; Chamberlain, Exegetical 

Grammar, 72; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, § 182; Moulton, Grammar, 1: I 09; Wallace, Greek 
Grammar Beyond the Basics, 573; and Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §285-86. 

11 For instance, Zerwick, Biblical Greek, §286. 
12 Moulton, Grammar, 1: 140. 
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element of interest is the prefix. 13 Thus, the prefix of the lexis, rather than the 

morphology of the tense form, is being considered. Secondly, the categories are 

subjective constructs. Porter quotes Klein and states that basically one could start from 

the assumption that there are as many categories of Aktionsarten as there are conceivable 

descriptive categories of a verbal process. 14 There are no criteria for the categories. 

Therefore, it results in frequent and major variations in the system. 15 Moreover, there is 

no basis of support in discussion of Aktionsart to equate it with tense categories. Appeal 

is made to verbal root, lexis, or time, but not to tense. 16 When the explanation is not in 

terms of tense form but of the lexical root of the verb, it will be difficult to explain those 

descriptions of the same event using different tense forms. 17 Furthermore, the 

terminology is temporally based, and the Aktionsarten may be contradictory, mutually 

I . d b' . 18 exc us1ve, an su ~ect!Ve. 

3. Verbal Aspect 

In view of the limitations of the temporal view and Aktionsart, a more 

morphologically based explanation which attends to the tense forms is needed. The third 

mainstream of discussion of tense forms is the theory of verbal aspect, which has another 

way to describe tense form. The concept of verbal aspect has led to a major 

transformation and many discussions in the understanding of tense form. Because of the 

influence of modem linguistics and the emphasis upon synchronic study of language, 

grammarians started to focus on examining the verb forms of Greek available within the 

13 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 33; Schlachter," Verbalaspekt," 24. 
14 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 33; Klein, Tempus, 104. 
15 Porter, Idioms, 27. 
16 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 34. 
17 Porter, Idioms, 27. 
18 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 34. 
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language itself, regardless of reconstructing genetic forebearers. 19 In the following 

subsection, we are going to have a more detailed discussion on verbal aspect, which is the 

foundation of the discussion of this study. 

B. The Concept of Verbal Aspect 

The first structural linguistic approach to aspect that includes ancient Greek is the 

publication Etudes d'aspect of Holt in 1943.20 After that, Ruiperez, Friedrich, and Comrie 

continued the discussion and provided the best-known theoretical discussions of Greek 

verbal aspect.21 Grammarians like Chantraine, Humbert, McKay, and Moorhouse also use 

aspect as the fundamental category for tense-form.22 

In this period of time, grammarians recognized that Greek verbal aspect centers 

upon use of the three major tense forms and the semantic features attached to them. The 

speaker or author can make their own choice of verbal aspect, within certain well-

established patterns of usage. In other words, verbs in Greek function as indicators of the 

speaker or author's view of an action. It is regardless of how the action might have 

transpired objectively in the real world or the time it might have transpired?3 We are now 

going to define some important terms, and then we will have more detailed discussion on 

the concept of verbal aspect. 

19 Porter, Idioms, 28. In which Porter refers to the works: Robertson, Grammar, 4~8, and 
McKay, "Syntax in Exegesis," 44-45. 

20 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 3941, in which Porter mainly introduces the following work on verbal 
aspect: Holt, Etudes d'aspect, 14-47. 

21 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 41-4 7, in which Porter introduces mainly the following theoretical works 
on verbal aspect: Ruiperez, Estructura, 1-44; Friedrich, "On Aspect," Sl-S44; and Comrie, Aspect, 1-122. 

22 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 47-50, in which Porter introduces mainly the following Greek grammars: 
Chantraine, Grammaire, 2:183-204; Humbert, Syntaxe, 133-54; McKay, Greek Grammar, 13~2, 214--24, 
and 141-48; and Moorhouse, Syntax, 181-213. 

23 Porter, Idioms, 28. 
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1. Definition of Terms 

It would be helpful to define the terms "tense," "aspectual class," and 

"grammatical aspect" (which is what we meant ''verbal aspect" in this study) first, so that 

we can differentiate clearly the difference between temporal view, Aktionsart, and verbal 

aspect. We will start from the viewpoint of some linguists. 

• Tense 

Comrie in his book Tense defines "tense" as the "grammaticalized expression of 

location in time."24 He further differentiates between "absolute tense" and "relative tense." 

"Absolute tense" means "a tense which includes as part of its meaning the present 

moment as deictic centre."25 He concludes that "While such tenses seem to be extremely 

rare cross-linguistically, they are attested in a number of Bantu languages."26 On the 

other hand, "relative tense" is a tense "where the reference point for location of a 

situation is some point in time given by the context, not necessarily the present 

moment."27 This concept accounts for most cases of the use of"tense."28 

Therefore, "tense" could be the semantic information conveyed by grammatical 

categories, including tense forms. As we have discussed earlier, however, it is not very 

successful when we try to explain all the phenomenon of the tense forms of Greek of the 

NT with this concept, 29 and thus we cannot consider it as the grammaticalized expression 

of tense forms of Greek of the NT. 

24 Comrie, Tense, 9. 
25 Comrie, Tense, 36. 
26 Comrie, Tense, 53. 
27 Comrie, Tense, 56. 
28 Relative tense can be further divided into two sub-categories. See Comrie, Tense, Chapter 3. 
29 See 13. 
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• Aspectual Class (Aktionsart) 

A section in the Oxford Handbook of Tense and Aspect has introduced the 

difference between lexical aspect, grammatical aspect, aspectual class, and aspectual 

form. It explains that the term "aspectual class" can be used interchangeably with 

"Aktionsart(en)." It is used for: 

... the classification of overt derivational word-formation devices (mostly verb 
affixes) that express various aspects of situations (e.g., terminative, resultative, 
delimitative, perdurative, iterative, semelfactive, attenuative, augmentative), and 
that were distinguished from inflectional morphology dedicated to the encoding of 
grammatical aspect. 30 

Thus, Aktionsart is concerned with derivational word-formation, and should be 

differentiated from grammatical aspect, which is concerned with inflectional morphology. 

Comrie has also discussed the distinction between aspect and Aktionsart. He writes: 

The distinction between aspect and aktionsart is drawn in at least the following 
two quite different ways. The first distinction is between aspect as 
grammaticalisation of the relevant semantic distinctions, while aktionsart 
represents lexicalisation of the distinctions, irrespective of how these distinctions 
are lexicalised; this use of aktionsart is similar to the notion of inherent 
meaning ... The second distinction, which is that used by most Slavists, and often 
by scholars in Slavonic countries writing on other language, is between aspect as 
grarnmaticalisation of the semantic distinction, and aktionsart as lexicalisation of 
the distinction provided that the lexicalisation is by means of derivational 
morphology. 31 

Even though there are two distinctions, two points are in common. The first is that aspect 

is always seen as the grammaticalization of the semantic distinctions. The other is that 

Aktionsart is always seen as the lexicalization of the distinction. 

Comrie has explained the distinction between grammaticalization and 

lexicalization in general when he discusses tense. He writes: 

3° Filip, "Lexical Aspect," 725. 
31 Comrie, Aspect, 7. 
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The simplest statement of the difference would be to say that grammaticalisation 
refers to integration into the grammatical system of a language, while 
lexicalisation refers merely to integration into the lexicon of the language, without 
any necessary repercussions on its grammatical structure. 32 

Therefore, we may say that the tense forms, which are integrated into the grammatical 

system, are used to grammaticalize some sort of semantics. On the other hand, entities 

like the prefix of a lexical item or the lexical root, which are integrated into the lexicon, 

are used to lexicalize some sort of semantics. In view of this, Aktionsart, which is seen as 

the lexicalization of the semantic distinction, is not related to the semantics of the tense 

form; instead, it is related to the semantics of the lexical item. It may account for the 

limitations that Aktionsart has shown when grammarians try to utilize it to explain the 

tense forms of the Greek of the NT. Therefore, we may say that Aktionsart by definition 

should not be used to explain the semantic of tense form, since tense form is within the 

grammatical system. 

• Grammatical Aspect 

In the Oxford Handbook of Tense and Aspect, grammatical aspect is denoted by a 

grammatical marker on a verb in a given sentence, or can be formally expressed by 

syntactic constructions. In other words, inflectional morphology, in contrast with 

derivational word-formation devices, is used to encode grammatical aspect.33 Moreover, 

grammatical aspect is also called "viewpoint aspect," while "aspect" is not inherently 

deictic. It is distinct from Aktionsart, which "bears on inherent features of the verb."34 

Therefore, inflectional morphology can be used to denote aspect, where Aktionsart is 

inhered in the verb. Comrie also says, "the noun 'aspect' will normally, and in the plural 

32 Comrie, Tense, 10. 
33 Filip, "Lexical Aspect," 724-25. 
34 De Swart, "Verbal Aspect," 753. 
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'aspects' always, be restricted to referring to particular grammatical categories in 

individual languages that correspond in content to the semantic aspectual distinctions 

drawn."35 Therefore, it is quite clear that "aspect" is related to grammatical categories, 

while Aktionsart is not. Hence, "aspect" is one of the possible semantic categories 

conveyed by tense forms, while Aktionsart is not. 

2. Verbal Aspect and SFL 

We have already defined verbal aspect in the last subsection. We are now going to 

examine its function within language. Comrie has pointed out that the term "aspects" (in 

the plural) is always "be restricted to referring to particular grammatical categories in 

individual languages that correspond in content to the semantic aspectual distinctions 

drawn."36 In other words, verbal aspect corresponds to some sort of semantic information 

(which is also known as meaning) in language. Within the system of SFL, the ideational 

metafunction is the function that language construes human experience, which is 

transformed into meaning. 

3. Lyons' Perspective on Verbal Aspect of Greek 

Before we can study Lyons' perspective on verbal aspect of Greek, we have to 

clarify three terms. In order to do so, we will look at two sentences that he writes. First, 

he quotes Plato's sentence and writes this: "Now is no time to be deciding [imperfective, 

bouleuesthai] but to have already decided [perfective, bebouleusthai]." In another 

sentence, he writes this: "But there is a third term in the Greek aspectual system, the 

'aorist', which ... "37 From these two sentences, we may deduce that his term "aorist" 

35 Comrie, Aspect, 7. 
36 Comrie, Aspect, 7. 
37 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314. 
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refers to the aspect that is denoted by the aorist tense form and is what we called the 

"perfective aspect" in this study. His term "perfective," while the example has 

reduplication in its form and its translation is "have decided," refers to the aspect that is 

denoted by the perfect tense form and is what we have called the "stative aspect" in this 

study. Finally, the term "imperfective" is probably used in a way same as it is used in this 

study. We may now look into his perspective on verbal aspect of Greek with 

understanding ofthis difference in terminology. 

Lyons states that Greek is like Russian in the sense that the perfective ("stative 

aspect" in our terminology) is "marked" by contrast with the imperfective. The aorist 

("perfective aspect" in our terminology) is in opposition with both the imperfective and 

the perfective ("stative aspect" in our terminology). After that, he also says: "The Greek 

perfective38 is the most 'marked' of the three aspects: it is perhaps correct to say that, 

whereas the imperfective is 'unmarked' with respect to the perfective,39 the aorist40 is 

'unmarked' with respect to the imperfective."41 In this way, he has set out the relative 

markedness of the three aspects of Greek. Rewriting his concept with our terminology, 

the relative markedness will be as follows: The perfective aspect is unmarked, while the 

imperfective aspect is more marked, and the stative aspect is most marked. 

Lyons has also described the semantics ofthe three aspects. He says, " ... the 

Greek perfective42 refers to the state which results from the completion of the action or 

process,"43 while the aorist44 has no indication as to whether the action is momentary or 

38 "Stative aspecf' in our terminology. 
39 "Stative aspect" in our terminology. 
40 "Perfective aspect" in our terminology. 
41 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314. 
42 "Stative aspect" in our terminology. 
43 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314 (his emphasis). 
44 "Perfective aspect" in our terminology. 
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not, and the imperfective conveys the meaning "to be in the process of' an action. 45 

Therefore, to say it in our terminology, the focus of the stative aspect is the "state," while 

the focus of the imperfective aspect is the "progressive process," and the focus of the 

perfective aspect is "without any indication." 

In addition to the above two points, he also proposes, "this three-term system may 

well have been a feature of the Indo-European 'parent-language' ."46 By saying this, he 

reinforces that the verbal aspect system of Greek consists of three aspects, and that this 

system is not a strange system, it is rather a feature of the Indo-European "parent-

language." 

Last but not least, he reminds, "We shall not discuss any of the other notions that 

are customarily brought together under the term 'aspect': iterative (or frequentative), 

punctual (or momentary), habitual, inchoative (or inceptive), etc."47 Then he further 

explains this point: 

Like tense-distinctions, these all have to do with time; but (as Hockett puts it) 
with the 'temporal distribution or contour' of an action, event or state of affairs, 
rather than with its 'location in time'. Aspect, unlike tense, is not a deictic 
category; it is not relative to the time of utterance. 48 

In this way, he opposes the adoption of those categories that are used to describe 

Aktionsart into the system of verbal aspect. 

Therefore, Lyons, as a linguist, sees that the verbal aspect system of Greek 

consists of three aspects. The three aspects are in opposition and have different levels of 

markedness in relation to each other. Moreover, we should not adopt the categories of 

Aktionsart into the discussion of verbal aspect. 

45 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314-15. 
46 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314. 
47 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 315. 
48 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 315. 
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4. Verbal Aspect of Biblical Hebrew 

We may also consider the case of another major Biblical language, the Biblical 

Hebrew (hereafter BH). Traditionally, the tenses of the BH are seen to be temporal, 

where the suffixed root denotes past tense, and the prefixed root denotes future tense. S. 

R. Driver, however, argued that the two major stems ofBH refer to only a kind of relative 

or subjective perspective of time. They are either complete or nascent.49 H. Ewald then 

used the terms "perfect" and "imperfect" for the verbal forms, reflecting complete or 

incomplete action.50 Even though both of them continued to use the word "tense," they 

recognized that the tense forms ofBH are not temporal but aspectual. After that, a large 

number of scholars follow their scheme, even though there are some modifications. 51 

Arnold and Choi's work is one of the contemporary BH syntax guides which has 

fully employed the concept of aspect to explain the semantic of tense forms. It states, 

"Biblical Hebrew has no tenses in the strict sense of the term. By this statement, we mean 

that Hebrew does not locate an action or state in time by means of specific 

morphology."52 Time relations are not articulated through verbal inflections or 

grammatically realized tenses. Instead, they are expressed through a variety of syntactical 

and contextual features. 53 The book further differentiates the concepts of Aktionsart and 

aspect. Aspect identifies the action as either undefined or progressive, i.e. perfective or 

imperfective. It is denoted by verbal conjugations (that is, the traditional tense forms). 

Aktionsart refers to the type of action with regard to voice, fientivity, transitivity, 

49 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 157. In which Porter cites Driver, Treatise, 1-6. 
50 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 157. In which Porter quotes Ewald, Syntax, 1-13 esp. 3. 
51 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 157. 
52 Arnold and Choi, Guide, 36. In the footnote, the authors also provide a list of contemporary 

works that utilize the concept of aspect. 
53 Arnold and Choi, Guide, 36. 
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causation, and various reflexive actions. It is denoted by verbal stems (that is, Qal, Niphal, 

Piel, Pual, and so forth). 54 The categories of Aktionsart are "simple" (no element of 

causation), "causation with a patiency nuance," and "causation with an agency nuance," 

and each of these categories can be further divided into active, middle, passive, and 

reflexive.55 

We may see that both Aktionsart and verbal aspect of BH are morphologically 

based, and each of them has their own system. The categories of Aktionsart in BH can be 

said to be well-defined and limited to several applicable categories in opposition. It is 

different from Aktionsart that has been proposed for the Greek of the NT, which is 

neither morphologically based nor consists of well-defined and limited applicable 

categories in opposition. The Greek of the NT does not have a set of stems apart from the 

set of the ''tense forms" and hence it is not very probable that we can apply both 

Aktionsart and verbal aspect to it. As we have discussed in the last section, the limitations 

of Aktionsart applying to the Greek of the NT have not yet been resolved. 56 On the other 

hand, verbal aspect theory is different in the sense that it can provide a system that is 

morphologically based and has well-defmed categories for the understanding of the 

semantic of the tense forms of the Greek of the NT. Therefore, verbal aspect theory can 

be considered as a more suitable tool to understand the semantics of the tense forms. In 

addition, as verbal aspect is something applicable to a language (BH) earlier than the 

Greek of the NT, and many languages (as modem linguists have shown) later than the 

Greek of the NT, it may also be applicable to the Greek of the NT. 

54 Arnold and Choi, Guide, 36-37. The terms may not be the most usual terms we encounter when 
we discuss Aktionsart, but in terms of the semantics they convey, they can be considered to belong to 
Aktionsart. 

55 Arnold and Choi, Guide, 37-53. 
56 See 14--15. 
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5. Verbal Aspect of Ancient Greek 

The verbal aspect of non-indicative mood forms of Greek of the NT has generally 

created fewer disputes. A significant number of grammarians, for instances, Schwyzer, 

Robertson, Moulton, Dana and Mantey, Moule, and Gonda, have recognized that the non-

indicative mood forms do not make any assertion about reality of any temporal basis and 

are non-assertive. 57 Some first-year textbooks of the Greek of the NT have also used 

verbal aspect as the semantic category for understanding of the verbal aspect of non-

indicative mood, 58 thus many students of the Greek of the NT are already learning and 

familiar with this semantic category. 

The investigation ofthe verbal aspect of Greek, however, has not yet finished. For 

instance, the verbal aspect of indicative mood forms has not yet got a consensus. Another 

controversial topic is the semantics conveyed by the perfect tense form. In view of that 

Porter's publication on verbal aspect of the Greek of the NT is the first systematic 

monograph on the subject matter in recent years. 59 We will introduce his verbal aspect 

theory in the following subsection, to serve as the starting and reference point of the 

discussion of the other recent works concerning verbal aspect of the Greek of the NT. 

C. Porter's Aspect Theory 

As we have discussed earlier, many linguists propose that the original function of 

the "tense stem" of the verb in Indo-European languages (which include Greek) was not 

57 Porter, Idioms, 52. 
58 Other than Porter's work, there are also several more traditional or widely used textbooks which 

hold this perspective for the non-indicative mood forms. For instances, Black, Learn to Read N. T. Greek, 
Chapter20, 21, 23-24; Machen, N.T. Greek, 131, 180; Mounce, Basics of Biblical Greek, Chapter 26,31-
33. It must be noticed, however, that their terminology and their way of perceiving each aspectual category 
may differ. 

59 Porter's book was published in 1989, one year earlier than that ofFanning's. McKay has written 
a grammar book and several articles concerning verbal aspect, but his monograph in this area is published 
in 1994. 
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to indicate time, but verbal aspect. 60 Verbal aspect is concerned with how the verbal 

action was perceived to unfold.61 Porter proposes the category of synthetic verbal aspect. 

It is a "morphologically-based semantic category,"62 and thus the semantic features are 

attached to the tense form. He defines verbal aspect as "a synthetic semantic category 

(realized in the forms of verbs) used of meaningful oppositions in a network of tense 

systems to grammaticalize the author's reasoned subjective choice of conception of a 

process."63 Hence, the verbal aspect being used is chosen by the language user. 64 

Porter also reminds us that temporal values should be differentiated from verbal 

aspect. Temporal values in Greek are not established by the use of tense forms alone. 

Instead, the primary conveyors of temporal information are elements other than tense 

forms, for instance, deictic indicators. Moreover, the temporal ordering of events is not 

measured in relation to absolute time. Instead, it should be understood through the 

concept of "relative tense," and thus is measured by the relations established among the 

involved events with reference to each other and to the context. 65 

Even though a significant number of grammarians have recognized that the non-

indicative mood forms do not make any assertion about reality of any temporal basis and 

are non-assertive,66 Porter still provides adequate examples to demonstrate that the non-

indicative mood forms are non-temporal. 67 In addition, he also provides examples for the 

indicative mood form. The examples consist of analysis of five temporal categories-past, 

present, future, ornnitemporal, and timeless, which include different kinds of action 

60 See 16-22. 
61 Porter, Idioms, 20. 
62 Porter, Verbal Aspect, xi. 
63 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 88. 
64 Porter, Idioms, 21. 
65 Porter, Idioms, 25. 
66 Porter, Idioms, 52. 
67 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 168-70. 
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types-for the three major types of verb tense forms, as well as some examples of the 

imperfect tense form and the pluperfect tense form. 68 Hence, he successfully argued that 

the indicative mood forms are also non-temporal, that is, they are neither time-based nor 

conform to some pre-established temporal scheme. 

Porter's model of verbal aspect consists of three major aspectual categories, 

namely the perfective aspect, imperfective aspect, and the stative aspect. These three 

verbal aspects are linked to the three major tense forms. Perfective aspect denotes the 

semantics of the aorist tense form. Imperfective aspect denotes the semantics of the 

present as well as the imperfect tense forms. Stative aspect denotes the semantics of the 

perfect as well as the pluperfect tense forms. 69 

The future tense form is not regarded as part of the verbal aspect system. It 

constitutes part of the Greek verbal system, but it is not fully aspectual because no 

paradigmatic choice is offered. Therefore, it is aspectually vague and does not 

grammaticalize full aspectual choice. 7° Consequently, it does not enter into meaningful 

oppositions with the aorist, present, and perfect tense forms. Instead, its place in the 

verbal structure is unique,71 and it "grammaticalizes the semantic (meaning) feature of 

expectation," and is thus related to the semantic feature ofthe non-indicative mood 

ti 72 Thfu . 1 ... d" fu 73 orms. e ture Is a so not a tense smce It IS use m many non- ture contexts. 

68 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 188-238, 260-70; and Porter, Idioms, 29-42. 
69 Porter, Idioms, 21-22. 
70 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 413. 
71 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 32. 
72 Porter, Idioms, 43-44. 
73 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 411, and Porter, Idioms, 44-45. 
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1. Perfective Aspect 

Perfective aspect is defined as "the meaning ('semantics') of the aorist tense: the 

action is conceived of by the language user as a complete and undifferentiated 

process."74 This is irrespective of how the action occurs in actual fact. It does not matter 

whether the action is momentary or lasts a significant length of time or not, it is not under 

consideration. 75 

The aorist tense form is least heavily marked. It is thought to be more usual, more 

normal, and less specific.76 This least heavily marked form is less readily used in marked 

contexts. 

2. Imperfective Aspect 

Imperfective aspect is defined as "the meaning of the present tense, including the 

so-called imperfect form (augmented present form with secondary endings): the action is 

conceived of by the language user as being in progress."77 The internal structure of the 

action is seen as unfolding. 78 

The present and imperfect tense forms are more heavily marked forms. They are 

more marked formally and semantically, and are slightly marked in terms of 

distribution.79 These marked forms may function within different temporal spheres, 

marked as well as unmarked discourse. 80 

74 Porter, Idioms, 21 (his emphasis). 
75 Porter, Idioms, 21. 
76 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 90. This idea conforms to what Lyons has suggested. 
77 Porter, Idioms, 21 (his emphasis). 
78 Porter, Idioms, 21. 
79 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 90. 
80 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 107. 
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• Imperfect Tense Form 

The verbal aspect of the imperfect tense form is the same as that of the present 

tense form. Through a combination of the augment and the secondary endings added 

upon the present stem, however, Greek language users have restricted its usage and 

meaning, and it is often related to past contexts. As Porter has shown, however, the 

imperfect tense form can also be used in non-past situations. Therefore, even though the 

imperfect tense form is a form often related to time, it is not an absolute case, and the 

usage is not related to absolute time.81 He uses the term "remoteness" as the category 

differentiating the present tense form and the imperfect tense form, while imperfect tense 

form is more remote and present tense form is less remote. 82 

3. Stative Aspect 

Stative aspect is defined as "the meaning of the perfect tense, including the so-

called pluperfect form (not always augmented but with secondary endings): the action is 

conceived of by the language user as reflecting a given (often complex) state of affairs ."83 

The stative aspect "represents the state or condition of the grammatical subject, as 

conceptualized by the speaker or writer."84 Therefore, this is irrespective of the objective 

nature of the event. No matter if this state of affairs is the result of some antecedent 

action or the event has durative or punctiliar or iterative value, it is not under semantic 

consideration. 85 In other words, it is different from the concept of stativity of Aktionsart. 

81 Porter, Idioms, 33-34. 
82 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 207. 
83 Porter, Idioms, 21-22. 
84 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 259. 
85 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 259. 
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Moreover, "The force of the stative aspect is that the grammatical subject of the verb is 

the focus of the state of affairs. " 86 

The perfect and pluperfect tense forms are the most heavily marked forms when 

we consider them formally, distributionally, and semantically. 87 These most heavily 

marked tense forms are used freely in various temporal contexts within both marked and 

unmarked discourse. 88 

• Pluperfect Tense Form 

The verbal aspect of the pluperfect tense form is the same as that of the perfect 

tense form. Similar to the imperfect tense form, the pluperfect tense form tends to be used 

in past-time contexts, while there are many instances that it is not past-referring. 89 Again, 

Porter uses the term "remoteness" as the category differentiating the perfect tense form 

and the pluperfect tense form.90 

4. Verbal Systems in Opposition 

In Porter's model, the verbal network consists of verbal systems in opposition.91 

Verbal opposition can be established in terms of marked pairs. 92 When one element is 

selected in the language, other similar elements are not selected. The perfective aspect is 

the least heavily weighed aspect; it carries the least significant meaning attached to use of 

the form. The imperfect aspect is more heavily weighed; greater semantic significance is 

implied when it is used in opposition to the perfective aspect. The stative aspect is most 

86 Porter, Idioms, 40. 
87 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 90. 
88 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 107. 
89 Porter, Idioms, 42. 
90 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 289. 
91 Porter, Verbal Aspect, xi. 
92 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89. 
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opposition to the perfective and imperfective aspects.93 

D. Recent Related Literature 

We have already presented Porter's verbal aspect theory in the last subsection. 

We are now going to introduce other recent related literature. There are at least ten 

monographs that deal with or related to the semantic of the verb of the Greek of the NT 

over the past twenty years or so.94 I will introduce the works very briefly, and then 

highlight and discuss some points that are related to this study. 

• Buist M. Fanning 

Fanning published his work in 1990,just one year after Porter's work. His 

definition of verbal aspect is similar to that of Porter's. Other than the definition, his 
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theory coincides with Porter in the sense that they both agree that aspect is not related to 

temporal sequence or procedural characteristics of actual situations.95 On the other hand, 

his theory differs from Porter's in several significant ways. First of all, he believes that 

verbal aspect is not related to prominence of discourse.96 Moreover, he suggests that the 

usage of the indicative is "the intersection in the same forms of aspect-value with time- or 

tense-meanings. The deictic time-values ... interact with the aspects in the indicative."97 

Hence, he sees the future as "non-aspectual tense category."98 He understands the perfect 

indicative as involving three elements: "there is an Aktionsart-feature of stative situation, 

93 Porter, Idioms, 22. 
94 Cirafesi has provided a clear yet concise survey on nine monographs before his. See Cirafesi, 

VerbalAspect, 7-15. 
95 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 84-85. 
96 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 85. 
97 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 198. 
98 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 123 (his emphasis). Olsen, Evans and Campbell also hold this view; see 

Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 45. 
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an internal tense-feature of anteriority, and an aspect-feature of summary viewpoint 

concerning an occurrence."99 He also states that the perfect non-indicative preserves the 

"basic sense of 'aspect-Aktionsart-tense' in denoting a state or condition resulting from 

an anterior occurrence."10° Furthermore, he takes into account the lexical sense of verbs 

when he evaluates the semantics of verbal aspect. 101 

An in-depth analysis of the differences between Fanning's theory and Porter's 

theory has already been provided by Porter. 102 One of the important differences between 

the two theories is about the relationship between aspect and markedeness. Theoretically, 

on the one hand, it is possible that in some oppositions, all members may be equally 

marked. For instance, in phonology, there are some oppositions that are called 

equipollent and are equally marked. 103 On the other hand, however, many linguists will 

relate aspect with markedness. For instance, Comrie has one chapter on markedness in 

his book concerning aspect. 104 Lyons has also mentioned about the relative markedness 

of tense forms of Greek. 105 There is also a chapter concerning markedness in the Oxford 

Handbook of Tense and Aspect. 106 It seems that many linguists tend to believe that the 

opposition of aspects is related to markedness. Practically speaking, several monographs 

had already applied verbal aspect theory that relates aspect to markedness (or prominence 

theory that includes verbal aspect) and have proven successful and helpful in their 

99 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 290-91 (his emphasis). 
100 Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 396. 
101 For instance, he sees verbs occur as performatives because of their lexical sense, see Fanning, 

Verbal Asgect, 202. 
1 2 See Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 28-38. 
103 Comrie, Aspect, 111. 
104 Comrie, Aspect, Chapter 6. 
105 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314-15. 
106 Binnick ed., Oxford Handbook, Chapter 7. 
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analysis of the NT.107 In view of the fact that many linguists tend to relate markedness 

with the opposition of verbal aspects, and that the notion of prominence is applicable in 

studying verbal aspects of the Greek of the NT, this study will take the viewpoint that the 

opposition of verbal aspects is linked to markedness. 

Secondly, Fanning believe that the indicative consists of both aspect-value and 

time- or tense-meanings. 108 However, as we have mentioned earlier, Porter has already 

used many examples of the NT to prove that time value is not one of the core values of 

the tense forms of the verb of Greek ofthe NT.109 Fanning's argument cannot explain all 

those examples that are raised by Porter. Furthermore, when Fanning discusses the future 

tense form, it is interesting that he points out the perspective of Lyons, and says that "As 

Lyons point out, the nature of future-time reference is inherently bound up with 

contingency, possibility, intention, and other non-assertive modal forces, and this is 

reflected in the grammatical function of futures in many languages."110 It seems that even 

though Fanning realizes that Lyons has already pointed out what is the essence of future-

time reference, he insists on the time value of future tense form. Moreover, even if the 

future tense form could be regarded as a "non-aspectual tense category," it is still out of 

the scope of the discussion of verbal aspect. 

Finally, Fanning takes into account the lexical sense of verbs into the study of 

aspects. As we have mentioned earlier, lexical sense is not morphologically-based and 

hence should not be included in the discussion of aspect. 111 

107 For instances, Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect; Decker, Temporal Deixis; Martin-Asensio, Transitivity
Based Foregrounding; Mathewson, Verbal Aspect, and Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, all of 
them have applied the markedness of the opposition of verbal aspects in their studies. 

108 For a more detailed discussion, see Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 32. 
109 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 168-70, 188-238, and 260-70. 
110 See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 123, in which he cites Lyons, Semantics, 814-18. 
111 See 18-19. For a more detailed critique, see Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 31. 
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• Kenneth L. McKay 

McKay argues that Greek verbs realize aspect, but not time. He states that "the 

tenses of ancient Greek do not signal time except by implication from their relationship to 

their context."112 He has also shown that each tense form may convey meaning with 

different time reference. 113 Although his categories and terminology are slightly different 

from Porter's, 114 his understanding of the three main aspects is similar to that of Porter's. 

In his understanding, the stative aspect (he uses the term "perfect aspect") "expresses the 

state or condition of the subject of the verb, as a result of an action (logically a prior 

action), but most often with comparatively little reference to the action itself." 115 He 

especially has mentioned the word oT8a, saying, "In a few verbs the perfect usually 

appears to signify a state, without any reference to its establishment. The most common 

of these verbs is oT8a ... "116 He differs from Porter, however, in the sense that he takes the 

future aspect as the fourth aspect. 117 

As we have discussed earlier, Lyons has pointed out that the nature of future-time 

reference is inherently connected to contingency, possibility, intention, and other non-

assertive modal forces. 118 Therefore, it relates to the mood form more than to the tense 

form and meaningful opposition will not be formed between them. As a result, this study 

will not consider the future as the fourth aspect. 

112 McKay, New Syntax, 39. 
113 McKay, New Syntax, 40-51. 
114 The terms that he uses for the three main aspects are imperfective, aorist and perfect; see 

McKay, New Syntax, 27. These terms that McKay uses are the same as those ofLyons, see 20-21. 
115 McKay, New Syntax, 27-34, especially 31. 
116 McKay, New Syntax, 31. 
117 McKay, New Syntax, 27, 34. 
118 See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 123, in which he cites Lyons, Semantics, 814-18. 
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McKay has especially mentioned the word otoa when he talks about the stative 

aspect (he uses the term perfect aspect). In his viewpoint, the perfect tense form of the 

word otoa conveys the meaning of the stative aspect. 

• Mari B. Olsen 

Olsen's dissertation has one chapter on aspect in Koine Greek. She sees aspect as 

a broad term and includes one chapter for lexical aspect and another chapter for 

grammatical aspect in her study. 119 She introduces the terms telicity, dynamicity, and 

durativity while she is discussing lexical aspect. Interestingly, she utilizes these terms 

again as she discusses grammatical aspect and sees them as the nucleus features of 

grammatical aspects. 12° Consequently, she utilizes these terms when she discusses Koine 

Greek. Moreover, she proposes that the imperfect, pluperfect, perfect, and future are 

tenses, while present and aorist are not. 121 Furthermore, she suggests that it is 

unnecessary to assign an additional "stative" aspect feature to the perfect and pluperfect 

tense forms because she sees that the difference between these forms and the aorist can 

be described by their difference of temporal reference. 122 

Olsen is right in the sense that aspect is a broad term and includes grammatical as 

well as lexical aspect. 123 However, lexical aspect is regarded as part of Aktionsart,124 

hence is not morphologically-based. Moreover, she utilizes concepts from Aktionsart to 

understand grammatical aspect. It seems that she wants to mix them again after she has 

separated the two kinds of aspects. We have to notice that, even though lexical aspect 

119 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, Chapter 6, 2 and 3 are concerned with Koine Greek, 
lexical asEect and grammatical aspect respectively. 

20 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 25-116, especially 66-97. 
121 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 199-270, especially 227-40. 
122 Olsen, Semantic and Pragmatic Model, 259-60. 
123 See the discussion in Filip, "Lexical Aspect," 724-25. 
124 Filip, "Lexical Aspect," 725. 
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exists in verbs, it is not grammaticalized by tense forms and therefore it is outside of the 

scope of the investigation on the semantics of tense forms and thus outside of the scope 

of this study. Finally, Olsen proposes that there are some verb forms in Greek that 

possess tense as well as aspect, but since not all of them possess both, we can say that 

tense cannot form meaningful opposition between tense forms. We have to notice, 

however, as Porter has already proved, time reference is not the core semantic component 

of Greek verbs of the NT; each tense form has shown different kinds of time reference. 

Therefore, tense does not really exist within the tense forms and Olsen's proposal that 

some tense forms are tenses is not valid. As temporal reference should not be regarded as 

part of the semantics of tense form, her proposal that an additional stative aspect feature 

is unnecessary, which is based on her understanding of temporal reference, also becomes 

invalid. 

• Trevor V. Evans 

Evans' understanding ofverbal aspect is similar to that of Porter and Fanning. 125 

He has, however, a different viewpoint concerning the meaning of the perfect. He defines 

perfect tense form as "a special type of imperfective, expressing stativity."126 

Evans provides little evidence for his argument that the perfect tense form is 

grammaticalizing imperfective aspect. Evans himself has also admitted that this evidence 

has to be treated with caution. Moreover, since Evans says that the perfect tense form is 

"a special type of imperfective, expressing stativity," it seems that Evans agrees with 

125 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 18-19. See also 19-22 for the discussion of Aktionsart. 
126 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 32. On the other hand, Evans also understands the future as linked to 

temporal reference, and thus sees its temporal value more important than its aspectual value. Evans, Verbal 
Syntax, 39-40. This viewpoint has already been treated as we discuss the viewpoint of Fanning. 
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Porter essentially.127 On the other hand, as there are three tense stems (not including 

future tense stem) in Greek of the NT, and that all living languages "are of their nature 

efficient and viable systems of communication serving the different and multifarious 

social needs of the communities that use them,"128 the three tense stems are probably 

serving different functions. Therefore, it is more probable that Greek of the NT has three 

aspects with reference to the three tense stems. The viewpoint that ancient Greek has 

three aspects is also supported by several modern linguists that have pondered this 

question. 129 Comrie has discussed the relationship between the three stems and the 

possibility of the combination of aspects in ancient Greek. He says, "In Ancient Greek, 

the morphology of the Perfect precludes combination with the Aorist/Imperfect aspectual 

distinction, since different stems are used for the three verb forms." 130 Therefore, it seems 

that Comrie also agrees that since there are three tense stems in ancient Greek, there are 

three aspects, and the aspect of the perfect tense form precludes the possibility of the 

combination of the aspectual meaning of the aorist tense form and present/imperfect tense 

form. We may say that, combining the uncertainty of Evans himself and the perspectives 

of several modern linguists, it is more possible that there are three aspects in ancient 

Greek due to the existence ofthe three tense stems. 

127 Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 41-42. 
128 Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 43. 
129 For instance, Lyons and Hewson. We have already discussed about Lyons' perspective on 20-

22. Also see Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314-15. For Hewson's perspective, see 
Hewson, "Tense," 508-9. 

13° Comrie, Aspect, 62. 
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• Constantine R. Campbell 

Campbell has two monographs concerning verbal aspect of the Greek of the 

NT.131 He agrees with Evans that "The term 'Aktionsart' has been reserved for 

procedural characteristics, seen especially as lexically expressed, while the term 'aspect' 

has been, restricted to grammatically expressed viewpoint features." 132 Thus, he 

differentiates clearly between Aktionsart and aspect. He also agrees with Porter and 

McKay that the Greek tense forms do not primarily grammaticalize time but aspects. 133 

The only exception is that the future tense form conveys temporal reference as well as 

aspect. 134 On the other hand, he criticizes McKay's and Porter's view on stative aspect 

and provides some examples to say that their models are inadequate for explaining some 

instances in the NT. He quotes other linguists' opinion that the "stative aspect" should 

not be included as one of the aspects as it is closer to the semantic of Aktionsart. He 

further quotes Olsen's view that an additional stative aspect feature is unnecessary.135 

When Campbell is considering the perfect indicative, he proposes that intensity and 

prominence are the two pragmatic implicatures of the perfect indicative.136 Campbell's 

major proposal concerning verbal aspect is that spatial categories are part of the core 

semantic component ofverbs.137 

131 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, and Campbell, Verbal Aspect and Non-Indicative, one of 
them is concerned with indicative and the other non-indicative. "Two monographs" have not counted 
Campbell, Basics of Verbal Aspect, which is another introductory in verbal aspect that Campbell has 
published. 

132 Evans, Verbal Syntax, 17. Campbell quotes him in Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 10. 
133 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 241-44. 
134 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 151-58. We have already refuted the issue concerning the 

view that future is an aspect when we discuss about McKay's work. We have also shown that Porter has 
pointed out that future tense forms are used in many non-future contexts so that it is not a tense. 

135 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 166-75. 
136 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 206-7. 
137 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 48-57, 84--101, 115-25, 195-210, and 229-33. 
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It seems that Campbell does not fully understand Porter's definition of the stative 

aspect. He has mixed up the concept of stativity in Aktionsart with Porter's stative aspect, 

and thus he has mistakenly put emphasis on how the action is to be understood 

objectively.138 Moreover, he quotes Olsen's proposal that the stative aspect is 

unnecessary. However, Olsen's proposal is based on her understanding that Greek tense 

forms also convey temporal reference, which is a viewpoint that Campbell himself does 

not agree with, and that we have already proved invalid. 139 Even though Campbell 

disagrees with Porter's stative aspect, it seems that he agrees that the perfect tense form is 

used when the author wants to emphasize the meaning since he proposes that intensity 

and prominence are the two pragmatic implicatures of the perfect indicative. 

Campbell's idea of spatial categories has been evaluated by Fanning, Mathewson, 

and Cirafesi. They either accuse Campbell of taking spatial notions too far, or raise 

questions concerning the inadequacy of his theory. 140 Since viewing spatial as the core 

category of aspect is a new idea, therefore, if Campbell can successfully answer the 

queries that are posed by Fanning, Mathewson, and Cirafesi, maybe we can re-consider 

his proposal. At the meantime, it seems that this proposal still has many unsolved 

problems. 

138 For instance, he always asks questions like "is the stative situation to be described as a state of 
having-done-their-duty-ness?" See Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 170-71. Campbell has mistaken 
put the emphasis on the action itself, rather than the state or condition that is conceptualized by the writer. 
See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 259. 

139 We have already discussed the viewpoint that there should not be three aspects in Greek when 
we discuss Evans' work. 

140 Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 27, 38-40, 43-44. Cirafesi has provided a discussion on "remoteness" 
from linguistic perspective, but he does not agree that it should be the main category of verbal aspect. See 
Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 28-32, 27-28. 
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• Rodney J. Decker 

Decker is the first to apply Porter's aspect theory to an extended narrative corpus, 

the Gospel ofMark.141 He asserts that the tense form system is non-temporal and that 

temporal considerations come from "deictic factors in the context as they interact with 

the grammaticalized semantics of the verb (i.e. verbal aspect)."142 

• David L. Mathewson 

Mathewson applies aspect theory to Revelation's enigmatic use of the Greek 

forms. He tries to explain why different verbal forms can appear in a range of temporal 

contexts. 143 Moreover, he also applies Porter's prominence model in his study and argues 

that Revelation uses verbal aspect to background, foreground and frontground its 

narrative discourse. 144 

• Wally V. Cirafesi 

Cirafesi's monograph is the latest monograph concerning verbal aspect of Greek 

of the NT. He aims at explaining the meaning of divergent tense form usage throughout 

the Synoptic Passion Narratives. He primarily adopts Porter's verbal aspect theory and its 

role in creating prominence in his study.145 He successfully applied the aspectually-based 

approach to interpret instances in the Synoptic Gospels where verb forms differ. 

The works of Decker, Mathewson and Cirafesi are all successful examples of 

applying Porter's verbal aspect theory (or verbal aspect theory very similar to that of 

Porter's) to examine the Greek of the NT. They have proven that Porter's verbal aspect 

theory is workable. In view of these three examples, as Cirafesi has said, "This has not 

141 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 1-2. 
142 Decker, Temporal Deixis, 149. 
143 See Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 13, in which he quotes Mathewson, Verbal Aspect, 16-17. 
144 See Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 13, in which he quotes Mathewson, Verbal Aspect, 40-45. 
145 Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 15. 
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been the case-at least not yet-with the other major theorists working in Greek 

aspect." 146 

E. The Model Utilized in This Study 

In this section, we have introduced the major models that have been utilized to 

understand the semantics of the tense forms of the Greek of the NT. We have shown that 

the temporal view is not adequate to explain the usage of a large number of occurrences 

of tense forms in Greek of the NT. 147 Aktionsart is by definition not a morphologically-

based classification and hence should not be utilized to explain the semantics of tense 

forms. 148 Verbal aspect, which is morphologically-based, is a more consistent way for the 

understanding of the semantics of the tense forms of the Greek of the NT. 

During the past twenty-five years, several major theories of verbal aspect have 

been proposed for Greek of the NT. We are looking for a theory that conforms to the 

understanding of the majority of linguists, which is a fully developed system, and is 

applicable when it is used to study the NT. Among the several competing models, it 

seems that Porter's model is the one which conforms to the linguists' theories to the 

greatest degree, and is already tested by the successful application of it to the study of the 

NT.149 Therefore, in this study, Porter's theory of verbal aspect will be utilized to show 

that o'llia is a viable perfect tense form. According to Porter's theory, the semantic 

meaning of the perfect tense form is "state of affairs."150 When we apply it to the lexical 

item ot8a, the problem that ot8a does not seem to show the "resultant effect of some past 

146 Cirafesi, Verbal Aspect, 14-15. 
147 See 13. 
148 See 14-15 and 18-19. 
149 See 40-41. 
150 Porter, Idioms, 21-22. 
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action," as it is traditionally explained, no longer exists. In order to show that o'llia is a 

viable perfect tense form, we will compare its relative prominence with its synonyms that 

belongs to the same semantic domain. We will now introduce the concept of semantic 

domain. 

II. Semantic Domains 

The concept of semantic domains is another important concept that shapes this 

study. Since "Every lexicogrammatical system realizes some systemic feature in the 

semantics,"151 the lexical system realizes the system of semantic domains of words. The 

term "semantic domains" is also recognized as "semantic fields." Semantic field theory 

acknowledges that words are not in isolation but in contextual relations. Language users 

use words to divide all that they talked about into different realms delimited by words. As 

a result, the words of a language are found grouped in users' minds according to the 

domains they occupy rather than in alphabetical order. 152 

A. Concept of Semantic Domains 

There are two perspectives for understanding the concept of semantic domains in 

NT studies. One of them is Thiselton's perspective that is concerned with the semantic 

range of a lexical item.153 The other is Silva's perspective which suggests that a concept 

151 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 593. 
152 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 70. For other studies on semantic domain, such as 

lexical semantics, see Louw and Nida, Lexical Semantics, and Silva, Biblical Words and Their Meaning, 
among others. 

153 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 70, in which he quotes Thiselton, "Semantics," 
90-91. 
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may be spoken of using various lexical items.154 Both perspectives are needed for the 

understanding of the importance of the concept. 

The notion of semantic domain is concerned with the related meanings of 

different words. 155 Any set of related meanings has shared features of meaning that serve 

to classify meanings into the same semantic domain or subdomain. On the other hand, the 

diagnostic (distinctive) features are those features that distinguish between terms within 

any domain or subdomain. 156 

To be more specific, meaning relations derive from either paradigmatic or 

syntagmatic relations. 157 Paradigmatic relations are concerned with the choices a 

language user makes to complete the same slot in a sentence structure. On the other hand, 

syntagmatic relations deal with the elements on the linear chain of elements.158 Since 

these two kinds of relations represent two different dimensions of patterning, any couple 

of lexical items can involve both relations. 159 

Paradigmatic relations are intrinsic to the organization of lexis as a resource. 160 

They may be further discussed through the concepts of synonymy, opposites, and 

hyponymy. Synonymy can be understood in terms of various degrees of complete and 

partial synonymy. Apart from technical language, there are very few complete synonyms. 

When all factors indicate that two words may work in a given context, various degrees of 

partial synonymy exist. Opposites, including antonymy, are words that have some form 

of opposition in their meanings. They must share at least one major semantic feature and 

154 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 70, in which he cites Silva, "Pauline Style as 
Lexical Choice," 184-207. 

155 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 1: iv. 
156 Nida et al., Style and Discourse, 79. 
157 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 571. 
158 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 71, 73. 
159 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 571. 
160 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 571. 
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in the same semantic domain. There are three types of opposites: complementary, 

gradable, and relational. Hyponymy, which is also known as inclusion, is similar to the 

scientific classification of genus and species. It introduces a hierarchy to discussion of 

lexical items. In most of the sense relations, individual lexical items function on the same 

level. However, with hyponymy, there are priorities in the choice and use of lexical 

items. 161 

Syntagmatic relations hold between lexical items in a sentence that tend to occur 

together, or collocate with one another. 162 They are also part of the meaning of a lexical 

item and constrain choice. There are two important kinds of syntagmatic relations. The 

first kind is collocation. The various types and kinds of word combinations will be 

analyzed. Collocation patterns may help to specify lexical meaning. Another kind of 

syntagmatic relation is related to syntagmatic environments. More precise syntactical 

information is provided in syntagmatic environments to help to delimit the meaning of a 

lexical item.163 

B. Semantic Domains and Discourse Analysis 

1. Semantic Domains and SFL 

As we have discussed earlier, there are two perspectives for understanding the 

concept of semantic domains. The first one is concerned with the semantic range of a 

lexical item. The other perspective suggests that a concept may be spoken of using 

various lexical items. 164 When we are examining the semantic range of a lexical item, and 

thus the meaning in a specific clause, we are dealing with part of the ideational 

161 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 71-73. 
162 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 571. 
163 Porter, Studies in the Greek New Testament, 73. 
164 See 42-43. 
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metafunction of the text. On the other hand, when we are examining the various lexical 

items that are used to convey one shared concept, it is related to meaning as well as 

cohesion of the text, thus we are dealing with both the ideational metafunction and the 

textual metafunction of the text. 

2. Semantic Domains and Usage 

The semantic domain theory is specifically related to three areas of discourse 

analysis: cohesion, coherence, and topics. 165 Cohesion operates within the grammatical 

zone as well as lexical zone. In the lexical zone, a speaker or writer creates cohesion 

through the selection of lexical items that are related to those before them. Lexical 

cohesion is realized through the utilization of semantic domains. The repetition of a 

lexical form is the most direct form of lexical cohesion. The choice of a lexical item from 

the same semantic domain (which includes the choice of synonymy, hyponymy and 

meronymy) is another way to create lexical cohesion. Other than semantic relationship, 

collocation can also create cohesion. 166 

There are two perspectives concerning coherence. One of them is the coherence 

of a text with respect to itself. It involves cohesion. Another perspective of coherence is 

concerned with the hearer's or reader's ability to process the text. Recipients understand a 

text through what is said as well as their knowledge and expectation. It is expected that 

the author will convey meaning with the arrangement of words, sentences and units, so 

that the place where a given element occurs has a reason. 167 

165 Westfall, "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 201-8. 
166 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 570-76. See also Westfall, 

"Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 201-6. 
167 Westfall, "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 206-8. 
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A topic can be determined by several criteria. Tracing the participant and process 

semantic chains and their interaction are some of them. Lexical chains, which are formed 

by repetition, semantic chains, which are formed by lexis from the same semantic 

domain, 168 and participant chains, which are formed by noun phrases, pronouns and verbs, 

that interact rapidly with other chains are probably crucial to the topic. 169 

C. Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon 

This study will utilize Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon as the primary 

reference for the classification of semantic domains. This lexicon classifies words in the 

NT into their semantic domains and subdomains, and is characterized by functional 

categories. 170 Those words with meanings which are most closely related in semantic 

space and are often regarded as partial synonyms are brought together into the same 

semantic domain; 171 in other words, words within the same domain have shared features 

of meaning. 

In the lexicon, three major classes of semantic features form the basis for the 

various semantic domains and subdomains. They are the shared, distinctive, and 

supplementary features. These three features are defined as follows: 

The shared features are those elements of the meaning of lexical items which are 
held in common by a set of lexical items. The distinctive features are those which 
separate meanings one from another, and the supplementary features are those 
which may be relevant in certain contexts or may play primarily a connotative or 
associative role. 172 

168 We may use this concept when we are examining the prominence of the text. A repeated topic 
which is denoted by synonyms may create prominence. 

169 Westfall, "Blessed Be the Ties That Bind," 208. 
170 Reed, "Discourse Analysis," 202. 
171 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 1: x. 
172 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 1: vi. 
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Therefore, lexical items that share fundamental features but belong to different parts of 

speech, or denote the positive and negative aspects are all placed in the same domain. 173 

Hence, a semantic domain has included all the three kinds of paradigmatic relations of 

meaning. Moreover, it is recommended that when someone is using the lexicon, both 

domains and subdomains must be concerned in order that he or she may delve into the 

areas of meaning satisfactorily. 174 

D. The Utilization of Semantic Domains in This Study 

This study will compare the distribution of ot8a as opposed to other verbs in the 

same semantic domain. We can understand how ot8a is chosen as opposed to the other 

options by doing this. In view of this specific objective, this study will limit the 

comparison to verbal opposition.175 The perfect tense form (stative aspect) is the most 

heavily marked form and it forms an opposition with the present/aorist 

(imperfective/perfective) opposition.176 OtBa occurs in the stative aspect only. Therefore, 

we may compare it with the occurrences of the imperfective/perfective aspect of its 

related verbs, and then examine the distribution of ot8a in relation to the related verbs. 

This study will not only compare partial synonyms. Those lexical items that are 

opposites of ot8a will also be considered. We will consider synonyms because they can 

act as reasonable substitution for the lexical item ot8a. As we are trying to examine how 

the lexical item ol8a is used, as a choice of the author, words that may work in the same 

given context can create reasonable comparison. We will also consider opposites, since 

173 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, I: x-xi. 
174 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, I: xv. 
175 This study will not consider other grammatical choices that belong to other parts of speech. 

This is because even though some lexical items, like verbal nouns, may convey meaning similar to a verb, 
they do not reveal the tense form that may be used, and so it is not possible for us to compare their verbal 
aspect. 

176 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89-90. 
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the author can choose to use opposites together with a negating particle to create the same 

meaning for the same given context. Hyponymy which provides general-specific 

semantic will also be under consideration. 

The semantic range of oloa involves five entries. The meanings of "know" in 

entry 28.1 and "understand" in entry 32.4 ofLouw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon 

may fit the context of 1 John. Therefore, we will identify possible substitutes from 

Domain 28 "Know" and 32 "Understand." Among these two domains, we are going to 

look for verbs that are possible substitutions of otoa, and appear in 1 John as well. I have 

identified six lexical items for comparison with otoa. They are ytvcbcrKro in entry 28.1 

(same one as oloa) meaning "know" and in entry 32.16 meaning "come to understand," 

q>avEp6ro in entry 28.36 meaning "make known," axouro in entry 32.1 meaning 

"understand," 8Eropero and oparo in entry 32.11 meaning "understand," and wcpA.Oro touc; 

6cp8aA.J.Louc; in entry 32.25 meaning ''to cause to not understand."177 In 1 John 2:11, 

wq>Mro (to make blind) is a metaphor that functions as a synonym for ''to cause to not 

understand" and functions as an antonym of 6p6.ro (to see). Specifically, Eruq>A.rocrEV touc; 

6cp8aA.J.LOU<; autou is metaphor that illustrates tOV 0.8EA.q>ov ... OUK ot8EV, and therefore the 

phrase should be included as an antonym for a full analysis. 

Other than using semantic domains to fmd out lexical items that may serve as 

alternative choice of the lexical item ollia and hence compare with it, we may also utilize 

other linguistic features, like cohesion. 

177 The number of occurrences of each of these verbs will be discussed on 111. 
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III. Prominence Theory 

When we are discussing the notion of prominence, there is one foremost question 

that people may ask: What is the function of analysing prominence? To answer this 

question, we may first look at the characteristics oflanguage. Halliday suggests that "A 

language is a resource for making meaning, and meaning resides in systemic patterns of 

choice."178 Since meaning resides in systemic patterns of choice, we may say that 

prominent features are a special kind of pattern of choice. When we examine prominent 

features, we may discover the meaning residing in them. Moreover, as Halliday suggests, 

patterns of prominence should lead one towards new insight, relate to the meaning of the 

text as a whole, and contribute to the writer's total meaning. 179 Furthermore, as Porter 

suggests, "Prominent features in a discourse may be selected for grammatical as well as 

conceptual emphasis."180 Reed also articulates that "Prominence typically refers to the 

means by which speakers/authors draw the listener/reader's attention to important topics 

and motifs of the discourse and support these topics with other less-prominent 

material."181 Therefore, when we locate the prominent features in a discourse, at the same 

time we are locating the grammatical and conceptual emphasis, the important topics and 

motifs of the discourse. Therefore, prominent features are important clues that lead us to 

a better understanding of the meaning of a discourse. 

The notion of prominence is based on the phenomenon that prominent features are 

a special kind of pattern of choice and that they may be selected for grammatical as well 

as conceptual emphasis. As a result, people will use marked devices to indicate 

178 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 23. 
179 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339. 
180 Porter, Idioms, 302. 
181 Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 105-6. 
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prominence. There are some formal features which are default and unmarked, while some 

are marked; default features tend to ground marked features. 182 

According to Westfall, "markedness" is concerned with the hierarchical nature of 

lexical and grammatical categories. Linguistics categories can then be ranked according 

to salience or prominence. Moreover, "marked features that occur together with other 

emphatic features create 'zones of turbulence' that characterize prominence."183 

According to Battistella, the principle of markedness assimilation suggests that "marked 

elements tend to occur in marked contexts while unmarked elements occur in unmarked 

contexts." 184 

Related to the principle of markedness assimilation is the notion that "language 

exhibits congruence between the markedness of meanings (signifieds) and the 

markedness of expressions (signifiers)."185 Therefore, when we examine the markedness 

of expressions (marked features) in a discourse, we can identify what the author is 

emphasizing (the markedness of meanings) and thus we can understand what ideas the 

author wants to introduce. 

In the following, I will first define the terms that are related to the notion of 

prominence. After that, I will depict models of prominence that I am inspired by and will 

use to develop my model. 

182 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 79. 
183 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 76. In a footnote ofWestfall's essay, she 

introduces that the term "zones of turbulence" which is utilized by R. E. Longacre in Longacre, Grammar 
ofDiscourse, 38. 

184 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
185 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
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A. Definition of Terms 

Prominence and markedness are important concepts in this study. The term 

"markedness" is sometimes used interchangeably with the term "prominence." Reed 

observes that the notion of prominence is also known as emphasis, grounding, relevance, 

and salience within the discussion of linguists and literary theorists. 186 Moreover, 

prominence is also directly related to markedness theory. 187 We can see that diverse 

terminology is used concerning the notion of prominence; consequently, it is necessary to 

define these terms before any further discussion. 

Prominence is "restricted to highlighting or emphasis at the discourse level."188 

Following Halliday's practice, I will use the term "prominence" to describe "the 

motivated phenomenon of linguistic highlighting, whereby some feature of the language 

of a text stands out in some way."189 It is Leech's question and unsatisfactory answers 

that drove Halliday to define the terms foregrounding and prominence: 190 "Foregrounding, 

as I understand it, is prominence that is motivated,"191 while "prominence" is "a general 

name for the phenomenon of linguistic highlighting, whereby some feature of the 

186 Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 105. 
187 Porter, "Prominence," 47. 
188 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 77. 
189 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339--40. There is, however, a difference of terminology 

between Halliday and this study. In Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339, Halliday articulates that 
"If we can relate the linguistic patterns (grammatical, lexical, and even phonological) to the underlying 
functions of language, we have a criterion for eliminating what is trivial and for distinguishing true 
foregrounding from mere prominence of a statistical or an absolute kind." From the distinction between 
"true foregrounding" and "mere prominence of a statistical or an absolute kind," I reasonably believe that 
Halliday uses the term "foregrounding" instead of''prominence" of this study, and the term ''prominence" 
instead of"markedness" in this study. 

190 Porter, "Prominence," 50. The terms refer to prominence and markedness in this paper 
respective!{. 

19 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339. It must be noted that there is a difference of 
terminology between Halliday and my thesis. This sentence is a direct quotation from Halliday. Utilizing 
the terminology defined in this thesis, it becomes "Prominence, as I understand it, is markedness that is 
motivated." 
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language of a text stands out in some way." 192 He chooses the term "prominence" to 

"avoid the assumption that a linguistic feature which is brought under attention will 

always be seen as a departure." 193 He proposes that unless patterns of prominence lead 

one "towards a new insight, through finding that such prominence contributes to the 

writer's total meaning," it will lack motivation. Moreover, "a feature that is brought into 

prominence will be 'foregrounded' only if it relates to the meaning of the text as a 

whole."194 When the marked feature is relevant to the interpretation of the text, the 

markedness is motivated.195 Therefore, a distinction is drawn between the linguistic 

structures and their relevance.196 Halliday's definition that introduces the concept of 

motivation is a breakthrough. It is important for interpreters to link marked features with 

semantic motivation.197 As Porter has stated, linguistically prominent items are 

"grounded to varying degrees in the semantics of the text and brought to the fore in 

support and reinforcement of this semantic framework." 198 To observe occurrences of 

marked features apart from a larger ideational framework is not enough. Semantic criteria 

are necessarily determinative for the significance of a marked feature. To weigh all the 

different features without noting the ideational framework is not possible. 199 

"Markedness" and "grounding" are other two important terms. I will employ 

Porter's terminology to define these two terms. "Markedness refers to the formal 

192 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 340. 
193 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 340. It must be noted that there is a difference of 

terminology between Halliday and this paper. This sentence is a partial quotation from Halliday, and it 
keeps Halliday's terminology. "Prominence" in Halliday's paper refers to "markedness" in this thesis. 

194 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339. 
195 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339. 
196 Van Peer, Stylistics and Psychology, 16. 
197 Porter, "Prominence," 50. 
198 Porter, "Prominence," 52. 
199 Porter, "Prominence," 53. 
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characteristics, and grounding to the semantic significance."200 The relationship between 

prominence and markedness is that prominence functions in the semantics stratum, while 

markedness functions in the lexicogrammar stratum. Markedness may create prominence. 

The concept of grounding can be divided into three levels: background, 

foreground, and frontground. Wallace states that the background material provides 

relevant background for the highlighted material. Foreground information receives more 

importance than other information. Porter introduces frontground as the third category, 

which is a means to present a more finely gradated cline of semantic grounding. 

Frontground provides a narrow range of characteristics semantic features that convey 

discrete, well-defined and contoured description.Z01 

B. Some Important Concepts Utilized 

The challenge of understanding Halliday's model of prominence is that he has not 

written any single essay or chapter specifically on the theory of prominence.Z02 As a 

result, we can only synthesize his ideas from different sources. Moreover, since he is 

mainly responding to other linguists' models of prominence, we will also need to 

examine those previous models. Therefore, in this study, I will have to consider those 

previously related models,203 such as the models of Jakobson,204 Comrie,205 and Leech.206 

200 Porter, "Prominence," 52. Grounding refers to the semantic significance of the formal feature. 
201 Porter, "Prominence," 53-54. 
202 Although there is an essay: Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," this essay is not about the 

theory ofgrominence. 
3 Although there are many discussions concerning prominence (or markedness), I am not going 

to go into each of them in detail. Instead, I will have a brief introduction and then only depict in depth those 
related theories. 

204 Jakobson, On Language, 134-40. His emphasis on parallelism as a poetic device is important 
since it balances the notion that all prominence consists of deviation. 

205 Comrie, Aspect, 111-22. He proposes a number of criteria in his study of verbal aspect. 
Moreover, he suggests that when the criteria conflict, which often occurs, people have to decide what 
weight has to be attached to each criterion. He also suggests that there are oppositions where the 
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Structuralist linguist Jakobson207 suggests that parallelism is a poetic device,208 

and this adds a new idea to the notion of prominence. His emphasis on parallelism as a 

poetic device is important since it balances the notion that all prominence consists of 

deviation. However, it is argued whether it is good or not to integrate these competing 

notions209 and it leads to further discussion by other scholars. Inspired by Jakobson's idea 

of parallelism as a poetic device, I will employ parallel structure as one of the emphatic 

features in my NT model. 

Comrie210 is influenced by structuralism and proposes a number of criteria in his 

study of verbal aspect. He introduces criteria of varying nature and logically independent 

of the others. The criteria he lists are related to semantics, morphology, neutralization, 

frequency, and context. The criteria or majority of the criteria usually point in the same 

direction and so people can reasonably certain of the markedness values. However, when 

the criteria conflict, which often occurs, people have to decide what weight has to be 

attached to each criterion. In general, the morphological criteria have the least weight. 

Comrie also suggests that there are oppositions where the markedness difference is very 

great and others where the difference is less, and these are "degrees ofmarkedness."211 

markedness difference is very great and others where the difference is less, and these are "degrees of 
markedness." 

206 Leech, "Linguistics," 135-56. He introduces the idea of degree of deviation when describing 
prominence. He also classifies the deviant or foregrounded features of literary language into syntagmatic or 
paradigmatic. By the combination of these two kinds of"foregrounding," the previous concepts of 
deviation and parallelism from the Prague school are joined into one concept of"foregrounding." Moreover, 
he introduces the notion of cohesion to account for prominence. Furthermore, he raises an important 
question: "When is a linguistic deviation (artistically) significant?" Even though he cannot give a 
satisfactory answer to this question, it leads to Halliday's investigation into the notion of prominence. 

207 Jakobson uses the term "markedness" to describe the notion of prominence. In this paper, we 
employ the terms prominence and markedness to distinguish between semantics and form. 

208 Jakobson, On Language, 42. 
209 Porter, "Prominence," 49. 
21° Comrie uses the term "markedness" to describe the notion of prominence. In this paper, we 

employ the terms prominence and markedness to distinguish between semantics and form. 
211 Comrie, Aspect, 111-22. 
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Comrie's work has several contributions. Firstly, he states that "the degree of markedness 

of a marked form need not always be the same."212Therefore, in my NT model, I will 

employ a system with different levels of markedness. Secondly, he has proposed several 

criteria of varying nature. This is true that various criteria should be developed in order to 

investigate prominence. Moreover, his idea on conflicting results from different criteria 

also points to a real situation that should be handled while examining prominence. 

Functionalist linguist Leech213 suggests that we need to "recognise degrees of 

unorthodoxy, and it is here that the scales of descriptive and institutional delicacy become 

relevant."214 He also introduces the term "figures" as the "deviant or foregrounded 

features of literary language." These figures can be classified as syntagmatic or 

paradigmatic. "Paradigmatic foregrounding" occurs "where there is a choice between 

equivalent items, the writer chooses one which is not equivalent to (i.e. in contrast to) the 

normal range of choices." "Syntagmatic foregrounding" occurs "where there is choice to 

be made at different points in the chain, the writer repeatedly makes the same 

selection."215 In other words, foregrounding techniques include choosing deviated 

marked forms and using repeated words or patterns. By the combination of these two 

kinds of "fore grounding," the previous concepts of deviation and parallelism from the 

Prague school are joined to one concept of"foregrounding." Moreover, Leech introduces 

the notion of cohesion to account for prominence. A sense in which instances of 

prominence cohere with other elements of the discourse is needed.216 He also tries to 

investigate the question "When is a linguistic deviation (artistically) significant?" Then 

212 Comrie, Aspect, 122. 
213 Leech uses the term "foregrounding" to describe the notion of prominence. 
214 Leech, "Linguistics," 139 (his emphasis). 
215 Leech, "Linguistics," 145. 
216 Porter, "Prominence," 50, citing Leech, "This Bread I Break," 66-75. 
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he considers three answers but he simultaneously points out that these answers are all not 

satisfactory?17 Leech succeeded in categorising and analysing prominence "in terms of 

either how deviation from a set of paradigmatic choices was made or how continuation of 

repeated patterns is made when one would expect variation to take place."218 The idea 

that we have to determine the degree of deviation, so that we can better describe 

prominence is an inspiring idea. Therefore, in my model, I will also divide between 

different degrees of prominence. I will also differentiate between syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic choices, that is, the deviated marked form and repeated word or pattern.219 

His success in combining deviation and parallelism also paves the way that we might use 

these features together. Moreover, he introduces the notion of cohesion and it reminds us 

that prominence should be investigated within the discourse. Furthermore, he raises an 

important question "When is a linguistic deviation (artistically) significant?"220 Even 

though he cannot give a satisfactory answer to this question, this question leads to 

Halliday's investigation into the notion of prominence. 

C. Halliday and Systemic Functional Linguistics 

Halliday believes that to learn a semiotic system is to learn its options together 

with their relative probabilities. This applies to word frequencies as well as grammatical 

probabilities. He thinks that grammatical probabilities are even more powerful than 

lexical probabilities because they are more general.221 Therefore, the concept of 

grammatical probabilities will be utilized in my model. 

217 Leech, Linguistic Guide, 59-60. 
218 Porter, "Prominence," 49-50. 
219 However, my model will not be limited to how Leech sees the two categories of choices. 

Instead, I understand them as Porter has portrayed. See Porter, "Prominence," 58-73. 
220 Leech, Linguistic Guide, 59. 
221 Halliday, Essential Halliday, 255-56. 
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Halliday also distinguishes two kinds of unmarkedness, namely quantitatively 

unmarked (more frequent) and formally unmarked (simpler). He also noticed that usually 

the two coincide. Grammatical frequencies in natural languages have a quite regular 

pattern. In the most general grammatical systems, there are two probability profile 

options. They are either equiprobable or noticeably skewed. An example for equiprobable 

is number, it is either singular or plural. Positive or negative polarity is an example of an 

option that is noticeably skewed.222 While dealing with quantitatively marked and 

unmarked phenomena, Halliday proposes that statistical concepts may be applied. His 

concern is with the linguistic options selected by the writer and their relation to the total 

meaning of the work. If there is a motivated choice with an unexpected pattern of 

frequency distribution, it is highly probable that such a phenomenon is significant.223 

Halliday also formulates a hypothesis in terms of probabilities: grammatical systems 

basically are of two types, those where the options were equally probable and those 

where the options were skewed. Assuming a binary system, each term would occur with 

roughly the same frequency in an equi system and there is no unmarked term, while one 

term would be significantly more frequent than the other in a skewed system and the term 

is unmarked?24 Halliday declares, however, a distinctive frequency does not in itself 

guarantee prominence. A rough indication of frequencies is needed to evaluate whether 

some feature is prominent in the text or not.225 Those grammatical systems that are within 

the skewed probability profile will be the features under investigation when we are 

developing a prominence model. 

222 Halliday, Essential Halliday, 256. 
223 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 343-44. 
224 Halliday, Essential Halliday, 256-7. 
225 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 344. 
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Halliday also notes that "prominence comes from occurring either earlier or later 

than expected in the clause."226 It implies that ordering can be seen as a feature of 

prominence. Therefore, the concept ofword order and order of information unfolded will 

also be incorporated in my prominence model. Inspired by this point, those features 

which are "unexpected," deviated from normal, will also be counted as unexpected 

features. 

Halliday also notes that the domain of the "given-new" structure is the 

information unit but not the clause. It is often shorter or longer than a clause. Therefore, 

"The mapping of information structure onto clause structure is a distinct relation with its 

own significance as a semantic variable."227 In other words, prominence may also be 

situated in the clause complex level. An emphatic clause structure can also be seen as a 

prominent feature. 

Halliday also states that it is natural to characterize markedness as departure from 

a norm, but the most commonplace linguistic elements are the constituents of literary 

structure. He suggests that if diversity is normal, then uniformity is a deviation. Therefore, 

there are two types of markedness, "one of which is negative, a departure from a norm; 

the other is positive, and is the attainment or the establishment of a norm."228 

Furthermore, patterns of syntactic markedness may reflect thesis or theme or other 

aspects of the meaning of the work. The same syntactic feature is very likely to have both 

a deeper and a more immediate significance. 229 

226 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 296. 
227 Halliday, Essential Halliday, 260. 
228 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 340-41. 
229 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 346. 
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Halliday further asserts that readers are rather sensitive to the relative frequency 

of different grammatical and lexical patterns, which is an aspect of meaning potential. 

Readers' expectancies are in part based on the awareness of the probabilities inherent in 

the language. Halliday's concern is with the linguistic options selected by the writer and 

their relation to the total meaning of the work. He proposes that if there is an unexpected 

pattern of frequency distributions in the selections the writer has made, and this is 

motivated, then it is pointless to argue that such a phenomenon could not possibly be 

significant. He also suggests that a rough indication of frequencies would be helpful to 

suggest why we should accept the analyst's assertion that some feature is prominent in 

the text.230 

Halliday also talks about semantic choice and syntactic choice, that is, what the 

writer chooses to say, and how he chooses to say it. This involves an interaction of two 

levels of meaning, both of which fmd expression in form, and through the same syntactic 

features. The prominence of certain patterns in syntax as the expression of an underlying 

theme is understood as "syntactic imagery."231 

In his discussion concerning The Inheritors, Halliday has illustrated that the 

combined effect of semantic choice and syntactic choice is cumulative. When lexical 

markedness is combined with prominent transitivity patterns, their impact is powerful. 232 

It seems that Halliday is implying that different marked and emphatic features may occur 

together to create a powerful impact, and that it is one kind of technique that authors are 

practically utilizing. Longacre's concept of"zone of turbulence" is similar to this idea.233 

230 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 343-44. 
231 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 347. 
232 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 346--47. 
233 Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 38. 
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Therefore, this study will adopt Longacre's terminology "zone of turbulence" to describe 

this concept hereafter. 

To sum up, Halliday has settled some essential questions concerning the 

interpretation of prominence. He also leads us to understand prominence through "the 

formal structures within a broader semantic and discourse framework."234 Both the form 

and the meaning are essential parts. 

SFLSystem 

Concerning the position of prominence within the broader semantic framework, it 

is not explicitly defined by Halliday. Prominence is not originally included in any of the 

three metafunction systems. However, we may find some clues from different parts of 

Halliday's work. First of all, the thematic structure, which is about Theme and Rheme, 

and the information structure and focus, which is about Given and New, combine to form 

the structural part of the textual resources.235 If Theme is Given and Rheme is New, then 

the case is unmarked.236 Moreover, the transitivity system does not only serve ideational 

function, it also serves a textual function.237 Furthermore, theme is investigated in 

conjunction with transitivity and mood.238 Finally, transitivity, theme, and information 

structure are all included within the area of information flow.239 Finally, as we have 

discussed earlier, Leech has introduced the notion of cohesion to account for 

prominence.24° Combining all these clues, we can see that prominence, reflected by the 

marked and unmarked features, helps us to understand the structural part of the textual 

234 Porter, "Prominence," 50. 
235 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 579. 
236 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 580. 
237 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 295. 
238 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 36. 
239 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 582, Fig. 9-6. 
240 See 55. 
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function, in which the structural part is the combination of the information structure and 

the thematic structure. The thematic structure is understood in conjunction with the 

transitivity system. Moreover, cohesion also accounts for prominence. Prominence 

functions within the whole textual resources system.Z41 
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Figure 2.1: Textual system242 where prominence functions within the whole system243 

As we can see, the notion of prominence functions within the textual system. As 

the textual metafunction can be regarded as an enabling or facilitating function in relation 

to ideational and interpersonal metafunctions,244 we may say that the notion of 

prominence enables the construing of experience, and hence the meaning being conveyed. 

241 My investigation echoes with Porter's idea, see Porter, "Dialect and Register," 201. He sees 
that prominence is not part ofthe linguistic structure itself. However, it reflects how the information is 
focused and it is within the textual semantic structure. My investigation also echoes with Reed's idea. See 
Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 10 1-1 0. He sees that Prominence is part of the information flow, 
and information flow is related to the study of textual meaning although it is not within Halliday's scheme. 
My investigation also echoes with Martin-Asensio's idea, see Martin-Asensio, Transitivity-Based 
Foregrounding, 55, 79, and Martin-Asensio, "Foregrounding," 194-95. He sees that transitivity is related 
to the interpretation of the text's theme and subject matter. Prominent structures are choices arising from 
the transitivity network. 

242 The information of textual resources is based on the "creation of texture" in Halliday and 
Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 579. 

243 Since English and Greek of the NT are realized in a different way, I am not going to provide in
depth discussion ofEnglish features here. Instead, I will focus on the realization of the Greek of the NT in 
the next section. 

244 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 30. 
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D. Prominence Models for the Greek of the New Testament 

After a portrayal of Halliday's (and others') notion on prominence, the notion still 

needs further transformation in order that we can utilize it to examine the NT texts, since 

the NT is written in a language different from those examined by the linguists mentioned 

above. In view of this, I am now going to discuss two concepts, markedness and 

grounding, of Porter's prominence model, and other emphatic features that may create 

prominence. 

According to Porter, markedness is a cline of formally based markedness values. 

It consists of five categories: material, implicational, distributional, positional, and 

semantic markedness. 245 Material markedness concerns the morphological substances. 

lmplicational markedness relates to the irregularities. Distributional markedness relates to 

the general statistical patterns. Positional markedness concerns the position of an element 

within a given linguistic unit. Semantic markedness relates to how precise is the semantic 

feature defined. Therefore, markedness occurs across domains, at the level of the word to 

the clause complex. It is one of the most important ways to establish prominence?46 

There are three kinds of grounding elements portrayed in Porter's concept of 

grounding. Background elements function at the level of clause, because they are used to 

form the backbone or supporting historical and descriptive material. Foreground elements 

function at the clause complex level. They have significance greater than the clause. The 

items introduced are distinguished from background material. The items and the topic 

245 In the quoted material, this term is originally "cognitive markedness." However, Dr. Porter has 
rethought the subject matter, and states that he would now probably use semantic markedness. 

246 Porter, "Prominence," 55-57. 
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and comment of the paragraph, and discourse are more explicitly tied together. 

Frontground elements function at the sub-paragraph and paragraph leve1.247 

Porter also points out that since Greek is monolectic, the use of pronouns as 

subject becomes unnecessary, and thus the use of them may establish prominence. 

Whenever the subject is not necessary to eliminate ambiguity but is expressed, 

prominence is indicated.248 It can be seen as an emphatic entity. 

Westfall has introduced several kinds of emphatic features other than the 

morphologically marked forms. The first kind of emphatic features is concerned with 

conjunctions and particles.249 In this study, we will take into consideration two features. 

The interrogative questions will be considered as emphatic. The interrogative questions 

which are indicated by ri<;, 'tt and 1tffi<; direct attention towards the answer and thus are 

especially emphatic.250 Moreover, the utilization of those conjunctions and particles 

which are considered "emphatic" in the Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon will 

also be counted as emphatic features. 

Another kind of emphatic feature introduced by Westfall is concerned with 

semantic emphasis. One of the semantic signals that indicate prominence is elaboration or 

comment. The concept of support material refers to subordinate support and expansion, 

or expanded by its following co-text. Subordinate support and expansion includes a large 

complex of modifiers formed by participial phrases, prepositional phrases, iva clauses 

and/or other dependent clauses. Another semantic signal that indicates prominence is 

extra words. Extra words include adverbs, adjectives, genitive phrases, compound noun 

247 Porter, "Prominence," 54-55. 
248 Porter, Idioms, 303. 
249 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 84-88. 
250 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 87. The use of interrogatives without 

forming interrogative questions will not be considered marked feature in this study. 
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groups, unnecessary pronouns, names and demonstratives. Summaries, conclusions and 

central sentences are also semantic signals that indicate prominence. These kinds of 

sentences offer the "meaningful cumulative thrust" of the discourse.251 All these semantic 

signals that indicate prominence will be considered as emphatic features in this study. 

Finally, Westfall also introduces patterns and repetition as one kind of emphatic 

feature. Repetition at the level of the unit will indicate at least part of the topic or central 

token. Repetition at intervals in a discourse indicates prominence. 252 My model of 

prominence will also include this feature. 

In this section, I have already introduced different relevant models and concepts 

that I base my proposal on. In the following section I will introduce my model. 

IV. Prominence Model for this Study 

In this section, I am going to propose a prominence model in which the focus is 

on NT epistles and on finding out the prominence of the text at discourse level. To begin 

with, I am going to summarise the features that can help to identify prominence 

according to the above investigation. The features can be divided into marked forms and 

emphatic features. Marked forms include mood (attitude), features concerning transitivity 

like tense (aspect) and voice (causality), and features concerning thematic structure and 

information structure like person. 253 These forms with skewed probabilities will be 

divided into three main levels of markedness (unmarked, slightly marked, and very 

251 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 88-90. 
252 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 91-93. 
253 The case system will not be considered in this study. Although the semantics conveyed by each 

case form may differ, and the number of occurrences may be skewed (see Porter, "Prominence," 65-66, 
and Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 81-82), I will not count any usual use of case form 
as creating prominence. The unnecessary use of the nominative case and the use of the nominative plural of 
direct address will be discussed under another category. Ifthere is any special use of case form, we will 
discuss it as we encounter it. 
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marked). Emphatic features include emphatic structures (parallel structure, repeated 

words or pattern, interrogative questions, extra words, and sentences like summaries, 

conclusions, and central sentences), ordering (word order, group order, and clause order), 

emphatic entities (pronoun as subject, nominative plural of direct address, and emphatic 

conjunctions and particles), and unexpected features. All these marked forms and 

emphatic features will be examined in my model. 254 

In my model, I will divide the features under examination into two types: one type 

that functions above the clause level and another type that functions within the clause 

level. I am doing this because this division help us to differentiate whether the prominent 

features are creating significance in the boarder scope within the discourse or in a single 

clause (limited scope) only. Those features that create prominence in the broader scope 

within a discourse show us the places that include important concepts and ideas that the 

author wants to emphasize. This kind of prominence shows us the important messages of 

the whole discourse. Those features that create prominence in a single clause highlight a 

single element in the immediate context that the author wants to emphasize. This kind of 

prominence is only localized. Hereafter we will call this "focus" within a sentence. Both 

of these two types are important, however, because the combination of all these features 

may create a powerful impact. Table 1 shows the features under examination and the 

levels where they are functioning. 

254 The model I am proposing here is different from the published NT models of prominence listed 
follow. For example, it is investigating a few more features than Martin-Asensio, Porter, and Tan. See 
Martin-Asensio, "Foregrounding," 189-223; Martin-Asensio, Transitivity-Based Foregrounding, 21-49; 
Porter, "Prominence," 45-73; and Tan, "Prominence," 95-110. On the other hand, it is investigating a few 
less features than Reed and Westfall. See Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 105-21; and Westfall, 
"Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 75-94. 



group clause clause complex paragraph discourse 

mood (attitude) X X 

tense (aspect) X X X 

person X 

emphatic X X 

structures 

group order X 

clause order X X 

emphatic entities X X 

unexpected X X X 

features 

voice (causality) X 

word order X X 

Table 2.1: Features under examination and the levels where they are functioning 

The followings will discuss how each feature under examination is realized in 

Greek of the NT. 

A. Features that Function Above the Clause Level 

Those features that function above the clause level create prominence in the 

broader scope within a discourse. They show us the places that include important 
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concepts and ideas that the author wants to emphasize. Those features are mood (attitude), 

tense (aspect), person, emphatic structures (parallel structure, repeated words or pattern, 

interrogative questions, extra words, and sentences like summaries, conclusions, and 

central sentences), group order, clause order, and emphatic entities (pronoun as subject, 

nominative plural of direct address, and emphatic conjunctions and particles), and 

unexpected features. 
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1. Mood and Attitude 

The mood forms are used to grarnrnaticalize the speaker's attitude toward the 

event. The indicative mood form is used to grammaticalize an assertion, while non-

indicative· mood forms do not make assertion but grarnmaticalize projection.255 When the 

marked finite mood form creates prominence, the whole clause becomes prominent. Thus, 

it may stand out within the clause complex level or even the paragraph level. 

For primary clauses, the most frequently used indicative that only makes an 

assertion appears to be relatively unmarked and is background material. The imperative is 

the most unmarked among the non-indicative form. The subjunctive, which directs the 

actions of oneself or those associates with oneself, is more marked. The optative is the 

most marked form.256 

The scale of prominence for secondary and embedded clauses is similar to that of 

primary clauses. The prominence level that they may create, however, may have a major 

distinction between when they appear in primary and secondary clauses.257 

Special treatment will be given to purpose clauses. When we consider purpose 

clauses in terms of syntax, they are secondary clauses. The prominence level that 

secondary clauses create usually cannot extend to a high discourse level. However, 

purpose clauses point out the underlying reason for an action, therefore, the messages 

they are conveying are important messages. They are not like other secondary clauses 

that function as the background of the primary clauses. The purpose clauses stand out 

because of its usage. Therefore, I contend that the purpose clause is emphatic in the 

clause complex level or above. 

255 Porter, Idioms, 50-52. 
256 Porter, "Prominence," 62-63. 
257 Porter, "Prominence," 62. 
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Conditional sentences will be treated according to their classes. The first-class 

conditional that has an indicative in the protasis is the most frequently used form, and is 

therefore the unmarked one. The third-class conditional, which has a subjunctive in the 

protasis, and the future forms as conditional, is more marked. The fourth-class 

conditional, which has the optative in the protasis, is the most marked form?58 

The non-finite moods participle and infinitive often appear in embedded 

constructions. Therefore, they will not be weighed with finite verb forms. Their 

markedness is weighed in relationship to each other. Since infinitive does not 

grammaticalize person and number, it serves as background material, and the participle is 

more marked. 259 In periphrastic constructions, the form of dJ..Li will contribute the 

attitude.260 

In addition to the regular mood form, the future form is used in contexts like 

prospective, commanding (volitive), timeless situation, omnitemporal (gnomic), and 

deliberative (modal). It often appears in similar environments as the subjunctive forms, 

thus, it seems to have a degree of expectation for fulfilment regarding the action.261 

Therefore, the future form will be treated like a non-indicative mood form that 

grammaticalizes projection.262 Since it resembles the subjunctive forms, it will be treated 

like the subjunctive and is regarded as a marked form. 

Unmarked 
Finite mood indicative 
Conditional first-class 
Non-finite infinitive 
Table 2.2: Mood and Markedness 

258 Porter, "Prominence," 63-64. 
259 Porter, "Prominence," 64. 
260 Porter, Idioms, 45. 
261 Porter, Idioms, 44---45. 
262 Porter, Idioms, 61. 

Marked 
imperative 
third-class 
participle 

~ Very Marked 
subjunctive/future optative 
- fourth-class 
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2. Tense Form and Verbal Aspect 

According to verbal aspect theory, the Greek tense forms are not primarily time 

based but are aspectually based. Therefore Greek verbal aspect is defined as "a synthetic 

semantic category (realized in the forms ofverb) used of meaningful oppositions in a 

network of tense systems to grammaticalize the author's reasoned subjective choice of 

conception of a process."263 When a tense form is marked, the whole clause becomes 

prominent. Function of it may extend to the level of discourse. 264 As Porter has cited 

Hopper, ''the fundamental notion of aspect is not a local-semantic one but is discourse-

pragmatic. "265 

There are three verbal aspects: aorist is known as the perfective aspect, present 

and imperfect as the imperfective, and perfect and pluperfect as the stative. 266 The future 

form does not constitute a verbal aspect in its full sense/67 therefore it will not be 

considered in the verbal aspect system. 

Generally speaking, the stative aspect is the most marked one. It can be used 

within both marked and unmarked discourse. The imperfective aspect is marked, but can 

also be used in unmarked discourse. The perfective aspect is unmarked.Z68 Within the 

imperfective aspect, the imperfect tense form is remote when compare with the present 

tense form, therefore it is less marked. Even though the pluperfect is also remote when 

compare with the perfect tense form within the stative aspect, it is morphologically and 

statistically more marked, and it can be replaced by periphrastic construction and is not 

263 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 107. 
264 Porter, "Prominence," 59. 
265 Porter, "Prominence," 59, which is cited from Hopper, "Aspect between Discourse and 

Grammar," 5. 
266 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 89. 
267 Porter, Idioms, 24. 
268 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 107. 
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necessary?69 Therefore, I will consider the pluperfect tense form as more marked than the 

perfect tense form. 

There are exceptions, however, when we examine prominence from verbal aspect. 

For those verbs that fail to realize a formal choice, like dJ.Li, -eiJ..Lt, cpTJJ.Li, and KBtJ.!Ilt, their 

entire paradigm is seen as aspectually vague. 270 Therefore, these verbs will not be used to 

measure the level of prominence on the basis of verbal aspect, 271 and will be excluded in 

the study in terms of verbal aspect. When we are considering verbal aspect, the infinitives 

and the participles are both included since their tense forms also enter into oppositions. 272 

Therefore, for periphrastic construction, the participle will contribute the semantic feature 

of verbal aspect, 273 and will be considered in the discussion. 

Generally speaking, in discursive or expositional discourse (most sections of the 

letters of the NT), the mainline is characterised by the present tense form. Therefore, 

there will be series of present tense forms in this kind of discourse?74 The aorist tense 

form is unmarked. Imperfect is slightly marked. The perfect tense form (as well as 

pluperfect tense form) is a very marked from. The use oftense form of a discourse, 

however, may be affected by the author's style or the genre of the discourse. Therefore, 

in order to have a better understanding on how a tense form is used within a particular 

discourse with respect to quantity, simple statistics on the distribution of tense form of 

269 In fact, periphrastic constructions are used in place of many pluperfects. See Porter, Idioms, 42. 
Wallace points out that there are "only 86 simple pluperfects in the NT," but ''there are a number of 
pluperfect periphrastic constructions." See Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 583. 

270 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 447. 
271 Porter, "Prominence," 59, footnote 45. 
272 Porter, Idioms, 194, 188. 
273 Porter, Idioms, 45. 
274 Porter, "Prominence," 57-58. 
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the whole discourse under investigation may help. This statistics will be provided in 

Chapter 3 .Z75 

Unmarked Marked --7 Very Most 
Marked Marked 

Tense form aorist imperfect present perfect £1uperfect 
Table 2.3: Verbal Aspect and Markedness 

3. Person 

Every finite verb in Greek grammaticalizes person. Traditionally, the person is 

labelled as first, second, or third person. However, this label cannot show the closer 

semantic relation between first and second persons than with the third person because the 

first and second person implies that the participants are present.276 Especially when we 

are analyzing the epistles in the NT, the author and recipients may be seen as the formal 

participants.277 When a person is marked, the whole clause becomes prominent. 

Therefore, person functions at the level of clause complex. 

There are also some impersonal verbs. Third person and impersonal verbs are 

both not participants of the action and so they are unmarked. Second person implies that 

the participants are present. Therefore, second person is marked and may provide 

foreground information?78 For first person, I think the singular and the plural should be 

treated differently (especially for the discussion of epistles). When first singular plural 

occurs in the epistles, it is quite probable that the writer is trying to include the addressees 

into his or her discussion. The writer is trying to put the addressees on the same 

275 See 81-82. 
276 Porter, Idioms, 76. 
277 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 82-83. 
278 Porter, "Prominence," 66-67. 
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footing.279 Therefore, first plural is most marked. For first person singular, since the 

effect that writer and addressees are on the same footing cannot be created, it should not 

be treated as most marked material.280 Nevertheless, since first person singular involves 

the author as participant, it is still a marked form, but its markedness is not as strong as 

the second person that involves the addressee(s) as participant(s). When the writer is 

using the second person, he or she is trying to draw the attention of the addressees. 

Therefore, the second person is more marked than the first person singular. 

The form of dJ.Li will contribute the person of periphrastic construction.281 

lJnmarked ~arked Very~arked 

Person third first singular second 
Table 2.4: Person and ~arkedness (for epistles) 

4. Emphatic Structures 

Emphatic structures include parallel structure, repeated words or pattern, 

interrogative questions, extra words, and sentences like summaries, conclusions, and 

central sentences. 

Jakobson suggests that parallelism is a poetic device.282 If parallel structure can be 

seen as an emphatic feature in a poem, when it occurs in epistles, it is even more 

emphatic. Halliday also states that "if diversity is normal, then uniformity is a 

deviation."283 In epistles, we normally expect diversity between clauses. Therefore, a 

clause complex occurring in parallel and showing uniformity is not expected. It creates 

prominence and functions at the level of clause complex and even paragraph. 

279 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 83. 
280 The example ofRom 7:7-25 quoted by Porter is a special passage. See Porter, "Prominence," 

67. I do not think that generally first person singular will create the effect as Rom 7:7-25 does. 
281 Porter, Idioms, 45. 
282 Jakobson, On Language, 42. 
283 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 341. 
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The other emphatic structures mentioned above have already been discussed in 

the last section and will not be repeated here.284 Since these structures usually involve a 

larger span of text, they usually create prominence and function at the level of clause 

complex or even higher. 

5. Group Order 

Group order is concerned with the ordering of elements within a clause, like 

groups functioning as subjects, predicators, complements and adjuncts. Predicator (P) and 

predicator-complement (PC) structures are the most common clause pattern. 

Complement-predicator (CP) and subject-predicator (SP) are next. Since Greek verbs are 

monolectic, there is no need for an explicit subject, and so a clause may consist of only 

the verb group. Since theme is realized only when the subject is explicit, many sentences 

will then only have a rheme, without theme. For the four structures mentioned above, 

except SP, they will only have rhematic material, consisting of a prime and a rheme. 

Therefore, the introduction of the explicit subject (including the use of a pronoun) as 

prime will introduce thematic material and is then considered to be frontgrounded. If the 

subject is placed in subsequent position, the clause will have prominence of lesser degree. 

This prominence is fore grounded at the level of clause complex.285 

6. Clause Order 

One or more clauses linked together form a clause complex. Primary clauses have 

the same level of prominence. Secondary and embedded clauses indicate the logical 

relations and the importance of a clause in relation to another; therefore, their relative 

284 See 63-64. 
285 Porter, "Prominence," 71-73. 
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prominence is considered secondary.286 The way secondary and embedded clauses relate 

to the primary clauses indicates the relationship to prominence in terms of clausal 

ordering. In the Greek of NT, the vast majority of time the relative clauses follow their 

referential group. Therefore, if the relative clause precedes its referential group, the 

content of that particular clause is foregrounded. For conditional clauses, the vast 

majority of time they will have the secondary precede the primary clause. Thus, if the 

order is reversed, the conditional nature of the proposition is foregrounded and the 

secondary clause is prominent.287 Ifthe ordering of primary, secondary, and embedded 

clauses is altered, prominence is created. In this case, the ideational component of that 

particular clause is foregrounded?88 Thus, it functions at the level of clause complex or 

even paragraph. 

7. Emphatic Entities 

Emphatic entities include pronoun as subject, nominative plural of direct address, 

and emphatic conjunctions and particles. The first kind of emphatic entity is pronoun as 

subject. As we have discussed earlier, since Greek verbs are monolectic, using a pronoun 

as subject is obviously not necessary.289 

Another kind of emphatic entity is the nominative plural of direct address. The 

pattern of occurrences of nominative plural of direct address has a great difference 

between narrative and epistles. In narrative discourse, when it is used in dialogue as 

direct address, it is just used in a usual sense of addressing. However, this study will 

examine a text from the epistles. Then the situation is different. In epistles, it is obvious 

286 Porter, "Prominence," 69. 
287 Porter, "Prominence," 73. 
288 Porter, "Prominence," 69-70. 
289 Porter, Idioms, 303. Since we have already discussed it when we discussed the SP structure 

earlier (73), we are not going to describe it here again. 
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that the readers are reading or listening to the letter. There is no need to address the 

addressees to start the communication. Therefore we can regard the nominative plural of 

direct address in the epistles as a strategy to draw attention and highlight content. 290 In 

this case, I will consider it to be very emphatic. 

Other emphatic conjunctions and particles will follow the classification in Louw 

and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon. We will discuss them as we encounter them. 

8. Unexpected Features 

Unexpected features include anything that is unexpected. Even though in the 

preceding discussion we have tried to portray some unexpected features that occur 

frequently, it is impossible to list all kinds of unexpected features (or else they will not be 

called "unexpected"). Therefore, it would be better to watch out for features that are not 

used in a usual way. Since these unexpected features are not included in the unexpected 

features that occur frequently, I would propose that they will create prominence that 

functions at the level of clause complex or higher. 

B. Features that Function Within the Clause Level 

Those features that function within the clause level create a focus point within a 

single clause. They highlight a single element in the immediate context that the author 

wants to emphasize. They will only create a focus point in a localized level, but they may 

serve as supporting materials to create a "zone of turbulence." Those features are voice 

(causality) and word order. 

290 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 81-82. 
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1. Voice (Causality) 

Voice is used to "describe the role that the grammatical subject of a clause plays 

in relation to an action."291 When a voice form is marked, its recipient becomes 

prominent, and it functions at the level of clause.292 

The active voice is the most frequent voice form and is unmarked. Therefore, it 

functions as background material. Since the passive voice is used to indicate passive 

causality, its recipient of the action is then emphasized. However, in most instances, the 

passive voice is not used to indicate overt causality, but indirect causality. The middle 

voice grammaticalizes the concept of ergativity. Causality is inherent in the action. 

Therefore, the middle voice is the most marked. It is used to frontground causality where 

the action is on itself or causality is internal. 293 Deponent verbs will not be considered a 

marked form since they do not provide any choice in the active form for the author.294 

Unmarked 
Voice active 
Table 2.5: Voice and Markedness 

2. Word Order 

As Porter has portrayed, "The flexibility of Greek syntax because of its inflected 

endings and its various ways of forming clauses does not mean that the order of various 

elements makes no difference."295 In this paper, word order refers to the order of 

individual words within prepositional phrases, noun phrases, verb phrases, and even 

291 Porter, Idioms, 62. 
292 Porter "Prominence " 65 
293 Porter: "Prominence:" 64-65. 
294 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 81. On the other hand, Porter points out 

that deponency "is a term which has not commended itself to all grammarians." See Porter, Idioms, 70-73. 
In this study, however, deponent verbs will not be considered a marked form. 

295 Porter, Idioms, 289. 
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clause structure.296 There are certain elements of Greek word order that are highly fixed. 

For example, a number of coordinating words, relative pronouns, and some indeclinable 

words are not usually placed at the end of a clause. On the other hand, interrogatives, 

clausal negatives, succession words, and some modifiers usually are placed near the 

beginning of a clause. If these patterns are varied, there may be prominence at the clause 

level.297 

Other times, when the ordering of elements within groups is altered, there may be 

prominence. For example, the adjectival modifier, demonstrative pronoun, the genitival 

modifier, the object of preposition, and sentence structure has a usual order.298 Therefore, 

when these orders are altered, these may imply prominence. Porter asserts with some 

plausibility that ''the Greek of the NT is best described as a linear language, certainly for 

word order, but also probably for sentence structure."299 That is, the governing (head) or 

main term has a tendency to precede its modifier. 300 

The analysis of this study will be based on this model. However, this model is a 

general model and it is possible that some of these features may not appear in our 

discussion. The following section will introduce the procedure of this study. 

V. Procedure 

According to the principle of markedness assimilation, marked elements tend to 

occur in marked contexts. 301 We may infer that a marked form (like oioa, which is in its 

296 Porter, Idioms, 290. 
297 Porter, "Prominence," 67-68. 
298 Porter, Idioms, 290-92. 
299 Porter, Idioms, 292. 
300 Porter, Idioms, 292. 
301 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
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perfect tense form) will have relatively higher probability of occurring in relatively more 

prominent places. Therefore, if we show that the places where otoa occurs are more 

prominent than the places where non-stative forms of words from its semantic domain 

occur, we may infer that o'toa is probably used as a marked form. Therefore, we may 

further infer that o'toa is not aspectually vague, but is a viable perfect form. 

As we have discussed in Section I of this chapter, the tense forms of Greek of the 

NT should be understood in terms ofverbal aspect.302 To understand tense forms in 

respect to verbal aspect is different from to understand them in respect to temporal 

reference. Therefore, to investigate whether o'toa is a viable perfect form or not does not 

mean to examine whether it should be translated as a present or present perfect tense in 

English. Verbal aspect is also different from Aktionsart. Therefore, this study is also not 

directed to investigate whether the tense form of otoa has "reference to past events with 

present results" or not. Instead, a particular form is a viable perfect means that it is not 

aspectually vague, and it functions as stative aspect, which meaning is understood as "the 

action is conceived of by the language user as reflecting a given (often complex) state of 

affairs."303 Being a viable perfect also implies that it may create prominence. 

Nevertheless, our study will try to prove that the forms of o'toa are chosen in places 

relatively more prominent than those of the non-perfect forms of the choices from the 

same semantic domain as o'toa. If we can prove it, we may infer that o'toa is neither 

aspectually vague nor used as a present tense form. 

The aim of this study is to investigate patterns of prominence of 1 John, in order 

to demonstrate that o'toa is a viable perfect form. Perfect form (stative aspect) tends to 

302 See 12-42. 
303 Porter, Idioms, 21-22. 
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occur in places of relatively more prominence than the non-perfect forms. Therefore, the 

procedure will be as follows. 

First, in Chapter 3 of this study, the pattern of prominence in 1 John will be 

analyzed. We will examine the distribution of tense forms in 1 John. We will try to 

identify patterns by highlighting the occurrences of tense forms. After that, we will also 

try to point out some special features that occur in 1 John and may be emphatic, and thus 

should be counted as emphatic features when we are examining the relative prominence 

ofotoa. 

Second, in Chapter 4 of this study, there will be an analysis of the distribution of 

otoa as well as other lexical choices from the same semantic domain. The patterns of 

distribution will be evaluated by the possible marked and emphatic features described in 

the last section and/or be compared to the prominence patterns described in Chapter 3304 

in order to see whether the lexical item appears in prominent places or not. According to 

the concept of"zones of turbulence," marked features will occur together with other 

emphatic features to create prominence. 305 Therefore, if a place has marked and emphatic 

features occurring together, it can be considered a prominent place. It should be noticed 

that, in view of the fact that the lexical items that we are examining sometimes appear in 

an adjacent co-text, therefore the unit of the texts that we use to compare will be the 

clause or clause complex if the clauses are conveying one message together (for instance, 

the finite verb clause together with the content on clause).306 Sometimes we will involve 

a larger unit of text for the sake of discussion, but the unit used to compare will focus on 

304 See 66-77 and 92-96. 
305 Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 38. 
306 See 92-94 for the discussion of the content on clause. 
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the clause or clause complex. If a clause or clause complex is packed with features that 

are used to create prominence, it is thus contributing to a zone of turbulence. 

Third, in Chapter 5 of this study, the patterns of oioa will be compared with the 

patterns of the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

oioa to determine a correspondence. It will especially focus on the instances that the two 

patterns occur in adjacent co-text. 

By comparing the results, we may demonstrate the probability that otoa, in 

opposition, is chosen in places in the discourse that are relatively more prominent than 

places in which the non-perfect tense forms of the other lexical items from the same 

semantic domain were chosen. If the forms of oioa appear in the prominent parts, 

according to the concept of "zones of turbulence"307 and the principle of markedness 

assimilation, 308 it will demonstrate the plausibility that otoa is a marked form. The perfect 

tense (the stative aspect) is considered the most heavily marked form. Therefore, if oioa 

is used as a marked feature, it may reinforce the argument that oioa is used as a viable 

perfect form in 1 John. 

307 Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 38. Also see 50 of this study. 
308 Battistella, Markedness, 7. Also see 50 of this study. 
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Chapter 3: Prominence Patterns in 1 John 

This chapter will identify some prominence patterns in 1 John. Since this study is 

not aimed at delivering a complete prominence analysis of 1 John, or finding out the most 

prominence places in 1 John, this chapter will not provide a word-for-word analysis. 

Instead, it will examine the distribution of tense forms (aspects) and will also point out 

some special features of 1 John which may be relevant to and appear repeatedly in our 

discussion. 1 

I. The Distribution of Tense Forms (Aspects) in 1 John 

The markedness of tense forms may function at the discourse level. Therefore, it 

is very important to understand the distribution of the tense forms in 1 John. 

A. Statistics 

With the help of statistics on the use of tense forms in 1 John, we may get a rough 

idea of how the author use tense forms to convey meaning in 1 John. Table 3.1 shows the 

statistics on the distribution of tense forms in 1 John? The distribution of tense forms 

together with the text can be found in Appendix 1. 

chapter aorist imperfect present _pJuperfect _IJ_erfece 
1 9 17 8 
2 22 1 51 1 16 
3 18 46 11 

1 Those special features that are pointed out in this chapter are not exhaustive. We are only trying 
to point out those relevant features that may appear repeatedly in our discussion. Therefore, we will not 
identify all features (such as discourse markers) here, but will discuss them as we encounter them. 

2 We have to notice that these statistics have different numbers of total occurrences of tense forms 
than the numbers provided by Culy. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xvii. The main reason is that we are counting 
those verbs that may contribute to verbal aspect and thus we are excluding the forms of EiJli, while Culy is 
counting the numbers of all of the verbs. 

3 The percentage of perfect tense forms has included oioa in it. oioa appear 15 times in 1 John, 
and it means that if we exclude them, there are 54 perfect forms. 
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4 9 40 18 
5 9 38 16 
Total with% 67 (20.3%) 1 (0.3%) 192 (58.2%) 1 (0.3%) 69 (20.9%) 
Table 3.1: DtstnbutiOn of tense forms m 1 John 

We can see from Table 3.1 that 1 John utilizes the present tense form for 58.2% of 

the total. As Porter has suggested, most sections of the letters of the NT belong to 

discursive or expositional discourse. This kind of discourse is associated with processes 

as they unfold; fulfillment of events is held in abeyance. Therefore, the present tense 

forms characterize the mainline of discursive or expositional discourse in Greek. 4 As a 

result, it is not surprising that we found such a large proportion of present tense forms in 

1 John. In spite of the high percentage of the present tense form, its markedness is not 

affected. It is a marked form in Greek and counted 58.2% of the tense forms used in 1 

John. As Halliday has said, when the marked feature is relevant to the interpretation of 

the text, the markedness is motivated. 5 In other words, if the present form is relevant to 

the interpretation of the text, its markedness may create prominence. The aorist tense 

form, which is unmarked, counted 20.3%. The imperfect tense form, which is also 

marked, occurs once and counted 0.3%. The rest are perfect and pluperfect tense forms 

(pluperfect occurs only once), and they are very marked forms. The lexical item otoa, 

which is being tested in this study, will not be seen as a marked form before we have 

come to a conclusion. Consequently, we will fmd that 1 John only has just more than 

20% of the tense forms used are unmarked (the aorist tense forms), the others are mainly 

marked or very marked forms. It may not seem usual to have such a large portion of 

marked or very marked forms at first glance. However, if we consider the nature of the 

epistles, this phenomenon is understandable. The authors of the epistle usually use the 

4 Porter, "Prominence," 58. 
5 Halliday, "Inquiry into The Inheritors," 339. 
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epistle to teach or explain some important messages concerning the Christian faith. They 

will choose to write down the important messages and arguments in the letters. Therefore, 

a large portion of marked or very marked forms is explicable. As Culy has said: 

The writer generally uses the aorist tense (68 times total) with information that is 
already assumed and thus serves as the foundation for his exhortations and 
supporting arguments. To carry the argument or "mainline" of the hortatory 
discourse forward, the writer tends to utilize the present tense (284 times total).6 

In other words, the aorist tense form serves to bring out the foundation for exhortation 

and supporting arguments, while the present tense form serves to carry the argument 

forward. Since the present tense form serves to carry the argument forward, it is not 

surprising that it is a slightly marked form. 

This phenomenon, however, may affect our study. Since we are going to compare 

the relative prominence of the places that contain oioa and choices from the same 

semantic domain as oioa, a large portion of prominent places may make it more difficult 

to compare the patterns. 

B. Cluster of Perfect Forms 

We may also noticed that the perfect forms tend to occur together in adjacent co-

text when we have a quick glimpse at Appendix 1 (except 1 John 4 which has a great 

number of perfect forms and are distributed all over the chapter). For instance, there are 

six perfect forms in I: 1-4,7 six in 2:12-14, and four in 5:9-10. These are examples where 

6 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xvii. 
7 If we include the perfect tense form in I John I :5, there are a total of seven perfect tense forms 

clustered together. The one in I:5, however, does not fall into the division of the same section. Therefore, I 
will discuss it under the discussion of I: I-4, but will not count it as part of the section. The division that 
I:I-4 is one section (or subsection) is a widely accepted division among scholars. For instances, Martin M. 
Culy, J. A. DuRand, J. M. Lieu, R. E. Longacre, J. Painter, S. S. Smalley, G. Strecker, and R. W. 
Yarbrough. On the other hand, there are some scholars who also include I :5 in the first part of I John. For 
instance, Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 117.1n this study, I am employing the more widely accepted division, 
which only includes I: I-4 in this part. 
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several perfect forms cluster together, but there are also instances where two or three 

perfect forms are used in adjacent co-text. Since the perfect tense form is a very marked 

form,8 a high usage of this tense form may be very prominent. It is highly probable that 

those places with perfect form clusters are prominent places within the discourse. 

The observation that the perfect forms tend to occur together in adjacent co-texts, 

however, cannot be considered a rule, but a tendency only, which may serve as a clue for 

us to consider whether otoa is used as a viable perfect or not, since "marked elements 

tend to occur in marked contexts. "9 If most of the occurrences of ot8a tend to occur in 

emphatic contexts, it is highly probable that otoa is a marked element. 

The following will discuss two examples where clusters of perfect forms appear. I 

will try to demonstrate how emphatic features tend to occur together in order to create 

prominence. It may serve as a demonstration of the rule as well as a reference for the 

discussion of the use of otoa. 

• 1 John 1:1--410 

1:1 "0 ~van' apxfic;, 0 O.K1'J1C6ap,ev, 0 ewpaKap,ev 'tO~ 6cp9alw!-l0~ TJ/-lOOV, 0 
89eacraJ.l£9a Kat ai xeipec; TJ!-lOOV E'lfl'JAa<pl'JO'aV nept 'tOU Myou 'tfjc; srofic;-
1 :2 Kat TJ sroiJ E<paVBpc091'J, Kat ewpaKap,ev Kat /-lapropOU/-lBV Kat anayyello/-lBY 
U/-llV 'tl)v srol)v 'tl)v airoVtOV fine; ~v npoc; 'tOV 1ta'tepa Kat E<paveproe.., TJ/-llV-
1 :3 0 ewpaKap,ev Kat aK1JK6ap,ev, anayyello!-lBY Kat U/-llV, iva Kat UJ.leic; 
Kowroviav EXl'J'tB J.l£9' TJ!-lOOV. Kat T) Kotvrovia 88 T) TJJle'tEpa Jle'til 'tou na'tpoc; Kat 
Jle'til 'tou uiou au'tou 'I11crou Xptcr'tou. 

8 The idea that the perfect tense form is a very marked form is proposed by Porter. See Porter, 
Verbal Aspect, 90. The concept that the perfect tense form is marked (or prominent, or exegetically the 
most important) is also supported by some other grammarians, linguists, and scholars. For instances, 
Moulton, Grammar, 1: 140; Lyons, Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, 314; and Campbell, Verbal 
Aspect Indicative, 206-7. Campbell does not agree that the perfect tense form denotes another aspect, but 
he proposes that intensity and prominence are the two pragmatic implicatures of the perfect indicative, and 
thus is supporting the idea that the perfect tense form is prominent. Culy also agrees that the perfect tense 
form may "help lend prominence to the clauses in which it occurs" when he is examining the text of 1 John. 
See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xvii. On the other hand, there are grammarians and scholars who do not agree with 
this viewpoint. For instance, Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 85. The reason for choosing Porter's verbal aspect 
theory is discussed in Chapter 2 Section I (12-42). 

9 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
10 We will discuss 1:1-3 again on 112-14. 
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1:4 Kat TaUTa ypa<pOJ.f£V Tt!-1£~, tva it xapa TtflWV if 7C87CAI1PWP,iv'1. 
(We declare to you what was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we 
have seen with our eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our hands, 
concerning the word of life-this life was revealed, and we have seen it and 
testify to it, and declare to you the eternal life that was with the Father and was 
revealed to us-we declare to you what we have seen and heard so that you also 
may have fellowship with us; and truly our fellowship is with the Father and with 
his Son Jesus Christ. We are writing these things so that our joy may be 
complete.i 1 

In this paragraph, there are six perfect tense forms. Three of them are eropaKaJ.f£V, 

and two are Utcr]K6aJ.t£V (it occurs as a pair with eropaKaJ.f£V in 1 :1-3). The words lead us 

to concentrate on the experience of knowing the word of life by seeing and hearing it. 

The stative aspects focus on the grammatical subjects, who are grammaticalized by the 

first person plural forms. The first person plural forms are marked forms and emphasize 

that the author is one of those who have this seeing and hearing experience. Thus, the 

perfect tense forms used with the verbs oparo and aKouro help to "highlight the author's 

status as an eyewitness authority."12 The remaining perfect tense form is the periphrastic 

construction TI 1tf:1tA1lPOO~. This construction is a very emphatic feature. Apart from 

being a perfect tense form, it is also a subjunctive mood form used in a purpose clause, 

which may serve as a slightly marked form. It is also a passive voice form, which is 

slightly marked within the clause level, highlighting the recipient of the action, "our joy," 

which appears as the subject of the clause. The construction as a whole "draws attention 

to the state of completeness of such a joy."13 

II All the Greek texts cited in this study will be from NA 27, and the English texts will be from 
NRSV, unless otherwise stated. 

12 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 3. Other similar ideas, see Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 127; and Yarbrough, 1-3 
John, 33; among others. 

13 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 486. Culy also says that this argument may be correct. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 
John, 10. 
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There are also five present tense forms in 1 : 1-4. They are J.Ulpropou J.IEV ( 1 :2), 

anayyBAAoJ.IEV (appears twice in 1:2 and 1 :3), BXTl'tB (1 :3), and ypa<pOJ.IEV (1 :4). The 

present tense forms are slightly marked and denote mainline arguments. 14 

Other than the perfect and present tense forms, there are also other features that 

create prominence in this paragraph. First, this paragraph is the opening of the whole 

book. Unlike many other epistles, 1 John does not begin with greetings. 15 Instead, the 

book starts the discussion from the first word. Therefore, 1 John 1: 1-4 is also the 

introduction of the whole book. This introduction serves "as a summary statement of his 

main topic and some of its ramifications."16 As we have discussed in Chapter 2, a 

summary sentence is one kind of semantic signal that may indicate prominence. 17 

Second, all of the materials in 1: 1-2, in which there are five relative clauses, 18 are 

introducing "the Life." The large complex ofmodifiers19 and intense usage of perfect and 

present tense verbs in 1 : 1-3 show that "the Life" is prominent material. The use of the 

passive form acpavapro8lJ also assists to put the focus on "the Life." It is because the 

14 It is consistent with Culy's interpretation. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 3. Some other scholars have 
also discussed the use of tense forms in these four verses, but they do it with the concepts of temporal 
reference mixed with Aktionsart. For instances, Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 133-35; Schnackenburg, 
Johannine Epistles, 49, 58; and Strecker, Johannine Letters, 12-13. 

15 For instances, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xiii; Lieu, I John, 35; Marshall, Epistles of John, 99; 
Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 126; Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 3; Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 4; Strecker, 
Johannine Letters, 3; and Yarbrough, 1-3 John, 33. 

16 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 4. 
17 See 64. 
18 There are four "headless" relative clauses in v. I. They are all introduced by neuter relative 

pronouns. "The neuter gender may be explained by the fact that the writer is talking about his and other 
eyewitnesses' broad experience of the incarnate Jesus." See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 2.In my opinion, these 
clauses are related to the object of the main verb anayyeM.ofl£V in v. 3. The object of anayyeM.ofl£V is 
related back to the prepositional phrase 1tEpl. ·tuu Myou rij~ ~roi'j~ in v. I. Within this prepositional phrase, 
the focus is on rij~ ~roi'j~, which is personified and further elaborated in v. 2 (the idea that this prepositional 
phrase clarifies the main verb, and that rij~ ~roi'j~ is the noun which is personified in v. 2 may see the 
discussion ofCuly, 1, 2, 3 John, 4-5). Painter also sees that ''the Life" is the main theme; see Painter, 1, 2, 
and 3 John, 136. Thus, I propose that the four relative clauses in v. I are obliquely modifying "the Life." 
The relative clause in v. 2 is also modifying the personified eternal Life (the idea that the eternal Life is 
also personified, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 7). 

19 It refers to the five relative clauses, which are sometimes in themselves not simple clauses that 
may contain more than one verb or prepositional phrase, and the adjective "eternal" in v. 2. 
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slightly marked passive form will put the focus on the recipient of the action, which 

appears as the subject of the clause.20 The overall complex and unusual structure of 1:1-

321 is also emphatic. 

Moreover, there are also several emphatic features in 1:3. The use of the 

nominative case U!-1£~ is not necessary, thus it is emphatic. The repeated use of Kat Uf.liV 

and Kat U!-1£~ is another emphatic feature, which also puts emphasis on "you." Within the 

tva clause, the object Kotvroviav is put before the verb, and it is not a normal word order. 

The unexpected word order creates a focus with emphasis on the "fellowship" which has 

been put forward. The use of Kat together with o€ in the next clause, which is not 

necessary, is also an emphatic feature. 22 It highlights "our fellowship." These two 

features work together to put the focus on the "fellowship" that both the author and the 

readers have. 

Furthermore, there are also emphatic features in 1 :4. The use of Tt!-1£~ is emphatic, 

creating focus on the subject "we." The phrase 't'ail'ta ypacpo!J.€V can be considered a 

special feature in 1 John and is also emphatic. 23 

To conclude, there are six perfect tense forms and several other emphatic features, 

some above the clause level and some within the clause level, occur together to create 

prominence in 1:1-4. Since it involves six perfect tense forms and a bunch of supporting 

emphatic materials, it is very likely that this prominence functions at the discourse level, 

and thus is a very important message within the text. We may compare this finding with 

20 See 76. 
21 The sentence structure of I: I-3 is quite complex. Moreover, I John 1:1-4 is sometimes 

compared with the prologue of the Gospel of John. For further discussions concerning these two topics, see 
Bultmann, Johannine Epistles, 7-13; Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 1-8; Lieu, I John, 36-37; Marshall, Epistles of 
John, 99-105; Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 119-28; Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 50; and Smalley, 1, 2, 
3 John, 4-15; Strecker, Johannine Letters, 8-12; and Westcott, Epistles of St. John, 3-13; among others. 

22 Smalley describes the structure as "emphatic," see Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 12. 
23 This special feature will be discussed on 94. 
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the understanding of other scholars. For instance, Smalley writes, "The main subject of 

the preface to 1 John, as ofthe letter as a whole, is 'the word of life,' embodied in Jesus 

and proclaimed about him."24 In other words, the "life," which we have proven to be 

prominent, is also one of the main topics of"the letter as a whole."25 Moreover, Smalley 

also writes: 

But here, in the preface, John begins with a positive and uncompromising 
declaration of the life-giving gospel about Jesus and confronts his heterodox 
readers at the outset with the very truth they were busy denying. As a result we 
find, both in the preface and throughout 1 John generally, a Christian manifesto 
that was relevant to the situation of the Johannine church and that is also of 
timeless significance.26 

In other words, the author started to confront his heterodox readers with truth from the 

very beginning. Moreover, this initial confrontation, even if it is not the main part, is at 

least one part of the Christian manifesto that may be found throughout 1 John. Therefore, 

we may say, 1:1-4 is one of the most important passages in 1 John that introduces some 

important basic themes of the epistle.27 

After 1:1-4, there is also a related perfect form in 1:5. 

1:5 Kai ecrnv !lUTI} TJ a:yye'A5Il ilv bxrrJa)ap,ev a:n;' !lU'tOU Kilt avayyf."JJ.AJJlf.V U!J.iV, 
on 0 ()eo~ rpm~ emzv Kat O'l<Oria. Ev !lU'tql OUK ecrnv OUDE!J.l!l. 
(This is the message we have heard from him and proclaim to you, that God is 
light and in him there is no darkness at all.) 

It is not part of the sentence 1:1-4, but it functions like the bridge between the last 

sentence and the new topic that follows.28 It points to another point of the knowing 

24 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 15. 
25 Some other scholars also have a similar opinion. For instances, Marshall, Epistles of John, 104; 

Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 136; and Strecker, Johannine Letters, 16-19. 
26 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 15. 
27 For some scholars who have a similar opinion, see Lieu, I John, 36; Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 

128; and Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 48; among others. 
28 Similar to DuRand, "Discourse Analysis," 6; Lieu, I John, 49; Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 128 

(Painter divides I :5 as part ofthe prologue of I John, but he sees I :5 as forming a ''transition" from the 
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experience through hearing, which is, "God is light." The perfect form does not add to the 

features that create prominence in 1:1-4, but it gives prominence to 1 :5 and introduces 

the new topic. Even though this perfect form does not create prominence in 1 : 1-4, it can 

still be seen as part of the cluster of perfect forms, showing that there is a tendency for 

the author to cluster perfect forms together in adjacent co-text, together with other 

marked and emphatic structures. 

• 1 John 2:12-1429 

2:12 fpacpro UJ.LiV, tEKVia, on arpimvra.z UJ.LiV ai aJ.Laptiat 8u1 to OVOJ.LU autoi>. 
2:13 ypacpro UJ.LiV, natEpE~, on /;yvcbKG.TB tOV an' apxf\~. ypacpro UJ.LiV, VEUVl01COt, 
on VBVlK~Ka.TB tOV no"'lp6v. 
2:14 8ypa'fla30 UJ.LiV, nat8ia, on /;yvcbKa.TB tOV natepa. aypa'fla UJ.LiV, natepE~, on 
/;yvcbKa.TB tOV an' apxfi~. aypa'fla UJ.LiV, VEaVt01COt, on iaxupoi satE Kai 6 wyo~ tOU 
eaou Bv UJ.LiV JlBvEl Kai V8VlK~Ka.T8 tOV no"'lp6v. 
(I am writing to you, little children, because your sins are forgiven on account of 
his name. I am writing to you, fathers, because you know him who is from the 
beginning. I am writing to you, young people, because you have conquered the 
evil one. I write to you, children, because you know the Father. I write to you, 
fathers, because you know him who is from the beginning. I write to you, young 
people, because you are strong and the word of God abides in you, and you have 
overcome the evil one.) 

Another cluster of perfect tense forms occurs in 2:12-14. In this paragraph, there 

are also six perfect tense forms. Three of them are ayvroKatE (2:13, and twice in 2:14), 

two are vavtK'ftKatE (2:13 and 14), and one is acperovtat (2:12). The perfect tense forms 

prologue to the following argument, which is a similar idea as what I am proposing here); and Strecker, 
Johannine Letters, 23; among others. 

29 We will discuss 2:13-14 again on 121. 
30 There is another variant reading which has ypacpro instead of E-ypa'lfa in this verse. This reading 

is only supported by later manuscripts. The copyists may have done it in accord with the three previous 
instances. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 640. The present tense forms which are slightly marked will 
add to the prominence ofthis section, which is already very marked because of the six perfect tense forms. 
Moreover, the present tense forms which are in accord with the three previous instances may make the 
parallel pattern more parallel. This shows that maybe the copyists thought that the material was prominent 
and wanted to further emphasize it. 

A discussion on the usage of the present and aorist forms in 2:12-14 can be found in Porter, 
Verbal Aspect, 229-30. 

In the following discussion within the whole study, I will only deal with those relevant variant 
readings that may affect our discussion. 
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are very marked forms. The four present tense forms ypacpro (once in 2:12 and twice in 

2:13) and J..tivEt (2:14) are slightly marked forms which may also add to the prominence 

of this section. 

Apart from the perfect and present tense forms, there are also other emphatic 

features. First, this section has a parallel pattern. It is formed by six sentences of parallel 

structure. All of them begin with "I write to you." The first three are in the present tense 

forms and the last three in the aorist tense form. After that, all the sentences have a 

nominative plural of direct address. Finally, all of them have a causal on clause31 and 

each of the on clauses contains a verb in the perfect tense form. These six sentences can 

further be divided into two sets of parallels. The first and the fourth sentences have 

TEKVia and nalBia as the nominative plural of direct address. The two words are 

synonyms and belong to the same entry of the LN lexicon.32 The second and the fifth 

sentences are almost the same except that the first one has the present tense form ypacpro, 

and the other one has the aorist tense form eypa'Jfa. Both of the third and the sixth 

sentences have vwviO"Kot as the nominative plural of direct address. This well-

constructed parallel pattern can be seen as a very emphatic feature. The second emphatic 

feature in 2:12-14 is the phrase "I write to you." It is a special feature in 1 John, and is 

regarded as emphatic.33 Finally, the six occurrences of nominative plural of direct address 

are used to draw attention of the hearers. They are emphatic features. 

To conclude, the six perfect tense forms, the four present tense forms, the well-

constructed parallel pattern, and the other two emphatic features work together to create 

prominence in this section. The intense usage of emphatic features probably marks a 

31 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 39-42. 
32 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 9.46. 
33 It will be discussed on 94. 
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prominent place that functions in the paragraph level or discourse level.34 R. E. Longacre 

describes 2:12-17 as the "ethical peak of the introduction."35 Our idea that 2:12-14 is a 

prominent place that functions in the discourse level coincides with the idea that they are 

the first three verses of the ethical peak. 

On the one hand, the above two examples show us that there is a tendency that 

perfect tense forms may appear together in adjacent co-text within 1 John. This tendency 

may serve as a clue for us to consider whether otDa is used as a viable perfect or not, 

since "marked elements tend to occur in marked contexts."36 On the other hand, the two 

examples show us that the idea that emphatic features tend to occur together in order to 

create prominence is a valid idea within the text of 1 John. We are utilizing this idea to 

examine the markedness of otDa. 

II. Special Features of 1 John 

There are several special features appear in 1 John. Since they are used in a 

special way, they will be considered as emphatic features and may create prominence. As 

a result, when we are examining the prominence places in 1 John, these special features 

are worth considering. 

34 Even though Smalley does not directly say that 2:12-14 is prominent within the discourse, he 
describes 2:12-14 as having recapitulated the teaching already given, and introducing new ideas that will 
be developed later. He also says that the structure is "carefully structured and emphatic form." He also says 
that 2:12-14 together with 2:15-17 "apply, both positively and negatively, the theology ofthe letter 
outlined thus far." See Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, 63-64. Idea similar to that of Smalley can also found in Lieu, 
I John, 84-85. This idea may imply that this section is conveying some important messages within the 
discourse. This is similar to our finding that 2:12-14 may be a prominent place that functions in the 
paragraph level or discourse level. Porter states that 2:12-14 are "significant to the developing argument of 
the epistle." Moreover, ''the on clauses in 2:12-14 use the most heavily marked Perfect to summarize the 
entire theology of the epistle." See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 229-30. 

35 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 279. 
36 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
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A. The Use of the Nominative Plural of Direct Address 

The nominative plural of direct address appears frequently. This form is used to 

draw attention and highlight content37 and is thus emphatic. R. E. Longacre even suggests 

that the structural paragraphs in 1 John are indicated by the distribution of nominative 

plural of direct address in most cases. 38 Since the purpose of this study is not to define the 

structural paragraph of 1 John, we will only consider the nominative plural of direct 

address as an emphatic feature and is used to draw attention and highlight the content that 

follows. 

B. The Use of Parallel Structure and Repeated Phrases or Words 

There are also many parallel structures in 1 John. One of the well-constructed 

structures is 2:12-14 which we have already discussed. There are many more parallel 

structures in 1 John which may only involve two sentences. These parallel structures may 

create prominence, but it still have to depend on the scope of the structure and the other 

materials that occur together to create prominence. Other than parallel structures, the 

following will introduce several repeated phrases or words that appear in 1 John and are 

related to our discussion in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. 

1. Content Clauses with OTt in Indirect Discourse 

The author of I John has used on as a declarative conjunction repeatedly. The use 

of on is a "common way of making a declaration in indirect discourse in the NT."39 There 

37 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis of Prominence," 82. 
38 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 272-76. He does not use the term "nominative plural of direct 

address," but use a more traditional term "vocative." He suggests using the distribution of vocatives to 
divide the structural paragraphs. His outline, however, does not follow the distribution of vocatives strictly. 

39 Robertson, Grammar, 1033. The concept ofutilizing on as declarative conjunction in indirect 
discourse, see Blass and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, §397; Dana and Mantey, Manual Grammar, §285; 
Porter, Idioms, 268, 271-73; Robertson, Grammar, 1032-36. 
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ate numerous verbs that use declarative on in the NT. A great number of the "verbs of 

perceiving, showing, knowing believing, hoping, thinking, saying, declaring, replying, 

testifying, etc." use the declarative on.4° For instance, on is the usual word used together 

with aKouco, ytVroO'Kco and o'ilia to introduce content.41 This kind of verb takes objects 

which "convey the contents of their thoughts," and the object slot may be filled by "the 

clause of direct speech."42 Hereafter in this study, we will call this kind of clauses the 

content on clauses. 

Content on clauses occur repeatedly in 1 John.43 Therefore, we may say that it is 

formulaic and creates prominence. Moreover, the ideational content can be expressed 

without the fmite verb part which contains the verb yt.VroO'Kco or oioa, since the author can 

state the content without these two introductory verbs. Therefore, we may consider the 

finite verb part as constituting extra words which are not necessary, and thus the 

construction is emphatic. 44 Furthermore, the repetition of the same word in the same 

construction also has a cumulative effect. Therefore, we may say that this kind of 

emphatic structure contributes to the prominence and places the focus on the content of 

the content on clause. 

In this study, there may be some instances where o'ilia occurs together with a 

choice from the same semantic domain in a content on clause. In this kind of clause, o'ilia 

is signaling the upcoming content. Therefore, we may say that the finite verb o'ilia and the 

40 Robertson, Grammar, 1034. 
41 Robertson, Grammar, 1036. 
42 Porter, Idioms, 268 and 238. 
43 Smalley describes this use as "characteristic ofJohn's style." See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 148. 

Lieu says that otoaf.!SV is a "confessional formula." 229. 
44 See 72. 
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content on clause function together to convey a complete meaning. The structure is 

emphatic, and it places emphasis on the upcoming content. 

2. The Phrase "I Write to You" 

The phrase "I write to you" (in present tense forms or aorist tense forms45
) 

appears 12 times in 1 John. There is also another instance that it appears in the form "we 

write" (1 :4). The repeated use of this structure makes it become an emphatic feature. R. E. 

Longacre states that "the speech situation ('I am writing to you') is foregrounded."46 He 

also states that he took the distribution of the verb "write" very seriously, and utilizes the 

appearance of the verb to break down the structure of 1 John into introduction, body, and 

conclusion.47 This study does not aim at providing an outline of 1 John, thus we will not 

consider whether the verb ''write" can help to divide the structure or not. We will, 

however, take the phrase "I write to you" as a special feature of 1 John and thus consider 

it as a very emphatic feature. 48 

3. The Lexical Item vi)v 

The lexical item wv (now) occurs four times in 1 John. Even though it does not 

appear very frequently, we will take it into consideration. Among the four occurrences of 

wv, three of them collocate with a nominative plural of direct address in the same 

sentence. As we have discussed above, the nominative plural of direct address is an 

45 For a discussion on the so-called epistolary aorist of this word see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 228-30. 
Other discussions on the aorist tense form, see Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 41; and Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 282; 
among others. 

46 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 277. 
47 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 284. 
48 Tan also sees that the verb "write" is an emphasized word. See Tan, "Linguistic Overview of I 

John," 70. 
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emphatic feature, and functions to draw attention of the hearers. 49 Therefore, since three 

instances out of four occurrences of wv collocate with a nominative plural of direct 

address, we may consider the use ofwv together with a nominative plural of direct 

address as an emphatic feature. The two features work together not only to draw the 

attention of the hearers, but also to draw the attention of the hearers and direct them to 

pay attention to the present situation. The emphasis on "now" coincides with the idea that 

1 John was addressing a community that was influenced by gnosticizing tendencies, 

which were derived from a dualistic view of existence, and the docetic view on 

Christology,50 so that the author of 1 John has to confront the heterodox readers and 

emphasize eternal life in the present time, which is available through Jesus Christ. 51 To 

conclude, in view of the collocation pattern ofvf)v with the nominative plural of direct 

address, we may consider it as a very emphatic feature. 

4. The Prepositional Phrases &v TOtlTq>, E~ TOi>To, and 61il Toi>To 

The prepositional phrases f.v rourcp and ot.U roiho (2 times) occur repeatedly in 1 

John, and can be seen as emphatic. 52 Moreover, the ideational content can be expressed 

without these prepositional phrases (and also E~ roiho, which occurs only once in 1 John) 

if the demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric (the same meaning can be expressed without 

these words). Therefore, we may consider these prepositional phrases as extra words 

which are not necessary, and thus are emphatic. 53 Culy points out that f.v rourcp with no 

49 See 92. 
50 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, xxi-xxiii. 
51 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 15. 
52 Smalley sees -romq> ytVcOO"KO!ffiV as the typical formula in I John, which appears 10 times. See 

Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 41. Painter sees that the distinctive use ofev mu-rcp only occurs 10 times. He also 
points out that the prepositional phrase B1<: -roumu in 4:6 may be added to the construction. He further points 
out that the construction is prominent. See Painter, I, 2, and 3 John, 165. 

53 See 72. 
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noun antecedent (12 times) is a favorite rhetorical device for the author. It emphasizes 

what the author is about to say or has just said. He also points out that when a 

demonstrative pronoun is cataphoric, it is "almost always a very marked feature."54 

5. The Phrase Kai ailTI] EO"'t'iv 

The phrase Kai au'tllacrriv is formulaic and occurs five times in 1 John. The 

phrase appears as Kai acr-riv au'tll in I :5. Culy points out that the cataphoric demonstrative 

pronoun always points forward to "a noun that expresses an event idea and introduces 

one of the main themes of 1 John," and thus serves as a powerful "highlighting device."55 

Since the phrase is formulaic and is a powerful highlighting device, we may consider it as 

very emphatic. 

To conclude, the evaluation of the tense forms in this chapter helps us to 

understand how tense forms (verbal aspects) contribute to markedness in 1 John. It has 

also shown that the author tends to cluster perfect tense forms. These patterns may shed 

light on the evaluation of the relative prominence of oiBa. Moreover, the special features 

that we have identified in this chapter can be considered as prominent features in 1 John. 

When we are examining the emphatic features in 1 John, they may also contribute to 

prominence. In the next chapter, we will examine the distribution of oiBa and the choices 

from the same semantic domain as oi{)a. We may utilize the model we have developed in 

Chapter 256 and the observations in this chapter to support the argument. 

54 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 25. 
55 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 10. There are also some other scholars who have similar ideas. For instances, 

Smalley also points out that the phrase can be considered as a formula (see Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 19-20); 
and Yarbrough points out that the phrase often refers to what follows rather than to what precedes (see 
Yarbrough, 1-3 John, 47). 

56 See 66-77. 
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Chapter 4: Distribution of Choices in 1 John 

This chapter will examine two patterns of distribution in 1 John. The first one is 

the pattern of distribution of the lexical item otBa. It will be evaluated by the possible 

emphatic features described in Chapter 21 and be compared to the prominence patterns 

described in Chapter 32 in order to see whether the lexical item appears in prominent 

places or not. Next, the pattern of distribution of other lexical choices from the same 

semantic domain as otBa will be examined in the same way. Appendix 2 highlights oioa 

and the other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as oioa. In view of the fact 

that the lexical items that we are examining sometimes appear in adjacent co-text, the 

unit of the texts that we use to compare with the others will be the clause or clause 

complex if the clauses are conveying one message together (for example, the finite verb 

clause together with the content on clause).3 Sometimes we will involve a larger unit of 

text for the sake of discussion, but the unit we use to compare with the others will be the 

clause or clause complex. This chapter will examine the patterns of distribution of otBa 

and other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as oioa separately to evaluate 

whether each of them is situated in a prominent place or not. 4 

I. Distribution of Olaa 

The lexical item otBa appear 15 times in 1 John. It appears 5 times in chapter 2, 4 

times in chapter 3, and 6 times in chapter 5. There is no occurrence in chapter 1 or 4. 

Each of the occurrences will be discussed in the following. 

1 See 66-77. 
2 See 92-96. 
3 The discussion of the content on clause, see 92-94. 
4 We will compare the clause or clause complex with its adjacent co-text in order to examine the 

relative prominence in Chapter 5. 
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A. Occurrences in 1 John 2 

There are five occurrences of otcSa in 1 John 2. 

• 1 John 2:115 

The first occurrence of otcSa is in 1 John 2:11. This occurrence is quite different 

from the other occurrences. All the other occurrences are in the first plural or second 

plural forms. In 2:11 otcSa appears in its third singular form otcSev. It is not a marked form 

in terms of person and number. 

We will examine the use of otcSev in relation to 2:10, the preceding verse. The two 

verses are in parallel structure in their opening parts: 

2:10 o ayarcmv 'tOV acSENpOV a1l1:ou tv 'tql cpont ~Et Kat 
01CiivcSaA.ov tv au-rep ouK acrnv · 

2: 11 6 cSe J.U<rrov 'tOV acSsA<pov au-rou tv 'tfi 01COTI~ tcrrlv Kat 
tv 'tfi 01COTI~ 1tEpma-rEi 
Kat ouK ol&v rcou urcayst, on..; 01Cona tn>cpA.rocrev -roue; 6cp8aA.J.LOi>c; au-rou. 

(Whoever loves a brother or sister lives in the light, and in such a person there is 
no cause for stumbling. But whoever hates another believer is in the darkness, 
walks in the darkness, and does not know the way to go, because the darkness has 
brought on blindness.) 

The two verses are parallel until the word 1CEpma-rEi.6 It is normally expected that 

2:11 will end there when compared with 2:10. The remaining words (start from the clause 

that contains the verb otcSev) are unexpected and break the parallel structure. 7 As a result, 

they stand out from the clause complex and become emphatic. The word otcSev is the 

main verb of this emphatic part. 

In the first three clauses in 2:11, each of them contains a present tense form 

(J..Ltcr&v, 1tEpma-rEi and urcayst) and is prominent. In addition, the clause that contains 

5 See 120-21 and 150-51 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
6 Yarbrough states that the first clause sets 2:11 in contrast with 2:10. Yarbrough, 1-3 John, 105. 
7 Bultmann describes this part as the "conclusion ofv 11." See Bultmann, Johannine Epistles, 29. 



oToev is supported by a causal clause8 which is introduced by on. Since a clause with 

dependent clause(s) is more prominent than other clauses that have the same formal 

features without similar expansion,9 the dependent on clause 10 makes the olliev clause 

more prominent. As a result, we may conclude that the oToev clause is prominent and 

relatively more prominent than the first two clauses. 

• 1 John 2:20-21 11 

There are 3 occurrences of owa'te in 2:20-21. Oi'8a'te is the second plural form, 

which is a marked form, and may create prominence. 

2:20 Kilt UJ.LB'ic; x.piO'J.l!l EXB'te U1t0 'tOU ayiou Kilt o{l5a-ce 1tUV'tec;. 
2:21 OUK Eypmjfa UJ.LiV on OUK ozl5a-ce 't1)v aA.ft9etav a.u· on ozl5a-ce au't1)v Kat 
on 1tUV \jleUOoc; EK 'tile; UA119eiac; OUK BO''ttV. 
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(But you have been anointed by the Holy One, and all of you have knowledge. I 
write to you, not because you do not know the truth, but because you know it, and 
you know that no lie comes from the truth.) 

The first clause of 2:20 begins with the word KaL It can be understood as "a 

marker of emphasis, involving surprise and unexpectedness" meaning "then, indeed, how 

is it then, yet."12 Therefore, it is emphatic. After that, there is a nominative pronoun up£tc; 

as subject of EXB'te. Since this pronoun is not necessary and is extra word, it is emphatic. 

The present tense form EXB'te is also marked. Therefore, this clause is prominent. 

The second clause of 2:20 that contains the word owa'te has the word nav'tec;. 13 It 

is the nominative plural form of the adjective and is modifying the subject "you" of the 

8 The idea that the on clause is causal is supported by Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 37, among others. 
9 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 88. 
10 The concept that causal clauses are dependent clauses can be found in Porter, Idioms, 237. 
11 See 151-52 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
12 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 91.12. To understand the word as 

''yet" is supported by Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 788, among others. 
13 There are different readings for the words Kai o\oatE 7tflvtEc; (information from the textual 

apparatus ofNA 27). One reading is o\OatE 7tflvtEc;, which is the text chosen by NA 27. Another reading 
has m1vta replaces 7tWtEc;. According to Metzger, Textual Commentary, 641: a majority of the Committee 
adopted the reading 7tflv-rEc;, which has strong external support, since they understand "the passage to be 
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verb oi8ate. According to the understanding of a group of scholars, this adjective was 

used because the passage was "directed against the claims of a few to possess esoteric 

knowledge." 14 Therefore, this word is used to emphasize the inclusion of all ofthe 

hearers among those who possess knowledge. On the other hand, this word is 

syntactically not necessary. As the hearers were a definite group of people, a 

community, 15 it is usually not necessary to add the adjective "all" to describe them. When 

an epistle is addressed to a community, it is logically perceived that when the plural form 

of"you" is used, it means "all of the hearers" unless otherwise specified. 16 In view of this, 

we may say that the word is very emphatic since it is not necessary, and the author uses it 

purposefully and emphatically to refute the claims of the opponents. Moreover, this 

clause does not state its object immediately. It is believed that this owate can be 

understood together with the two uses of owate in the next verse. 17 Withholding the 

content of the word otoa is an unusual practice and can also be seen as emphatic. It draws 

attention to the upcoming content of owate. Furthermore, Culy points out that the 

conjunction Kai of this clause simply introduces a coordinate clause in the syntax. "In 

terms of semantics, however, the conjoined clause, owate navte~, introduces the result of 

the previous event, or conclusion drawn from the previous statement." He further quotes 

directed against the claims of a few to possess esoteric knowledge." While the reading navra "was regarded 
as a correction introduced by copyists who felt the need of an object after owaf.1£V." In this study, we will 
follow the adopted reading, navrs~, as the text under examination. 

14 Metzger, Textual Commentary, 641. 
15 This view is supported by Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, xxii. It is believed that "The writer of 1 John 

was thus addressing a community, made up of a number of house-churches in and around Ephesus" even 
though the community was spilt up in a theological and ethical sense. 

16 In 1 John 2:12-14, the author has drawn attention to specific readers. Even though we do not 
know whether the author intends to speak to different groups among the hearers, or it is a writing strategy 
to attract the attention of the hearers, it supports the idea that unless otherwise specified, the use of the 
plural form of"you" will generally mean "all of the hearers." 

17 This viewpoint coincides with the viewpoint of some scholars. For instance, Westcott and Hort 
punctuate with a dash after m1vrs~, see Metzger, Textual Commentary, 641, meaning that the phrase will be 
further explained in the following verse. Other similar viewpoint can be found in Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 52; 
and Lieu, I John, 105; among others. 
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Titrud and points out that "By syntactically elevating what is logically subordinate, the 

author is placing more prominence (emphasis) on the clause than it would have had if 

introduced by a subordinating conjunction.'; Is Thus, the conjunction Kat is also 

emphasizing the clause. In addition, the author chooses to use the same form ollia'tE three 

times in two adjacent clause complexes; it is also emphatic. In view of the combined 

force of all these prominent features within this clause, we may say that this clause is 

very prominent. 

Within the clause complex of2:21, 19 the author states the reason for writing with 

two clauses: OUK eypa\jfa UJ.ltV on OUK OWU'tE n)v <iA;J18etav, and aU' on OWU'tE aun)v.Z0 

These two clauses can be understood as the positive and negative expressions of the same 

meaning "because you know the truth.'' The exact meaning can be conveyed with only 

six words: eypa\jfa UfltV on oiOU'tE n)v aA.ft8etav. The author's expression shows us that 

he wants to emphasize this, so that he is repeating the meaning in a negative as well as a 

positive way. We may consider the structure of these two clauses as very emphatic. These 

two clauses also revealed the content of ollia'tE in the preceding verse, which is, "the 

truth." In addition, the phrase eypa\jfa UfltV can be considered very prominent.21 Moreover, 

the conjunction aiJ...b. is "a marker of more emphatic contrast,"22 and thus is emphatic. 

The repeated intense use of owa'tE is also emphatic. Finally, the repeated use of the word 

aA.ft8eta (in different forms) is also emphatic. Therefore, this clause complex is also very 

prominent. 

18 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 52. 
19 Culy points out that the most probable understanding of the three on clause is that the first two 

are causal and the third as introducing a clausal complement of the preceding owa't'E. Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 53. 
Therefore, the whole 2:21 can be seen as one clause complex. 

20 The discussion of the usage of the three on in 2:21 may see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 53-54. Our 
discussion here is consistent with his conclusion on the use of on. 

21 See 94. 
22 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 89.125. 



• 1 John 2:2923 

2:29 EUV ef~ijTe on (5fxat6c; f.crnv, ytVOOO'KB'tB on Kat xlic; 6 1tOtffiV TJlV 
OtKUtomJVT}V f.~ UU'tOU 'YB'YBvvfl'tUt. 
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(If you know that he is righteous, you may be sure that everyone who does right 
has been born of him.) 

One occurrence of the form of o'toa appears in the first clause of this verse. Firstly, 

the verb d15fj-ra used with the content on clauses is formulaic and creates prominence. 24 

This clause is the protasis of the third-class conditional. Culy points out that the author of 

1 John likes to portray propositions that are readily accepted as true with third-class 

conditions. "Rhetorically, such constructions appear to force the reader to the conclusion 

that the apodosis of the conditional construction should also be readily accepted as 

true."25 Culy further points out that "The use of a third-class condition probably serves as 

a mild rebuke by calling into question a belief that the readers unquestionably embraced. 

The construction also highlights the fact that the proposition in the apodosis is an equally 

obvious truth."26 In other words, we may say that this kind of third-class conditional in 1 

John is a rhetorical device used to rebuke (mildly) the readers. Hence, we may say that 

the protasis is very emphatic and creates prominence, and highlights the apodosis. 

B. Occurrences in 1 John 3 

The lexical item o'toa appears four times in 1 John 3. 

23 See 126-27 and 152-54 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
24 See 92-94. 
25 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 63. BDF points out that in this sentence sav is used in place of Ei. See Blass 

and Debrunner, Greek Grammar, §372 (1) (a). Even though this interpretation has a different viewpoint, it 
still points to the fact that the structure is used in a special way, and thus can be seen as emphatic. 

26 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 64. 



• 1 John 3:227 

3:2 UJU1t11'tOi, vUV 'tEKVU eaou Ecrf..LEV, Kat OU1t(J) 8q>avspc.08TJ ri 8cr6!!E8a. 
o[Jap,e~ on EUV q>UVEpm8ft, Of.!Otot UU'tql E<JO!!E8a, on CHJIO!!E8U UU'tOV Ka8roc; 
8crnv. 
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(Beloved, we are God's children now; what we will be has not yet been revealed. 
What we do know is this: when he is revealed, we will be like him, for we will see 
him as he is.) 

The form of oioa appears once in the last sentence of 3 :2. The structure that 

consists of otoaf.LEV and the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence.29 The 

author leads the readers to a "reflection on the believer's future state in relation to God 

the Son."30 The author reminds the reader that some truths about the future enjoyment 

can be stated with confidence now.31 Moreover, the third-class conditional within the 

content on clause is a rhetorical device32 and hence it is emphatic. Furthermore, the 

passive voice form of q>avspro8ft33 in the protasis is slightly marked. The future tense 

forms 8cr6!!E8a and (nJ16!lE8a in the apodosis, which function like the subjunctive mood 

forms, 34 are also slightly marked. When we consider all the features together, we may say 

that this clause complex is as a whole very prominent. 

27 See 128-30 and 154-55 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
28 There is a textual variant here. Some manuscripts added 06 here. However, the external supports 

of this variant are weak in comparison with those of the selected reading in NA 27. See the textual 
apparatus ofNA 27. Culy points out that those manuscripts did that in order to make the contrast between 
this proposition and preceding one explicit. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 68. Since the selected reading in NA 27 
has strong external supports, we will use this reading. This variant, however, reflects that the copyists 
thought that the two clauses have a contrasting sense. 

29 See 92-94. 
30 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 138. 
31 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 138. 
32 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 69 and 14. 
33 Some scholars argue that it is a middle form. However, most scholars take it as passive. See the 

discussion in Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 69. I agree with Culy that it is "likely that Christ is also the subject of the 
passive verb cpavepro8fj. 

34 See 68. 
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• 1 John 3:535 

3:5 Kat oft5ars on EKEtVO~ eq>avepro8T}, tva ta~ a~apt{a~ apn, Kat a~apt{a ev 
autcp OUK ecrnv. 
(You know that that one was revealed in order to36 take away sins, and in him 
there is no sin.) 

The form of o'ilia appears once in 3:5. The Kat at the beginning of the first clause 

denotes "thematic continuity."37 It is emphatic and "signal[s] that the following clause is 

still closely related semantically to the preceding one."38 Moreover, the structure that 

consists of olliate and the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 39 The 

author is drawing the readers' attention to a well-known message: Jesus carne to take 

away sins.4° Furthermore, the passive voice form eq>avepro811 is a slightly marked form, 

and places emphasis on its subject. Its explicit subject pronoun eKdvo~ (this one) is a 

demonstrative and is significant. Some scholars assert that "in 1 John there is a consistent 

switch in pronouns from aUtO~ (autos) to eKetVO~ (ekeinos) when a reference to Jesus 

Christ is clearly introduced."41 In view of this, we may say that eKdvo~ is also 

emphatic.42 Furthermore, in the iva purpose clause,43 the subjunctive mood form apn is 

marked. The word a~aptia~, which is repeated (in a different form) in adjacent co-text, is 

also marked. All these emphatic features function together and make the clause complex 

very prominent, while the iva purpose clause within the clause complex is prominent. 

35 See 130-31, 155-56 and 166-67 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
36 The italic parts are my translation in substitution of the relevant part of the NRSV. 
37 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 72. 
38 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 5, in which Culy quotes Titrud. 
39 See 92-94 of this study. Moreover, Smalley describes this use as "characteristic of John's style." 

See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 148. 
40 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 148. 
41 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 30, in which Culy quotes Harris. 
42 Smalley also agrees that it is emphatic. See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 148. 
43 The idea that it is a purpose clause, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 72; Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 790; 

and Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 148; among others. 
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The second clause also has the word Kat that denotes thematic continuity,44 which 

is emphatic. The word UJ..Laprlu, which is repeated (in a different form) in adjacent co-text, 

is also marked. Therefore, this clause is also prominent. 

• 1 John 3:14-1545 

The lexical item oiou occurred twice in this unit. 

3:14 ltfl£~ ozba.pev on JlE'tU~a~fiKUJ..LEV SK 'tOU euva'tO'U a~ 'tftv ~rofiv' on 
ayunffiJ..LEV 'toile; lioaA.cpouc;· 6 J..LTJ ayunmv J..l~Nat Sv 'tql euvanp. 
3: 15 nile; 6 J..llO'OOV 'tOV lioaA.cpov UU'tOU av8pro1tOK'tOVOc; scrnv' KUt 0 zba.re on nile; 
av8pronoK'tOVOc; OUK sxat ~rol)v uicOVtOV Sv UU'tql J..lSvO'UO'UV. 
(We know that we have passed from death to life because we love one another. 
Whoever does not love abides in death. All who hate a brother or sister are 
murderers, and you know that murderers do not have eternal life abiding in them.) 

The first clause complex of this unit contains the form of otou and is very 

emphatic. First, it has the emphatic nominative subject ltfl£~, which is extra words, and 

thus is emphatic.46 Moreover, the subject is first person plural, which is very marked. 

Furthermore, the structure that consists of oioaJ.lEV and the content on clause is formulaic 

and creates prominence.47 And then, it has a perfect tense form JlE'tU~a~fiKUJ..LEV within the 

content on clause which is very marked. Smalley describes this verb as providing "a 

graphic description of the believer's transition from the world of hatred and death to the 

realm of love and life."48 Hence it is highlighting the change from one state to another. 49 

The first person plural form of JlE'tU~a~fiKaJ..LEV is also marked. After that, the two 

prepositional phrases sK 'tou euva'tou and a~ 'tftv ~rofiv are contrasting with each other as 

44 Culy, J, 2, 3 John, 72. 
45 See 167--68 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
46 Culy also points out that it helps emphasize the contrast between two kinds of characteristic. See 

Culy, J, 2, 3 John, 83. Similar idea can also be found in Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, 178, among others. 
47 See 92-94. 
48 Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, 179. 
49 Culy, J, 2, 3 John, 84. Similar idea can be found in Porter, Verbal Aspect, 79. Fanning's idea is 

different. He sees that the emphasis is on the resulting state of the subject. See Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 160 
and 294. 
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well as in a parallel structure, which is also emphatic. Therefore, this clause complex that 

contains the word otOaf.IZV can be considered very prominent. 

The next few clauses in 3: 14--15 have present tense forms finite verbs and 

participles (ayaml'lfJZV, ayanrov, J.llivet, and J .. u .. crrov), and are prominent. They function as 

mainline argument. 

The last clause complex begins with Kai which denotes "thematic continuity" and 

is emphatic. 5° The word otOa'tE has a second person plural subject. It is a marked form. 

Moreover, the structure that consists of otoa'tE and the content on clause is formulaic and 

creates prominence. Within the content on clause, the present tense forms e:x,et and 

ptvoucrav are also marked. In addition, the words otoa'tE, av8pconoK't6vo~, ~col)v, and 

ptvoucrav are repeated words (some of them are in different forms) within adjacent co-

text. Combining all factors, this clause complex is very prominent. 

C. Occurrences in 1 John 5 

There are six occurrences of otoa in 1 John 5. 

• 1 John 5:1351 

5: 13 Taiha eypa'lfa UJ..LiV tva sil5fjre on ~col)v E:X,E'tE airovtov, 'tO~ mcr'teUOUcrtV E~ 
'to ovoJ..La 'tou uiou 'tou 8eou. 
(I write these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, so that 
you may know that you have eternal life.) 

The lexical item oToa appears once in this clause complex. There are several 

emphatic features here. First, the phrase "I write to you" is very emphatic in 1 John. 52 

5° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 5 and 85. 
51 See 158-59 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
52 See 94. 
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Second, the purpose clause53 that contains the subjunctive mood form ewfj'tE is 

emphatic, 54 as we have discussed in Chapter 2. 55 Moreover, the second plural subject of 

the ewfj'te sentence is also marked. Furthermore, the structure that consists of d8fj'tE and 

the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 56 It points out that "Believers 

can be sure of possessing etemallife."57 The fronting of ~coftv within the on content 

clause, which creates an unusual word order, also adds prominence to this clause. 58 The 

present tense forms BXE'tE and mcrn:uoucnv are also slightly marked. Finally but not least, 

the last phrase is the elaboration of u¢v in the first phrase and is emphatic since the last 

phrase function as extra supporting material. All these emphatic features function 

together and make the clause complex very prominent. 

There is one extra point worth being discussed here. Campbell has demonstrated 

that "the perfect is an authentic tense-form in the subjunctive mood" (that is, ewfj'tE in 

5:13), and it is "not merely an aberration due to the limited formal scope of ot8u."59 He 

further asserts that ''though ot8u is restricted because only its perfect forms are extant, its 

use nevertheless represents a genuine choice."60 Even though Campbell has a different 

view on the semantics conveyed by the perfect tense form than that ofPorter,61 he also 

utilizes verbal aspect to understand the tense forms of the Greek of the NT. Therefore, his 

53 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 132; McKay, New Syntax, 132; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 361-62; and 
Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 795; among others. 

54 Porter points out that this subjunctive mood form is not merely a future tense. See Porter, Verbal 
Aspect, 361-62. 

55 See 67. 
56 See 92-94. 
57 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 277. 
58 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 132. Smalley also says that it is emphatic. See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 277. 
59 Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 60-64. 
6° Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 64. 
61 See 37-39. 
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view concerning the viability of the tense form of o'llia may shed light on our 

investigation of the issue. 

• 1 John 5:1562 

5:15 Kai f.av oi8apsv on UKOU€t63 TtJ.lllV 0 f.av aitroJ.L€811, oi8apsv on EX,OJ.IEV 'tU 
ainlJ.l!l't!l u TtnlK!l!ffiV an' au-rou. 
(And if we know that he hears us in whatever we ask, we know that we have 

obtained the requests made of him.) 

This verse consists of two uses of ot:8aJ.IEV in two clause complexes. The first 

clause complex is the protasis of the conditional sentence. Firstly, the clause complex 

begins with Kat which denotes ''thematic continuity" and is emphatic. 64 Secondly, this is 

a first-class conditional in terms of the mood form of the verb ot8aJ.IEV in the protasis, but 

it has used f.av as the particle that introduces the first-class or third-class conditional. In 1 

John, there are several instances that the author uses d plus indicative to express the first-

class conditiona1.65 All the other usages of f.av are used with subjunctive mood forms. 66 It 

is not a usual practice in 1 John to use the combination of f.a.v and the indicative mood 

form to form a first-class or third-class conditional. 67 Therefore, it can be regarded as an 

emphatic feature because it is not the usual usage.68 Moreover, the structure that consists 

62 See 156-57 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
63 It is not very possible to employ the meaning of"know" or "understand" to this word here. 

Therefore, I will not see this as other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as otoa, even though 
for most of the times liKouro can be considered as one of them. 

64 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 5 and 134. 
65 Those instances that are obviously first-class conditional include 1 John 2:19, 3:13, and 5:9. 
66 1n which 18 times are used as third-class conditional, and 3 times are used with relative 

pronouns as well. 
67 Porter points out that f.av is probably a combination of ei plus liv, and that the determining 

factor of the class of a conditional is the mood form. Therefore, 5:15 should be regarded as a first-class 
conditional. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 302-3. Our focus here, however, is to point out that the use of f.av 
plus an indicative mood is an unusual usage in 1 John, and hence it is emphatic. Smalley also points out 
that the usage is unusual. See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 283. For another discussion on the use of f.av plus 
indicative mood form, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 134. 

68 Porter says that this conditional clause is "not regular'' in its syntactical patterns. Porter, Idioms, 
259. 
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of oioa!JEV and the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 69 It places 

focus on the message that God pays attention to us. Furthermore, the middle voice of 

ah:rop.s9a70 within the content on clause is a very marked form.71 Finally, the present 

tense form aKm)et is also slightly marked. This clause complex can be regarded as very 

prominent. 

The second clause complex is the apodosis of the conditional sentence. Firstly, the 

structure that contains otoaJ.lEV and the content on clause is formulaic and creates 

prominence. It places focus on the message that we have the requests that we have made 

to him.72 The present tense form EXOJ.lEV in the content on clause is slightly marked. 

Finally, the perfect tense form irrf\KaJ.lEV within the relative clause is also very marked. 

This clause complex is also very prominent. 

• 1 John 5:18-2073 

5:18 O[l5apev on ndc; 6 YEYEVVT\~Oc; EK tOU eeou oux !lflaptavet, aU' 6 
YEVVT\9dc; EK tOU eeou tT\PE'i aut6v74 Kat6 1tOV11poc; oux U1ttEtat75 autou. 
5: 19 o[l5apev on EK tOU eeou E<rJ.lEV Kat 6 KO<rfloc; oA.oc; f.v tq'> 1t0Vl1P4'> Keitat. 
5:20 o[l5apev 88 on 6 uioc; tOU eeou llKEt Kat OBOffiKEV TtfliV ouivotav tva 
ytVcOaKffi!JEV tOV aA:'l9tV6V, Kat E<rflEv f.v tq'> UAl19tVcp, f.v tq'> uiq'> autou 'Ill<rOU 
Xptatq'>. o1St6c; aanv 6 UAl19tVoc; eeoc; Kat ~roT} airovtac;. 
(We know that those who are born of God do not sin, but the one who was born of 
God protects them, and the evil one does not touch them. We know that we are 
God's children, and that the whole world lies under the power of the evil one. 

69 See 92-94. 
70 Porter quotes Moulton concerning the use of the middle form of aiTtc.o. "If the middle is really 

the stronger word, we can understand its being brought in just where effect of contrast can be secured, 
while in ordinary passages the active would carry as much weight as was needed." Porter, Idioms, 70. 

71 See 92-94 of this study. Also see Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 133-34; and Moulton, Grammar, 1:160; 
among others. 

72 Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, 283. 
73 See 147 and 157-58 for further discussion and comparison of relative prominence. 
74 There is an important textual variant here. Some manuscripts have the reading am6v, while 

others have the reading £am6v. For the discussion on the variant, see Metzger, Textual Commentary, 650, 
and Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 137. Even though this variant is significant in terms of meaning, it is not affecting 
our result when we are examining the prominence of the clause complex. 

75 This word has different meanings when it is in the active or middle form. Each of them has its 
own entry, see Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, Vol. 2, 32. I will not consider the 
middle form here as creating prominence, see 76. 
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And we know that the Son of God has come and has given us understanding so 
that we may know him who is true; and we are in him who is true, in his Son 
Jesus Christ. He is the true God and eternal life.) 

There are three occurrences of olliaJ.UN in these three consecutive verses. The 

structure that consists of olliaJ.UN and the content on clause is formulaic and creates 

prominence. 76 The repeated use of this structure in three consecutive verses makes the 

three clause complexes very prominent. 

In addition to this very emphatic pattern, there are several other emphatic features 

within these three clause complexes. Within the content on clause in 5:18, the perfect 

tense forms ysyswru.ttvoc; is very marked. Its passive form is also slightly marked, 

putting emphasis on the subject. Moreover, "Rhetorically, the use of 1tdc; with an articular 

participle is more forceful than the simple substantival construction."77 Therefore, we 

may consider the phrase 1tdc; o 'YB'YBVVllJ.ffivoc; as emphatic. Furthermore, the present tense 

forms UJ.Ulptavst, 't'Jlpd, and U1ttBtat. are slightly marked. The conjunction &./J..fJ. is also 

emphatic.78 Another passive form 'YBVV118sic; is also marked. All these featu~es function 

together to create prominence, and put emphasis on the content. 

Within the content on clause in 5:19, the first person plural form of acrJ.UN is 

marked. The whole emphatic structure puts emphasis on the content. 

Within the content on clause in 5:20,79 the perfect tense form OEOffiKBV is very 

marked. The present tense forms f\Kst and yt.Vci>O"Kro!J.BV are slightly marked. The 

76 See 92-94. 
77 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 56. 
78 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 89.125. 
79 The clause complex ends at 'tOV liA.119tv6v. Culy proposes that the Kai after that denotes thematic 

continuity, see Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 139, and thus it denotes a new clause which is not part of the preceding 
clause complex. 
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subjunctive mood form ytvmm<:ro!J£V within the purpose clause80 is slightly marked. 

Moreover, the first person plural form of ytVmm<:roJlEV is also marked. All these emphatic 

materials support the very emphatic pattern and create prominence here. Thus these three 

clause complexes are very prominent. 

D. Summary 

To sum up the situation of all the I5 occurrences of the forms of o18a in I John, 

there is only I occurrence81 that is located in a prominent place.82 The other 14 

occurrences are all situated in very prominent places. The forms of ot8a in 1 John are 

never located among places that are not prominent. 

II. Distribution of Choices from the Same Semantic Domain as 

olaa 

The lexical items which are in the same semantic domain of ot8a and appear in 1 

John include ytvmm<:ro, aKouro, 6paro, q>aveporo, 8eropsro, and the idiom wq>A.Oro 1:ou~ 

oq>SaA.JlOU~. Among those occurrences that convey meaning which are in the same 

semantic domain of o't8a, forms of ytvmm<:ro appears 25 times in 1 John, a.Kouro 12 

times, 83 6paro 7 times, 84 q>avep6ro 9 times, 8eropsro 1 time, and the idiom wcpA.6ro 1:ou~ 

80 Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 796. Culy sees it as purpose or result clause. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 
139. 

81 This is in 2:11. 
82 The markedness of the tense forms of o'foa has not yet been taken into consideration. They are 

assumed to contribute zero prominence during the discussion. The reason for doing this is on 160-61. 
83 The lexical item aKouro appears 14 times in 1 John, but the occurrences that belong to the same 

semantic domain ofo'foa only counted 12 times. The two occurrences in 1 John 5:14 and 15 have the 
meaning "pay attention to" and belong to Domain 31. 

84 The lexical item oparo appears 9 times in 1 John, but the occurrences that belong to the same 
semantic domain of o'foa only occur 7 times. The two occurrences in 1 John 4:20 have the meaning "see" 
and belong to Domain 24. 
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6cp8aA./-lou~ 1 time. They appear 55 times in total. Two of them are in future tense forms85 

and do not contribute the patterns of verbal aspect.86 Among the 53 occurrences that 

contribute verbal aspect, some of them are in the non-perfect tense forms while some are 

in perfect tense forms. They have different roles when we are evaluating whether oi8a is 

used as a viable perfect. The non-perfect tense forms will be used as comparison, to see 

whether o'llia is used in relatively more prominent places or not. The perfect tense forms 

of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'llia will be used as a control group, to 

show how perfect tense forms and non-perfect tense forms function differently. 

A. Occurrences in 1 John 1 

There are eight occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

o'llia in 1 John 1. Seven ofthem appear in 1:1-3 and the remaining one appears in 1:5. 

There are six occurrences of perfect tense forms and two non-perfect tense forms. 

• 1 John 1:1-3 

l: 1 "Q ~V ax' apxfi~, 0 aK1'fKOap.ev, 0 empa.Kap.ev 'tOic; oq>8aA/-I.Oic; it/-lffiV, 0 
e8eam'i!J£8a Kat ai xeipe~ itl-lffiV E\jfTJNlq>TJcrav 1tEpt 'tOU Myou til~ ~rofj~-
1 :2 Kat it ~roft erpavepdJ()1'f, Kat empa.Kap.ev Kat /-laprupoU/-lf:V Kat axayyEMo/-lf:V 
U/-ltV n)v ~roftv n)v aicbvtov 11~ ~v xpo~ 'tOV xa-repa Kai erpavepdJ()1'f it~-LtV-
1 :3 0 empa.Kap.ev Kai aK1'fK6ap.ev, axayyEMo/-lf:V Kai U/-ltV, i'va Kai UJJ£~ 
KOtVroviav EXTJ'tf: JJ£8' Tt/-lffiV. Kat it KOtVCOVia 8e it TtJ.U:TEpa J.!e'tU 'tOU 1ta'tpoc; Kat 
J.U:-ra -rou uiou au-rou 'ITJcrou Xptcr-rou. 
(We declare to you what was from the beginning, what we have heard, what we 
have seen with our eyes, what we have looked at and touched with our hands, 
concerning the word of life-this life was revealed, and we have seen it and 
testify to it, and declare to you the eternal life that was with the Father and was 
revealed to us-we declare to you what we have seen and heard so that you also 
may have fellowship with us; and truly our fellowship is with the Father and with 
his Son Jesus Christ.) 

85 They are 6'1j16~9a in 3:2 and yvwcr6~9a in 3:19. 
86 See 27. Since the future tense form does not contribute verbal aspect, it does not form 

meaningful opposition in terms of verbal aspect. 
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These three verses lie in the paragraph 1:1--4. We have already examined the 

paragraph 1 : 1--4 in Chapter 3 87 and we have proven that it is a very prominent paragraph. 

Among the seven occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as ot8a, 

five of them are in perfect tense forms. All of them are forms of aKouro or oparo. These 

five perfect tense forms help to create prominence. The messages they convey are 

important messages of the paragraph. The knowing experiences through hearing and 

seeing are important. As Smalley states, "Perhaps for the benefit of those of his readers 

who were entertaining docetic (i.e., humanity-denying) views of Christ's person, the 

writer stresses the reality of God's self-disclosure in time and space."88 To hear and to see 

are important evidences of this self-disclosure in time and space of God. Therefore, these 

five occurrences of UlC'\KOaJ.lEV and eropaKa~ not only bring about the prominence of 

the paragraph, some scholars also suggest that they are probably one of the most 

important passages in 1 John that introduces some important basic themes ofthe epistle. 89 

The other two occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oloa 

are the two occurrences of acpavEpffi9Tt in 1 :2. Even though they are situated in a 

prominent paragraph, the author has chosen to use the aorist tense forms. The passive 

forms of acpavEpffi9Tt are slightly marked, and are used to bring their recipient "the life," 

which appears as the subject of the clause, into prominence.90 The word acpavEpffi9Tt is 

repeated; therefore, they are emphatic. In the first clause that contains acpavEpffi9Tt, it also 

contains the word Kai, which highlights thematic continuity,91 and the repeated word SffiTJ. 

87 See 84-88. 
88 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 7. 
89 See Lieu, I John, 36; Painter, I, 2, and 3 John, 128; and Schnackenburg, Johannine Epistles, 48; 

among others. 
90 See 76 for the concept concerning this. 
91 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 5. 
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They are emphatic. Therefore, this clause is very prominent. The second clause that 

contains E<pavepro811 is the second part of a relative clause; since this word is a repeated 

word within adjacent co-text, this clause is slightly prominent. The words E<pavepro811 and 

Kai highlight the theme, "the life." As Smalley suggests, "the word of life" is the main 

subject of the preface as well as the whole letter of 1 John.92 Therefore, the function of 

E<pavepro811 is to bring the main subject matter into prominence, and "the life" is a very 

important theme in 1 John. 

This paragraph can serve as an example in two ways. On the one hand, it can 

show us that non-perfect tense forms co-exist with perfect tense forms even if the 

paragraph is a very prominent paragraph. The use of perfect tense forms or non-perfect 

tense forms depends upon the function of each verb associated with the prominence 

element or focus. The stative aspect and the non-stative aspect which are in opposition 

function differently even if they occur in the same paragraph. On the other hand, this 

paragraph also shows us how the effect of several perfect tense forms and other emphatic 

features accumulate to form a prominent place at the discourse level.93 

• 1 John 1:5 

1:5 Kat EO"'ttV aUTI} it ayye"A.ia i}v WO]KOap,cv an' ai>'toV Kat avayyEMoJlEV UJltV, 
on 6 eeoc; <pmc; EO"'ttV Kat O"Kotia Ev au-rep OUK EO"'ttV ou8Ef.1ta. 
(The message is this___!4we have heard from him and proclaim to you, that God is 
light and in him there is no darkness at all.) 

The perfect tense form flKllKOaJ.LEV is situated in a relative clause within a clause 

complex. In the relative clause, the perfect tense form flKllKOaJ.LEV is a very marked form. 

92 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 15. 
93 See also 84-88. 
94 The italics are my own translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. 
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Its focus is on its subject, "we,"95 which is also emphasized by its first person plural form. 

The author is emphasizing the role as one of the eyewitnesses.96 The prepositional phrase 

an' m'rrou is probably reminding the readers about the reality of God's self-disclosure in 

time and space,97 so that the eyewitnesses are hearing from him. The relative clause has 

another verb, ava'Y"(EMoJ!CV, which is a present first plural form, and is thus marked. We 

may say that the relative clause is very prominent. 

The main clause of this relative clause is the first clause of the sentence. The 

phrase Kai ecntv auTil is very emphatic.98 The subject of the clause T) ayyEJ...Jn99 is 

supported by the introductory formula Kai ecrnv auTil, as well as a relative clause 

(introduced by ilv) that consists of two clauses. The predicate nominative auTil is further 

elaborated by an explanatory clause (introduced by on)100 which also consists of two 

clauses. All these supporting materials make ''the message" very emphatic. Therefore, we 

may say that the main clause and its relative clause are both very emphatic. They create 

prominence and emphasize "the message, which we have heard." From the analysis of 

this sentence, we can see how marked features occur together with other emphatic 

features to characterize prominence.101 

95 See the discussion on the perfect tense form on 29. Also see Culy, I, 2, 3 John, II. Culy says 
that the verb is "Pointing to the use of first person plural inclusive verbs." Also see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 
264. 

96 See the discussion on 85. 
97 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, I8. 
98 See 96. 
99 The subject is ti ayyEA.ia, while aiJTI] functions as the predicate nominative. See Culy, I, 2, 3 

John, II. 
10° Culy, I, 2, 3 John, I2; and Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, I7. 
101 Longacre, Grammar of Discourse, 38. 
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B. Occurrences in 1 John 2 

There are sixteen occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

otoa in 1 John 2. Five of them are in perfect tense forms and eleven in non-perfect tense 

forms. 

• 1 John 2:3-5 

2:3 Kai f.v 't'OU'tql yzvmmcop,£N on l:yvm1cap,£N ain6v, f.av 'tac; Ev't'OA.ac; UU't'OU 
TIJp&JllN. 
2:4 6 Atyrov on lyvmKa UU't'OV Kai 'tac; Ev'toMc; UU't'OU ,..u) TIJp&v, 'I'BUO'TIJ<; f.crrlv 
Kai f.v 't'OU'tql TJ aA.iJSsta OUK ecrnv· 
2:5 oc; o' av TIJPfl UU't'OU 't'OV A.Oyov, aA.118roc; f.v 't'OU'tql TJ ayli1tll 't'OU Ssou 
'tB'tBMtro'tat, f.v 't'OU'tql yzvmmcop,£N on f.v aincp EO'JllN. 
(Now by this we may be sure that we know him, if we obey his commandments. 
Whoever says, "I have come to know him," but does not obey his commandments, 
is a liar, and in such a person the truth does not exist; but whoever obeys his word, 
truly in this person the love of God has reached perfection, b/02 this we may be 
sure that we are in him.) 

There are four occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as otoa 

in these three verses. There are two non-perfect tense forms and two perfect tense forms. 

The present tense form ytVcOO'KOJllN and the perfect tense form f.yvroKUJllN appear 

in 2:3. Since the pronoun 't'OU'tql in 2:3 is cataphoric, pointing forward to the protasis 

introduced by f.av in the last part of the sentence, 103 the whole sentence forms a third-

class conditional. This sentence is introduced by Kai, which denotes thematic continuity 

and is emphatic.104 The prepositional phrase f.v 't'OU'tql is also emphatic. 105 The clause 

complex that contains the words ytVcOO'KOJllN and f.yvcOKUJllN is the apodosis of the third-

class conditional. The structure that consists of the finite verb ytVcOO'KOJllN and the content 

102 The italics are my own translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. In this case, 
I am only changing the punctuation marks, following those of the Greek text, which reflect a different 
understanding of the use of the prepositional phrase tv mmcp (the last one in 2:5). I agree with the opinion 
ofCuly and see this prepositional phrase as anaphoric. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 29. 

103 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 25. 
104 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 24. 
105 See 95-96. 
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on clause is formulaic and thus is emphatic.I06 The repeated use ofthe forms ofytvrom<:ro 

is also emphatic. The present tense form ytvrom<:Of.UN is marked and the perfect tense 

form eyvroKaf.l£VIo7 is very marked. We may say that the apodosis is very prominent, and 

the structure that introduces it is also very emphatic. Within the protasis, which is 

epexegetical to toutq>, Ios the present subjunctive first plural form 'tTJPO'>f.UN is a marked 

form. The fronting of the direct object tile; ev-roMc;, creating an unusual word order, is 

made prominent. Io9 Hence, the protasis is also prominent. Therefore, the whole sentence 

is very prominent, especially emphasizing the apodosis, in which the content of 

ytVOOO'KOf.UN, EyYOOKUf.UN airt6V (we know him), is being emphasized. 

The perfect tense form eyvroKa appears in 2:4. It is the verb of the content on 

clause of the participle l.i.yrov. I IO The perfect tense form eyvroKa is a very marked form. 

Its grammatical subject "I" is referring to "the one who says" ( 6 Ai.yrov, the first part of 

the participial construction). The author uses the shift from first person plural verbs in the 

preceding clause to the third person singular references with the substantival participles 

to move the focus away from the readers. I I I In other words, even though the grammatical 

subject of eyvroKa is first person singular, since it is within a content on clause, it is 

referring to ''the one who says" and is not pointing towards the readers. And then, the 

author provides another description of"the one who says." They are described as f .. L1) 

106 See 92-94. 
107 When Porter is trying to prove that perfect tense forms are used in a variety of temporal 

references, he suggests that this perfect tense form is an example of timeless perfect. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 
269. He then points out that the focus of perfect tense form is on the grammatical subject, showing that "we 
are in the state of knowing." Porter, Verbal Aspect, 277. Smalley does not understand the perfect tense like 
this. He rather takes the traditional understanding that sees the perfect tense form as implying "a past 
experience with continuing effects." See Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 42-43. Similar idea can be found in 
Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 786, among others. Porter has already proved that this perspective is not 
adequate for explaining all the perfect tense forms. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 252-56. 

108 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 25. 
109 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 26. 
11° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 27. 
111 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 26. 
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TIJp&v, "who does not keep," 112 in the second part of the participial construction. 113 The 

whole participial construction serves as the subject of €crriv. 114 In the whole clause 

complex, the present tense forms Myrov and TIJp&v are marked and create prominence. 

The similarity of structure between this clause complex and the preceding one also add 

prominence to this clause complex. However, since the perfect tense form eyvroKa is 

situated in a dependent content on clause, 115 and the subject is not referring to the readers, 

it does not create prominence as the perfect tense form €yvmKaJ..l.EV in the preceding clause 

complex. Therefore, this clause complex is prominent but not as prominent as the 

preceding clause complex. This clause complex is a negative example of 2:3, and talks 

about the one who only says, but does not obey his commandments. This negative 

example is also echoing 3:18, where the author is beseeching the hearers that they should 

not love in word or speech, but should love in truth and action. 

The message in 2:3 is further elaborated by the first clause complex of2:5. This 

clause complex starts with the indefinite relative pronoun oc; iiv. Rhetorically, the use of 

this construction is more emphatic than a third-class conditional. 116 This clause complex 

also consists of a very marked perfect tense form tEtEM:iromt. 117 In addition, the slightly 

112 Since 'J..i.yrov and 'tT(p&v are linked by Kai and govern by the same article, they constitute a 
single substantival participial phrase. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 27. 

113 In this second part ofthe participial construction, the focus is on the object, 1:ac; Ev'to~, since 
it is fronted and has an unusual word order. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 27. 

114 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 26. 
115 This structure does not form extra words that are not necessary in the ideational content; 

therefore, it is not emphatic. 
116 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 28. 
117 There are different opinions concerning the meaning, the use of tense form, and the voice form 

of this verb among scholars. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 28-29; Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 305; Louw and Nida, 
Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 73.7 and 88.38; McKay, New Syntax, 50; Porter, Verba/Aspect, 
269 and Porter, Idioms, 41 (it seems that Porter has changed his mind); Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 786-87; 
Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 46; and Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 581; among others. I am only 
going to highlight those areas that are related to prominence here. Firstly, many scholars see the voice form 
of this verb as passive, but Culy proposes that it should be a middle form (relating to the meaning he has 
chosen for this word). Passive form is marked while middle form is very marked, and it will make a 
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marked subjunctive tense form TIIPTI and the adverb aA.T]80'><;118 also add prominence to 

this clause complex. Therefore, this clause complex is very prominent. 

The last clause of2:5 consists of the word ytVcOO"KOJ..IEV. It is present tense form 

and is marked. The prepositional phrase tv routq> is not as emphatic as the other 

occurrences of the same phrase since routq> is anaphoric but not cataphoric, 119 and hence 

the phrase is not unnecessary. However, the repeated use still adds prominence to the 

clause. The construction of the finite verb ytVcOO"KOJ..IEV plus content on clause is emphatic. 

Therefore, this clause is prominent, showing the relationship between obeying the 

commandments and being in him. However, when it is compared with the preceding 

clause complex, this clause is not as prominent. 

To sum up, the clause complex in 2:3 that consists of the present tense form 

ytVcOO"KOJ..IEV and perfect tense form ayvroKUJ..IEV is very prominent. The clause complex in 

2:4 that consists of the perfect tense form ayvroKa, and the clause in 2:5 that consists of 

the present tense form ytvrocrKOJ..IEV are both prominent but not very prominent. 

• I John 2:7 

2:7 Ayamp:oi, 120 OUK f.vtoA.l)v KatVI)v ypa<pro UJ..LtV aU' f.vtoA.i]v 1taAatUV iTv 
etXS'tE U1t' apxfj<;· TJ Ev'tOAll TJ 1tUAatU E<J'ttV 6 A.6yo<; OV ~Kovaa-re. 121 

difference for the analysis of prominence. However, all the scholars agree that it is a perfect tense form. 
Therefore, this verb is very marked in terms of tense form. As a result, no matter the voice is a middle or 
passive, the prominence that is contributed by this verb will be very marked. Hence, I am not going to 
make a decision of voice form here, since my purpose is not to provide a thorough interpretation of 1 John. 

118 It does not add any ideational content to the clause. Instead, it creates a sense of emphasis. 
119 I agree with the opinion ofCuly and see TOUTcp as anaphoric. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 29. For the 

discussion ofTouTcp as cataphoric elsewhere in I John, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 25. 
120 There is a variant reading, aosA.cpoi. However, the reading aya1tT]TOi is strongly support. See 

Metzger, Textual Commentary, 640. Therefore, we will adopt the word aya1tljTOi here. In terms of 
prominence, both aOEAcpOl and ayU1tl]TOl are nominative plural of direct address and are both emphatic. 
Therefore, the choice of either reading will not affect the prominence of the clause. 

121 There is a variant reading which has added ax' afJXil\; after i(KoilcraTE. However, the reading 
without ax' aPXi'l~ is strongly supported. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 640. Therefore, we will adopt 
the reading without ax' aPXi'l~ here. In terms of prominence, the adding of ax' aPXil~ will not add 
prominence to the whole clause. 
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(Beloved, I am writing you no new commandment, but an old commandment that 
you have had from the beginning; the old commandment is the word that you 
have heard.) 

There is one occurrence of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

here. It is i]Kouaate which is in the aorist tense form. 

The first clause complex of2:7 contains the nominative plural of direct address 

aya1t11tOi, the phrase ypacpco UJ.liV' 122 the conjunction aMil, 123 and the present tense form 

ypacpco and the imperfect tense form eixere. They are all emphatic or very emphatic. 

Moreover, the replacement pattern of the phrases OUK EvtOA:T)v KatvT)v ... aU' EvtOA:T)v 

1taA.au'lv (not x but y) makes the second entity more prominent than the first one.124 All 

these emphatic features function together and make this clause complex very prominent. 

The author is emphasizing that the commandment that he or she is writing to the readers 

is an old one. 

The aorist tense form i]Kouaate is situated in a relative clause. The second plural 

form is the only marked feature in it. This relative clause is probably not prominent in the 

clause level. Moreover, the clause that contains the relative clause has neither marked 

form nor emphatic feature. It is probably used as supporting material, elaborating the old 

commandment. 

• I John 2:11 125 

2: 11 6 OE J.ltm'Ov tOV aoeA.cpov aurou Ev tfi O'KOtiQ. EO'tiv Kai Ev tfi O'KOtiQ. 
1tEpt1tatei Kai OUK o'lliev 1tOU U1tayet, on it O'KOtia lm5(/JAWUf:V rovr; O(/J8aJ..povr; 
aurou. 
(But whoever hates another believer is in the darkness, walks in the darkness, and 
does not know the way to go, because the darkness has brought on blindness.) 

122 See 92 and 94 respectively. 
123 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 89.125. 
124 Westfall, Hebrews, 69. 
125 This verse has already been discussed on 98-99 and will be further discussed on 150-51. 
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The clause that contains the idiom n>q>A6co 'tOU~ 6cp8aA.Jlo'6~126 is a causal clause127 

which starts with on. This clause is a dependent clause in relation to the preceding clause. 

Moreover, the aorist tense form 6ruq>A.cocrev is unmarked. 128 Within this clause, there is no 

emphatic feature or marked form. This clause serves as supporting material. 

• 1 John 2:13-14 

2:13 
, ,_, "'' ,,,,_, ,_ , 

ypaq>co UJ.ltV, 1tatepe~, on eyvrmcars 'tov a1t apm~. ypaq>co UJ.ltV, veavtO"Kot, 
on VBVlK~KaTB tOV 1tOVT\POV. 
2:14 eypa'lfa UJ.l'iV, 1tat&ia, on 8yvmKa1:8 tOV 1tatepa. eypa'lfa UJ.liV, 1ta'tepe~, on 
8yvmKa7:B tOV a1t' apxfi~. eypa'lfa uJ.l'iv, VE<lVtO'KOt, on icrxupo{ EO'tE Kat 6 A6yo~ 'tOU 
8wu ev uJ.l'iv JlfNEt Kat VBVlK~KaTB tOV 1tOV11p6v. 
(I am writing to you, fathers, because you know him who is from the beginning. I 
am writing to you, young people, because you have conquered the evil one. I 
write to you, children, because you know the Father. I write to you, fathers, 
because you know him who is from the beginning. I write to you, young people, 
because you are strong and the word of God abides in you, and you have 
overcome the evil one.) 

There are three occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oiBa 

here. All of them are the perfect tense forms of eyvroKate. As we have already discussed 

in Chapter 3, the section 2:12-14 is very prominent. 129 In each ofthe causal clause that 

contains 6yvroKa'tE, 130 its perfect tense form is very marked. Moreover, they are all 

situated in a parallel structure which is very emphatic. Therefore, all these three clauses 

are very prominent. 

• 1 John 2:18-19131 

2:18 llat&ia, ecrxa'tll &pa EO''ttV, Kat Ka8cb~ ~KOV(Ja1:8 on avrlxptO''tO~ EPXEtat, 
Kat vW aVriXPtO'tOt 1t0Mot yEy6vacrtV, o8ev yzvdJmcop,ev on ecrxa'tll ropa EO'ttV. 

126 See 48. 
127 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 37. 
128 When Porter shows that aorist tense forms are used in a variety of temporal references, he 

describes it as an example of timeless aorist. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 237. 
129 A detail discussion of2:12-14 is on 89-91. I am only going to restate some related points here. 
130 Porter has commented on EyvcOKil'tE in 2:13 and says that "Any posited resultive sense does not 

affect the clear emphasis on the subject." See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 277. 
131 These two verses will be further discussed on 151-54. 
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2:19 E~ llf.LWv E~fjA.Sav aiJ...' OUK ~cravE~ liJ.LroV· Ei yap a~ liJ.L&V ~crav, 
J.LqtavftKetcrav liv J.LE8' liJ.L&V· aiJ...' tva rpavepmBwmv on OUK eicrlv 1tUV'tf:~ a~ liJ.L&V. 
(Children, it is the last hour! As you have heard that antichrist is coming, so now 

many antichrists have come. From this we know that it is the last hour. They went 
out from us, but they did not belong to us; for if they had belonged to us, they 
would have remained with us. But by going out they made it plain that none of 
them belongs to us.) 

There are three occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oT<5a 

here. They are ftKoucrate and ytvmO"KOJ.Lf:V in v. 18 and cpavepro8romv in v. 19. 

In the first clause of 2:18, there is a nominative plural of direct address which is 

emphatic. 132 The clause acrxatll mpa acrtiv is repeated in the last clause of 2:18. Repeating 

the same phrase in such a short context can be seen as emphatic. Hence, this clause is 

emphatic. The author is emphasizing the importance of"the last hour." 

The second clause of2:18 consists ofthe aorist tense form ftKoucrate which is 

unmarked. The formulaic structure ftKoucrate plus content on clause is repeated in 4:3. 

However, since this word is needed in the comparison, 133 this formula is considered as 

slightly emphatic. The present tense form apxetat in the dependent clause is slightly 

marked. Therefore, this clause is slightly prominent. This clause is set out for comparison, 

and is supporting material that leads the readers to look forward to the next clause. 

In the third clause, the lexical item wv collocates with the nominative plural of 

direct address at the beginning of the first clause (even though they are separated by two 

clauses) and hence creates an emphatic feature. 134 The perfect tense form yey6vamv135 is 

a very marked form. Therefore, this clause is very prominent, and is informing the 

readers about the presence of many antichrists. 

132 See 92. 
133 The word Ka9roc; introduces a comparison. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 47. 
134 See 94-95. 
135 When Porter shows that perfect tense forms are used in a variety of temporal references, he 

categorizes it as a present use of the perfect tense form. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 266. Smalley describes 
it as ''the sudden materialization of antichrists in time." Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 94. 
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The last clause contains the present tense form ytVcOO"KO!l£V which is marked. Its 

first person plural form is also very marked.136 The structure that consists of ytVcOO"KO!l£V 

and the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 137 Finally, the phrase 

ecrxa:tll ropa EO"'ttV is being repeated here, and is thus emphatic. Therefore, this clause is 

also prominent, reminding the readers again that "it is the last hour." 

In 2:19, the prepositional phrase e~ ftJ.UDV is used four times, the repeated use 

making them emphatic. 138 In the first clause, the prepositional phrase e~ ftJ.UXlV is repeated 

in adjacent co-text and is thus emphatic. The fronting of it makes it even more 

prominent.139 The aorist tense form e~fjA.8av is unmarked. Thus the clause is slightly 

prominent. This is the supporting material that brings out the theme "from us." 

In the second clause, the conjunction {J)...).JJ. is emphatic, and the prepositional 

phrase e~ Ttf..LIDV is also emphatic. Therefore, this clause is prominent, emphasizing the 

contrast that "they were not from us." 

The third clause is the protasis of a second-class conditional, which denotes the 

"contrary to fact" condition. 140 The prepositional phrase e~ Ttf..LIDV is emphatic. Therefore, 

this clause is slightly prominent, serving as supporting material of the apodosis, restating 

the contrary to fact condition "If they were from us." 

136 See also Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 95. 
137 See 92-94. 
138 Even though the prepositional phrases may convey different meaning (see Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 

48-50), since they are of the same form, they can still contribute to prominence. 
139 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 48. 
140 Most scholars categorize it as a second-class conditional. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 49; and 

Wallace, Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics, 689; among others. Porter also has used the term second
class conditional (see Porter, Idioms, 259-61); however, he proposes that it can be thought of as a sub
category of the first-class conditional (see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 294 and 304--6, and Porter, Idioms, 260). 
McKay proposes the category "unreal condition," and the apodosis as the "excluded potential" statement. 
McKay, New Syntax, 164 and 75. 
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The fourth clause is the apodosis of the second-class conditional. The pluperfect 

tense fonn J..I£~KEto-av141 is a very marked fonn. It is the only occurrence of pluperfect 

tense fonn in 1 John. Therefore, this clause is very prominent. It emphasize their state 

(which is not the fact) that ''they would have remained with us." 

The final clause complex of2:19 contains the aorist tense fonn cpavspro8mmv 

which is unmarked. In this clause complex, the conjunction aUU142 is emphatic. This 

clause complex is introduced by iva, and is a "purpose clause that modifies an implicit 

e~i'jA.8av." 143 The subjunctive verb cpavspro8mmv of the purpose clause is slightly marked. 

The voice fonn of cpavspro8mmv is traditionally seen as passive and reflects a "divine 

purpose."144 If it is a passive fonn, then it is slightly marked. However, Culy argues that 

it is a middle fonn, denoting that "they reveal themselves."145 If he is right, then it is a 

very marked fonn. However, since the markedness of the voice fonn contributes 

prominence under the clause level, it will not affect the prominence of the whole clause. 

Moreover, the focus is not on the action of "reveal," but on the subject matter that is 

revealed. The epexegetical on clause is slightly emphatic due to the prepositional phrase 

e~ ftfl&V and shows us the subject matter that is revealed. To conclude, this clause 

complex is prominent, and restates the idea that "none of them belongs to us." 

To sum up, all the clauses or clause complexes in these two verses are either 

(slightly) prominent or very prominent. It should be noticed, however, that the clauses or 

141 Porter shows that it is problematic to view this pluperfect as past-referring, and then proposes 
that the pluperfect tense form should be seen as stative aspect plus remoteness. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 
288-89. BDF suggests that the tense "retains its Aktionsarf' here. See Blass and Debrunner, Greek 
Grammar, §360 (3). Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 788 says that it "expresses the continuance of the 
contingent results to the time of speaking." 

142 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 89.125. 
143 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 50. 
144 See Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 788; and Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 98; among others. 
145 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 50. 
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clause complexes that contain the choices from the same semantic domain as ollia (which 

are all non-perfect tense forms) are only slightly prominent or prominent, and serve as 

supporting or mainline material of very prominent material. 

• 1 John 2:24 

2:24 i>J.J£~ o ~Kovuars an:' apx;fic;, f.v i>J.L'iv JlBVarro. f.av f.v i>J.L'iv J.J£ivn o an:' 
apx;fjc; ~Kovuare, Kat UJlB'ic; Ev t<'j) ui<'j) Kat Ev t<'j) n:atpt j.J£Vel't8. 
(Let what you heard from the beginning abide in you. If what you heard from the 
beginning abides in you, then you will abide in the Son and in the Father.) 

There are two occurrences of the aorist tense form itKoucrara within 2:24. The 

first itKoucrara is located within a relative clause. This headless relative clause is fronted 

for emphasis. 146 It is the subject of the present imperative JlBVE'tOJ. The imperative mood 

and present tense form are both marked. Moreover, the hanging nominative UJlB'ic; serves 

as "the topic of what follows." 147 This construction "possibly is used to draw attention to 

an item in the main clause,"148 and is thus emphatic. Therefore, we may say that this 

relative clause is prominent. 

The other clause that contains itKoucrara is also a relative clause. It functions as 

the subject of the subjunctive J.J£ivn. It is situated within the protasis of a third-class 

conditional sentence. We may notice that all the words in the preceding clause are 

repeated in the protasis. 149 This phenomenon is unusual, and thus is emphatic. Culy 

points out that the protasis "serves to urge the readers to respond appropriately to the 

preceding imperative."150 Therefore, the protasis, including the relative clause, is 

prominent. The readers are urged to let what they heard from the beginning abide in them. 

146 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 57. 
147 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 57. 
148 Porter, Idioms, 86. 
149 It does not include the hanging nominative. They are in a different word order, and the verbs 

are in different forms due to their different functions in the clause. 
15° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 57. 
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The apodosis of the conditional has an emphatic subject UJ.ffits and a future tense form of 

the repeated verb, J..LEVEt'ta. Thus it is slightly prominent. The author reminds the readers 

of the consequence of the preceding urge. 

• 1 John 2:28-29151 

2:28 Kai vUV, 'tEKVia, pEvE'tE f.v !lU'tcp, tva f.av rpavepwBfj oxroJ..LEV 1t!lPPT\olaV K!lt 
!lit aiaxuv8roJ..LEV a1t' au'tou f.v 'tfi 1tapoucrlQ. aumu. 
2:29 f.av dofj'tE O'tt oiKat6c; f.anv, YlVWUKE'C8 on K!lt 1ttic; 6 1tOtrov 'tftv 
OtK!ltocrUVT\V f.~ !lU'tOU YEYEvvrt't!lt. 
(And now, little children, abide in him, so that when he is revealed we may have 
confidence and not be put to shame before him at his coming. If you know that he 
is righteous, you may be sure that everyone who does right has been born of him.) 

There are two occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

in these two verses. They are <pavapm8'ft in v. 28 and ytvroaKa'ta in v. 29. 

The first clause of 2:28 is very prominent. First, the word vGv in collocation with 

the nominative plural of direct address 'tEKVia is a very emphatic feature. 152 Second, the 

imperative mood form piva'ta153 is marked. These features function together to create 

prominence. "Remain in him" is the main focus of the first clause. 

The tva clause introduces the purpose clause154 of the preceding clause. Within 

the purpose clause, there is a third-class conditional.155 

The aorist tense form <pavapm8'ft is situated in the protasis of the third-class 

conditional. The third-class conditional in 1 John has the rhetorical effect of forcing the 

151 It has already been discussed on 102 and will be further discussed on 152-54. 
152 See 92. 
153 Even though this form can be understood as indicative, it is more possible that it is an 

imperative when we consider the co-text. The interpretation that it is an imperative form is supported by 
many. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 62; among others. 

154 Supported by Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 62; and Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 789; among others. 
155 Culy points out that there are several scholars who maintain that the sav here may be used 

similar to "when." Culy, however, contends that that opinion may be influenced more by English 
translation. Then he suggests that the author of 1 John is "fond of' clothing propositions with third-class 
conditional. Hence, the structure here should also be understood as a third-class conditional that carries 
rhetorical function. See Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 62-63. Moreover, in Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 789, the 
structure is also mentioned as a third-class conditional. 
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readers to accept the apodosis as true. 156 Therefore, the protasis that has rhetorical effect 

can be considered prominent. 

In the apodosis, the two subjunctive mood forms crx&JJ£V and aicrx;uv8&J.f£V are 

slightly marked. Their first person plural forms of them are also marked. The passive 

voice aicrx;uv8&J.1£V157 is also slightly marked. Therefore, the apodosis is also slightly 

prominent. However, the rhetorical effect of the protasis is to put the focus on the 

apodosis, force the readers to see it as true. 

We have already examined the first clause of2:29, which is the protasis of a third-

class conditional. 158 The second clause is the apodosis and contains the present tense 

form ytvro01CE'tE. The present tense second pluarl form is a marked form. In terms of 

mood, it can be understood as an indicative or imperative. 159 If it is an imperative, then it 

is marked. However, since the word is situated in the apodosis of a conditional, it should 

be taken as indicative. 160 The structure that consists of ytvro01CE'tE and the content on 

clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 161 Moreover, the position of the word Kai is 

unusual, and thus we may say that it is emphatic. 162 The use of 1tiic; with an articular 

participle is rhetorically more forceful than the simple substantival construction. 163 

Therefore, we may say that it is emphatic. Furthermore, the perfect tense form 

yayBVVf1'tat164 is very marked and its passive voice is also marked. Therefore, we may say 

that the apodosis is very prominent. The word ytVc001CE'tE is situated in this apodosis 

156 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 63. 
157 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 63-64. 
158 See 102. 
159 The idea that ytvroOlCE'tB can be understood as an imperative is supported by Lieu, I John, 120. 
160 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 65. 
161 See 92-94. 
162 The discussion ofthe use ofthe word, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 65. 
163 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 56. 
164 Fanning sees it as an example of intransitive perfects which "clearly have the state ofthe 

subject in view." Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 294 (his emphasis). 
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which is brought prominent by other very emphatic features within it. The force of the 

conditional is to urge the readers to live righteously. 165 This conditional sentence brings 

out a new topic: The righteous one has been born of him. This is an important topic in 1 

John and will be further developed in the following verses. 

C. Occurrences in 1 John 3 

There are sixteen occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

oioa in 1 John 3. Three of them are in perfect tense forms and eleven in non-perfect tense 

forms. The other two are in the future tense form. 166 

• 1 John 3:1-2167 

3: 1 f&re 1tO'ta1ti}V aya1t11V OEOffilCEV TtJ.ltV 0 1tan)p, iva rEKVa 8eou rl.rt8&J.1EV' 
Kat ecrJ.!Ey. 168 Oul rouro 0 lCOO"J.lO~ ou yzvdJmcez itJ.ld~. on OUK [yvm aur6v. 
3:2 aya1t1lro{, vi3v rEKVa 8eou BO"J.lEV, Kai ou1tro 8qJavepdJ817 rl ecr6J.!B8a. 
olOaJ.lEV on eav qJavepmOfi, OJ.!Otot aurq'> B0"6J.!B8a, on Oljl0f.l88a aurov 1Ca8ro~ ecrnv. 
(See what love the Father has given us, that we should be called children of God; 
and that is what we are. The reason the world does not know us is that it did not 
know him. Beloved, we are God's children now; what we will be has not yet been 
revealed. What we do know is this: when he is revealed, we will be like him, for 
we will see him as he is.) 

There are six occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

here. Five of them are non-perfect tense form and one of them is a future tense form. 169 

There are several emphatic features in the ftrst clause complex of 3: 1 where the 

aorist tense form were is situated. First, were is an imperative second plural form and is 

165 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 65. 
166 They are O'lf6f.1£9a in 3:2 and yvrocr6f.1£9a in 3:19. However, the future tense form does not 

contribute verbal aspect. See 27. Since the future tense form does not contribute verbal aspect, it does not 
form meaningful opposition in terms of verbal aspect. 

167 It has already been discussed on 103 and will be further discussed on 154-55. 
168 Some manuscripts have omitted the words Kai ecrf.l£v. Since the reading that contains these two 

words is strongly supported (see Metzger, Textual Commentary, 642), we will follow the choice ofNA 27. 
In terms of prominence, if the words are removed, it will have removed a first plural form which is marked. 
However, it does not greatly affect the prominence of the iva clause (as there is already another first plural 
form in the iva clause). 

169 The word 6'1f6f.1£9a in 3:2. 
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marked. It functions to draw attention170 rather than to exhort. The interrogative 1totam1v 

is used with wata to draw the attention of the readers. 171 There is also a perfect tense 

form 8e8coKav which is very marked. The main clause is also supported by a tva clause. 172 

The subjunctive passive form KATJ8&J.UN is slightly marked. The first person plural 

subject ofdT)8&J.UN and ecr~ are also marked. Therefore, the main clause ofthis clause 

complex is very prominent, 173 and it is supported by a slightly prominent tva clause. 

The present tense form ytvrocrKat and aorist tense form eyvco are situated in the 

second clause complex in 3: I. In the first clause, the pronoun toiho is cataphoric, 174 and 

hence the prepositional phrase 8ul. toiho is emphatic. 175 The present tense form ytVcOcrKBt 

is a marked form. Therefore, the clause that contains ytvrocrKat is prominent. The second 

clause is the epexegetical clause. 176 It repeats the verb (in a different form) in the 

preceding clause and is thus slightly emphatic. Therefore, this clause that contains eyvco is 

slightly prominent, and serves as supporting material. 

In the first clause of 3:2, the nominative plural of direct address aya1tT)toi 

collocates with wv177 and is very emphatic. The subject of this clause is first person 

plural, which is very marked. Therefore, this clause is very prominent. 

The aorist passive indicative form ecpavapffi8TJ is situated in the second clause of 

3:2. In this clause, the word ou1tco sets up a semantic contrast with the preceding clause 

170 This is supported by Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 66; Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 789; among others. 
171 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 66. 
172 Culy, among others, sees the tva clause as epexegetical. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 66. Others 

propose that it has telic meaning. For instance, see Strecker, Johannine Letters, 66, fu 6. In this study, we 
will simply identify it as a tva clause which is the subordinate clause of the preceding main clause. 

173 Culy describes this proposition as "particularly prominent." Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 66. 
174 Technically, this pronoun could be either anaphoric or cataphoric. Culy says that it is "more 

likely" cataphoric. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 67. Smalley, among others, agrees that it is cataphoric. See 
Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 135. This opinion is contradictory to that of Strecker, among others. He sees it as 
anaphoric. Strecker, Johannine Letters, 87. I agree with Culy that it is more likely cataphoric. 

175 See 95-96. 
176 As we see -roiho as cataphoric, this clause is to be understood as epexegetical. 
177 See 94-95. 
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that contains the word vi3v. 178 The passive voice form a<pavepm811 is a slightly marked 

form directing the attention to the subject. The interrogative clause rl ecr6!leea functions 

as the subject of a<paveproe..,. 179 The interrogative Ti functions as the predicate nominative 

of acr6!-l88a180 and is not emphatic. 181 The future form ecr6!-l88a (which functions like a 

subjunctive mood form) is slightly marked. Therefore, this clause is only slightly 

prominent, serving as the supporting material that is contrasted to the preceding very 

prominent clause. 

The aorist passive subjunctive <pavepro8fj and the future form (nj16!-l88a are both 

situated in the last clause complex of 3:2. As we have already discussed, this last clause 

complex of 3:2 is very prominent. 182 We will further discuss it in Chapter 5.183 

• 1 John 3:5-6184 

3:5 Kat OtOaTe on BKeivo~ erpaw:pdJB'fj, tva Tac; U/lapLia~ iiPTI, Kal U/lapTia tv 
a1m'{l ovK emtv. 
3:6 na~ 6 tv auT<'{> !lBvrov oux U/lapTavet· na~ 6 U/lapTavrov ovx idJpaKev 
au1:ov ovoe eyvwKev av1:6v. 
(You know that that one was revealed in order to take away sins, and in him there 
is no sin. Everyone who abides in him does not sin; everyone who sins has neither 
seen him nor known him. 185

) 

There are three occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

in 3:5-6. One of them is non-perfect tense form and the other two are perfect tense forms. 

As we have already discussed, the clause complex in 3:5 is very prominent. 186 

The aorist tense form e<pavepro811 is situated in this very prominent clause complex. 

178 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 68. 
179 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 68. 
18° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 68. 
181 It is not posing an interrogative question and thus we will not consider it as emphatic. See 63. 
182 See 103. 
183 See 154-55. 
184 It has already been discussed on 104-5 and will be further discussed on 155-56 and 166--67. 
185 The italic parts are my translation in substitution ofthe relevant part ofthe NRSV. 
186 See 104. 
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In the first clause of 3:6, the whole participial construction nile; 6 bv au'tcp ~cov 

functions as the subject of the clause. 187 The use of nile; with an articular participle is 

rhetorically more forceful than the simple substantival construction. 188 It puts emphasis 

on the subject itself. The present tense forms of ~cov and U).!Up'tavst189 are marked. 

Moreover, the word U).!Up'tavco is repeated in the following clause and makes it emphatic. 

In addition, the two clauses in 3 :6 have parallel structure and make them emphatic. 

Therefore, all these emphatic features make this clause very prominent. 

The two perfect tense forms affipaKEV and ayvCOKEV are situated in the second 

clause of3:6. They are very marked forms. The participial construction nile; 6 U).!ap'tavcov 

functions as the subject ofthe clause. The use of nile; with an articular participle puts 

emphasis on the subject itself. The verb of the preceding clause is repeated here (in a 

different form, U).!Up't6.vcov) and is thus emphatic. The present tense form U).!Up'tUvCOV is a 

marked form. Moreover, the structure oux aropaKEV UU'tOV OUOE ayvCOKEV au't6V is in fact 

using two parallel and synonymous clauses to express one meaning and is emphatic. 190 

Therefore, we may say that the second clause of 3:6, which contains the two occurrences 

of the perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'ilia, is very 

prominent. Porter describes 3:6 and states that the author of 1 John contrasts those who 

187 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 73. 
188 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 56. 
189 Fanning has discussed the category of the present tense form of these two words in 1 John 4-10. 

He categorizes these as examples of generic present, while "a habitual sense cannot be ruled out entirely." 
Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 217. It seems that in his system, he cannot certainly decide one category for one 
specific occurrence in the NT. Moreover, if one sense is very probable, while the other sense cannot be 
ruled out, then the decision seems to fall on the one who interprets, rather than on the system itself. 

19° For a discussion concerning the meaning of the two words, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 74. 
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are not sinning with those who are sinning as "not having seen (ac:OpaKev) or known 

(syvroKev) him, emphasis being on the subjects representing contrasting life styles."191 

• 1 John 3:8 

3:8 6 1totffiv riJv Uf.Ulprlav EK 'tOU (hap6A.ou tcrtiv, on an' apxf\c; 6 ot<ipoA.oc; 
Uf.lap'tUVEt. E~ 'tOU'tO irpa.vspch8rt 6 uioc; 'tOU ewu, tva A:6an 'tU epya 'tOU otaP6A.ou. 
(Everyone who commits sin is a child of the devil; for the devil has been sinning 
from the beginning. The Son of God was revealed for this purpose, to destroy the 
works ofthe devil.) 

The second clause complex of3:8 contains the aorist tense form Eq>avEpc:0811. The 

aorist tense form is unmarked but its passive form 192 is slightly marked, emphasizing the 

subject, 6 uioc; -rou ewu. In this clause complex, the pronoun -rou-ro is cataphoric and 

points forward to the tva clause that follows. 193 Hence, the prepositional phrase E~ -rou-ro 

is emphatic.194 Therefore, this clause is prominent. 

The tva clause in this clause complex is epexegetical to the pronoun -rou-ro and 

introduces purpose. 195 The subjunctive mood form A.ucrn is slightly marked. Therefore, 

this clause is slightly prominent and serves as supporting material of the prominent main 

clause. Smalley quotes Haas and points out that the construction of the clause complex is 

used to emphasize ''the contrast between the devil's activity and the Son of God's 

purpose."196 

191 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 277. Unlike Porter who treats all perfect forms as conveying the same 
kind of semantics, Rienecker, Linguistic Key, 790, quotes Brooke and sees the two perfect forms having 
different semantics. The perfect form of EwpaKEV "would indicate to see and to experience the continual 
results of having seen." The verb "to see" lays stress on the object, which appears and is grasped by the 
mental vision; the verb "to know'' stresses the subsequent subjective apprehension of what is grasped in the 
vision, or it is unfolded gradually in experience." In this kind of system, it seems that interpreters have to 
explain each form one by one, and the semantics of the perfect forms is dependent on the interpreter. 

192 Even though the possibility that the form is middle cannot be excluded, see Strecker, Johannine 
Letters, 101 fn. 52, in this study we will take it as passive as most scholars do. See Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 76; 
Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 161; among others. 

193 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 76-77. 
194 See 95-96. 
195 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 77. 
196 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 161. 
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• 1 John 3:11 

3:11 "On autrt ecrrlv Tt ayye'A.ia flv ~Kovao:re a1t' apxfjc;, iva aya1tWJlEV aUfJ'A.ouc;, 
(For this is the message you have heard from the beginning, that we should love 
one another.) 

The aorist tense form ftKoucra'tE is located in a relative clause. The whole clause 

complex is a causal clause that is subordinate to 3:10.197 In the main clause of this clause 

complex, the pronoun autrt is cataphoric198 and is thus emphatic.199 Therefore, the main 

clause is prominent. The relative clause within the clause complex is introduced by flv. 

This relative clause is not marked except for the second person plural subject. Therefore, 

it can hardly be prominent above the clause level. It functions to give more information 

about Tt ayye'A.ia. The clause that is epexegetical to autrt is introduced by iva. Within this 

epexegetical clause, the present subjunctive form aya1t&J!EV is marked. Therefore, it is a 

prominent subordinate clause which introduces the content of the message:200 we might 

love one another.201 Therefore, the relative clause that contains 'ftKoucra'tE is not 

prominent above the clause level, and is least prominent among the whole clause 

complex. It serves as supporting material within the whole clause complex. 

• 1 John 3:16202 

3 : 16 Bv 'tOU'tq> ByvdJKap,EJV TIJV U"(U1tTJV, 
on BKEtvoc; unep ftllWV TIJV 'lfUxTtV mhou 
E8TJKEV· 
Kai Tt!!Eic; ocpei'A.oJ.tEV unep 1:&v aoe'A.cprov 1:ac; 'l'uxac; 
8EtVat. 
(We know love by this, that that one203 laid down his life for us- and we ought 
to lay down our lives for one another.) 

197 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 80. 
198 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 80. 
199 Culy quotes Anderson and Anderson and says that cataphora is almost always marked. See 

Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 25. 
200 Smalley, I, 2, 3 John, 174. 
201 Porter suggests that it is the theme of the section 3:10-24. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 333. 
202 This verse will be further discussed on 167-68. 
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The perfect tense form first person plural eyvcOKUJ.lBV is situated in the first clause 

of 3:16. It is very marked. Porter has commented on this clause and states that the 

emphasis in on "we." This view is supported by the last clause of this verse, where "we" 

are called upon to lay down our lives?04 Furthermore, the pronoun tounp is cataphoric205 

and thus the prepositional phrase f.v toutq> is emphatic. 206 This clause is very prominent. 

The clause that is epexegetical to tOUtq> is introduced by on.207 This epexegetical 

clause is made emphatic by its following clause. The two clauses have a nearly parallel 

structure. Both of them have emphatic nominative subjects, and the words u1tEp, \j!Uxl)v, 

and E811KEV (some of them are in different forms) are repeated in them. Moreover, this is 

the focus of the preceding clause because of the cataphoric pronoun toutcp. Therefore, 

this clause is very prominent. 

The last clause carries forward the argument in the preceding clause. The word 

Kai denotes thematic continuity208 and is emphatic. 209 Its structure is nearly parallel to 

that of the preceding clause and is emphatic. It also has an emphatic pronoun subject 

i!JJ£~~ The present tense form o<pEtAoJ.lBV is also marked?10 Therefore, we may say that 

this clause is very prominent. 

203 The italic parts are my translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. 
204 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 277. 
205 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 86. 
206 See 95-96. 
207 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 86. 
208 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 87. 
209 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 5. 
210 This word also lies in the non-parallel part of the two clauses, and thus it stands out within the 

two clauses. Maybe the author wants to highlight its lexical meaning "ought to," but it is just a guess. 
Nevertheless, this guess is consistent with Culy's opinion that ''the use of this word, which implies a degree 
of obligation, moves the level of urging closer to a direct command." Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 30. 
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• 1John3:17 

3: 17 oc; 0' av exn 'tOV ~iov 'tOU KOO'J.lOU Kat ()ewpfj 'tOV UOEAcpOV ainoi> XPEtaV 
exovm Kat micrn 'tU crrcMyxva ainoi> an' ainoi>, rcroc; TJ aya1t11 'tOU 8aou JlEvEt 8v 
aincp; 
(How does God's love abide in anyone who has the world's goods and sees a 
brother or sister in need and yet refuses help?) 

The present tense form 8ampfi is situated in the relative clause introduces by oc; uv. 

The relative clause functions as the topic of what follows.211 The three present tense 

forms exn, 8ampfi and exov'ta212 are marked. Therefore, the relative clause is prominent. 

The interrogative question, which contains a present tense verb J!Evat, is also prominent. 

• 1 John 3:19-20 

3:19 [Kat]213 8v 'tOtmp yvw(J6pe0a214 on SK 'tfjc; a.t...,eaiac; ecrJ!Ev, Kat EJ.l1CpOcr8EV 
au'tou rtEicroJ.lEV n)v Kapoiav iJJ.Lrov, 
3 :20 on eav Ka'taytvromcn TJJ.l&V TJ Kapoia, on J.lE~ffiV SO''ttV 6 8aoc; 'tfjc; Kapoiac; 
iJJ.lmV Kat yzvcbmcez rcav'ta. 
(And by this we will know that we are from the truth and will reassure our hearts 
before him, whenever our hearts condemn us; for God is greater than our hearts, 
and he knows everything.) 

There are two occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

here. One of them is non-perfect tense form and the other is a future tense forms. 

The future tense form yvmcr6J.LE8a is situated in the first clause of 3:19. The future 

tense form does not contribute to verbal aspect. In this clause, the word Kai, if it is 

211 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 88. 
212 Porter has commented on this and says that the imperfective aspect (the present tense form here) 

is used to "grammaticalize the author's depiction of one who is securely possessing and observing" and the 
perfective aspect (the aorist tense form KA.sicrn) is used to "depict the process of singularly closing off 
concern." Porter, Verbal Aspect, 333. 

213 This textual variant has a "C" rating and is difficult to make a decision. See Metzger, Textual 
Commentary, 643; and Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 91. 

214 Even though there is a variant reading that has the present tense form instead of the future tense 
form in 3:19, we will follow the reading chosen by NA 27, since this reading with a future tense form has 
strong external evidence. See the textual apparatus in NA 27. It is believed that some copyist has 
"assimilated the future tense to the present tense so as to accord with the frequently occurring formula tv 
-romcp ytvfficrKO!J.EV." See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 463. If it was in the present tense form, then it 
would be emphatic because of the markedness of the tense form. However, since this study will regard the 
future tense form as more reliable. This choice does not contribute to verbal aspect, but the future tense 
form functions similar to that of the subjunctive form, and is a slightly marked form. 
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original, denotes thematic continuity and is emphatic.Z15 Even though the pronoun 'tmhq> 

is anaphoric and points back to 3:18,216 the prepositional phrase is used repeatedly in 1 

John and hence it is slightly emphatic.217 The structure that consists ofyvrocr6J.!E8a and 

the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence.Z18 The future tense form 

which functions like the subjunctive mood form is slightly marked. Therefore, this clause 

is prominent even though the tense form of yvrocr6J.!E8a does not contribute to verbal 

aspect. The next clause is slightly prominent due to the future first person plural form 

neicro J..lEV. 

The present tense form ytvromcst is situated in the last clause of 3:20. In 3:20, the 

understanding of on 80.v219 may affect the understanding of the on in the second clause. 

It is difficult to be certain about the usage of the two uses of on. As the meaning is 

difficult to discern, we are going to discuss the prominence only. The first clause is the 

protasis of a third-class conditional. It is emphatic and puts focus on the apodosis.220 The 

second clause is probably the apodosis. It does not contain any feature that contributes to 

prominence. However, the third-class conditional puts the focus on this clause. The 

author wants to remind the readers that God is the greater one. The clause that contains 

ytvromcst is epexegetical.221 The present tense form ytvromcst222 contributes to its 

prominence. This clause provides more information for the previous clause. 

215 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 91 and 5. 
216 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 92 
217 See 95-96. 
218 See 92-94. 
219 The meaning of on eav is debatable; see Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 192-93. See also Culy, 1, 2, 3 

John, 93-94. The meaning, however, does not affect our discussion on prominence. Therefore, we are not 
going to scrutinize it. 

22° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 14. 
221 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 94. 
222 Fanning categorizes it as "gnomic present." Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 208. However, this kind of 

categorization depends on the decision of the one who interprets to assign a category to each verb. 
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• 1 John 3:24 

3 :24 Kat 6 tTlPOOV ta~ Evto/Jx~ autou Ev autcp ~et Kat auto~ Ev autcp · Kat Ev 
toutcp yzvdJOKOf.U::V on ~et Ev TJJ.liV, EK tou 1tVeUJ.lato~ ou TJJ.liV eOroKev. 
(All who obey his commandments abide in him, and he abides in them. And by 
this we know that he abides in us, by the Spirit that he has given us.) 

The present tense form ytvffiO"KO!lf:V is situated in the second clause complex. In 

this clause, the word Kat denotes thematic continuity and is emphatic?23 The 

prepositional phrase 8v toutcp is emphatic?24 The structure that consists of ytvroO"KO!lf:V 

and the content on clause is formulaic and creates prominence. 225 The present tense 

forms ytvroO"Ko!!f:V and J.lEvet are marked. Therefore, this clause is very prominent. The 

next clause is introduced by the preposition EK. This clause does not have any emphatic 

feature. This clause serves as supporting material of the preceding very prominent clause. 

The author reminds the readers that ''the Spirit provides us with factual evidence of God's 

abiding."226 

D. Occurrences in 1 John 4 

There are twelve occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

oioa in 1 John 4. Two of them are in perfect tense forms and ten in non-perfect tense 

forms. 

• 1 John 4:2-3 

4:2 8v toutcp yzvdJma:re to 1tVeUJ.la tou 8eou· nav 1tVeUJ.la o oJ.loA.oyei 'I11cmuv 
Xptcrtov 8v crapKt 8A.11A.u86ta 8K tou 8eou 8crttv, 
4:3 Kat 1tUV 1tVeUJ.la 0 !lit227 OJ.lOA.oyei tOV 'll'JO"OUV EK tOU 8eou OUK ecrnv· Kat 
tout6 ecrnv to tOU a.vnxricrtou, 0 aK1JKOa7:e on epxetat, Kat wv Ev tcp KOO"J.lcp 
8crttv i181'J. 

223 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 98 and 5. 
224 See 95-96. 
225 See 92-94. 
226 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 202. 
227 McKay points out that "The earlier use of J.Lll in relative clauses with indefinite antecedent still 

applies partly in the NT." McKay, New Syntax, 151-52. It explains the unusual use ofJ.Lil here. 
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(By this you know the Spirit of God: every spirit that confesses that Jesus Christ 
has come in the flesh is from God, and every spirit that does not confess Jesus is 
not from God. And this is the spirit of the anti christ, of which you have heard that 
it is coming; and now it is already in the world.) 

There are two occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oi&a 

here. One of them is a non-perfect tense form and the other is a perfect tense form. 

The present tense form ytVcOO"KB'tB is situated in the first clause of 4:2. The 

prepositional phrase 8v 'tOU'tql is cataphoric228 and emphatic.229 The present second person 

plural form ytvroO"KB'tB is marked. Therefore, this clause is prominent. This clause draws 

the readers' attention to think about the description ofthe Spirit of God in the following 

clause complex. The next clause complex is emphasized by the contrasting clause in the 

following verse?30 It also contains the very marked perfect tense form e/.:rtA.u86'ta231 in 

the relative clause within the clause complex. Even though the perfect form is situated in 

a relative clause, it is still essential and very prominent because it tells us how to 

differentiate the spirit which is from God. 

The perfect tense form UK'tlKOU'tB is situated in the second clause complex of 4:3. 

In the first clause of the clause complex, the word Kai denotes thematic continuity and is 

emphatic.232 Therefore, this clause is prominent. It introduces the new topic of the clause. 

The second clause is a relative clause. The perfect tense form clK'tlKOU'tB is very marked. 

The structure that consists of ytVcOO"KOJlBV and the content on clause is formulaic and 

228 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 101. 
229 See 95-96. 
230 Strecker calls it "an antithetical parallelism." Strecker, Johannine Letters, 134. 
231 Porter concludes that concerning the use of participles, "The stative aspect distances itself from 

the process itself, referring to the state of the represented process." Porter, Verbal Aspect, 400-1. From this, 
we may say that the stative aspect will not be diminished because the form is a participle. McKay points 
out that the participle construction is sometimes found with a few verbs of holding or expressing an opinion. 
In this case, it is about the acknowledgement of Jesus Christ has come. McKay, New Syntax, 106. Fanning, 
who has a different understanding on the function of the perfect tense form, agrees that the "normal 
functions of the basic sense are seen in the participle." Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 416-18. 

232 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 102 and 5. 
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creates prorninence.233 The present tense form apxe'tat is also marked. Moreover, 

"Sometimes the subject of the verb (or another important word) in the indirect statement 

is given prominence by being expressed as the object of the leading verb."234 Therefore, 

the relative pronoun o is emphatic. Therefore, even though the clause is a relative clause, 

it still creates prominence by all these emphatic features. Hence, this relative clause is 

very prominent and its focus is on the content of hearing: it is corning. The idea that the 

hearers know that it is corning is further enhanced by the next clause. The next clause 

utilizes the word vi3v together with fiort. The meaning they convey will be overlapped 

when they are used together. Therefore, this usage is emphatic. Hence, this clause is also 

prominent. We may see that, even though the clause that contains ytVcOO'Ke'te is prominent, 

it is surrounded by several very prominent clauses, and it becomes relatively less 

prominent. Longacre proposes that 4:1-6 is the doctrinal peak ofthe body of 1 John.235 It 

is thus understandable that there are many prominent and very prominent clauses here. 

• 1 John 4:5-6 

4:5 aU'tOt eK 'tOU KOO'J..LO'U eioiv, oW. 'tOU'tO eK 'tOU KOO'J..LO'U AaAoUO'tV Kat 6 
KOO'J..LOc; aU'tO>V O.KOV8l. 
4:6 TtJ..Leic; eK 'tOU 8eou ecrJ..LeV, 6 yzvd)(JIC(J)V 'tOV 8eov aTCOVel itJ..L&v, Be; OUK acrnv 
eK 'tOU 8eou OUK lXKOVel TtJ..LWV. eK 'tOlhou yzvdJmcop.ev 'tO 1tVeUJ..La 'tfjc; aA.rt8eiac; Kat 
'tO 1tVeUJ..La 'tfjc; 1tMVTtc;. 
(They are from the world; therefore what they say is from the world, and the 
world listens to them. We are from God. Whoever knows God listens to us, and 
whoever is not from God does not listen to us. From this we know the spirit of 
truth and the spirit of error.) 

There are five occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'loa 

here. All of them are non-perfect tense forms. 

233 See 92-94. 
234 McKay, New Syntax, 103. Even though McKay has stated that since the relative pronoun is 

neuter, its case is not clear, he still uses it as an example. 
235 Longacre, "Exegesis of I John," 279. 
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The present tense form aKOUBt appears the first time in the last clause of 4:5. The 

present tense form is marked, and the repeated use of this verb within the adjacent co-text 

is also emphatic. The word Ka.i that introduces this clause is coordinate/36 introducing the 

second result which is introduced by the prepositional phrase 8ta 'tOU'tO. The repeated use 

of this prepositional phrase in 1 John is emphatic. However, since the pronoun 'tOU'tO is 

anaphoric, 237 the phrase is only slightly prominent. Therefore, the clause that contains the 

word aKoUBt is prominent. It states the mainline argument "the world listens to them." 

The present tense forms ytvrocrKrov and the second occurrence of aKOUBt are both 

situated in the second clause of 4:6. The present tense forms of them are marked, and the 

repeated use of the verb aKOUBt within adjacent co-text is also emphatic. Therefore, this 

clause is also prominent. This clause is contrasting the following clause, and it states the 

mainline argument "whoever knows God listens to us." 

The third occurrence of aKOUBt is situated in the third clause of 4:6. The present 

tense form aKOUBt is marked. The repeated use of the verb aKouBt and the prepositional 

phrase EK mu 8wu within adjacent co-text is also emphatic. Therefore, this clause is also 

prominent. This clause is contrasting the preceding clause, and it states the mainline 

argument "whoever is not from God does not listen to us." 

The present tense forms ytVcOcrKOJ.l.BV is situated in the last clause of 4:6. The 

pronoun in the prepositional phrase EK 'touwu is anaphoric.238 Therefore, the 

prepositional phrase is not emphatic. The present tense form ytVcOcrKOJ.l.BV is marked and 

creates prominence in this clause. It states the mainline argument ''we know the spirit of 

truth and the spirit of error." Therefore, all these clauses that contain the present tense 

236 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 105. 
237 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 104. 
238 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 106. 
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forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa are prominent, and they 

serve as mainline arguments in the text. 239 

• 1 John 4:7-9 

4:7 Ayamrro{, ayanroJ.UN aA.A:fiA.ou<;, on it aya1tT} EK 'tOU 8aou EO'nV, Kat 1tU<; 6 
ayanrov EK 'tOU 8aou yayEvvl1mt Kat YlVQ)(Jlffil 'tOV 8a6v. 
4: 8 6 J.Ul ayanrov OUK cyvm 'tOV 8a6v' on 6 Sao<; aya1tT} EO''ttV. 
4:9 Ev 'tOU'tq> irpavepch81'f it aya1tT} 'tOU 8aou Ev itf.L'iV, on 'tOV ui.ov aU'tOU 'tOV 
f.LOVoyavfj a1tEcr-raA.Kav 6 8ao<; ai<; -rov KOO'f.LOV iva silcrroJ.UN 8t' au-rou. 
(Beloved, let us love one another, because love is from God; everyone who loves 
is born of God and knows God. Whoever does not love does not know God, for 
God is love. God's love was revealed among us in this way: God sent his only 
Son into the world so that we might live through him.) 

There are three occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa 

here. All of them are non-perfect tense forms. 

The first clause of 4:7 has a nominative plural of direct address aya1tT}'tOt which is 

emphatic. The use of the hortatory subjunctive ayanroJ.UN240 is emphatic. The words 

aya1tT}-r6<; and ayanaro241 are in the same semantic subdomain. The use of the forms of the 

two words together is emphatic. Therefore, this clause is very prominent. The author 

strongly exhorts the readers to love one another. 

The second clause, which is a causal clause,242 does not have marked features. 

However, the repeated topics aya1tT} and 8a6<; within adjacent co-text make the clause 

prominent. As Porter has pointed out, the author "emphasizes that love and God are 

interrelated" throughout 4:7-10.243 

239 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, xvii. 
240 McKay points out that the word ayax&!J.EV here is subjunctive is clear from the context when 

he describes the use of subjunctives in exhortations. McKay, New Syntax, 78. Another introduction to the 
use of the hortatory subjunctive, see Porter, Idioms, 57-59. 

241 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 25.45 and entry 25.43 respectively. 
242 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 106. 
243 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 276. 
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The present tense form ywroO'Ket is situated in the last clause of 4:7. The present 

tense form is marked. The repeated use of the verb ytVcOO'KEt (in a different form) in 

adjacent co-text is emphatic. Therefore, this clause is prominent and carries the mainline 

argument "he knows God." This clause is coordinate with its preceding clause which is 

very prominent due to the effect of the very marked perfect tense form yeysvvrrrat244 and 

the emphatic structure na~ 6 ayumnv?45 The combined meaning of these two clauses is 

contrasted by the following clause. 

The aorist tense form eyvm is situated in the first clause of 4:8. The repeated use 

of the verb eyvm246 (in a different form) in the adjacent co-text is emphatic. Its contrast of 

the preceding clause complex also makes it emphatic. Therefore, this clause is also 

prominent. It carries the argument ''whoever does not love does not know God." 

The causal clause that follows is also made emphatic by the repeated use of the 

topics ay6.1tT} and 8e6~ within adjacent co-text. Therefore, this clause is also prominent. 

The aorist tense form acpuvepm811 is situated in the first clause of 4:9. Its passive 

voice form is slightly marked, emphasizing its subject, which is "the love of God." The 

pronoun of the prepositional phrase av -routcp is cataphoric, pointing towards the on 

clause, and is emphatic?47 The words ay6.1tT} and 8eou (in a different form) are repeated 

within adjacent co-text, and is thus emphatic. Therefore, this clause is prominent. The 

author reminds the readers that God's love was revealed. 

244 Fanning describes it as one of the examples of"intransitive perfects and passives which clearly 
have the state of the subject in view." Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 294-95. One of the problems of his view is 
that he proposes that Aktionsart should also be considered in perfect tense forms. It makes him has to 
categorize perfects into different categories. 

24 The discussion on the emphatic structure, see Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 106 and 56. 
246 When Porter is trying to prove that aorist tense forms are used in a variety of temporal 

references, he categorized it as a timeless aorist tense form. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 237. 
247 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 107 and 25. 
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The second clause in 4:9 is an elaboration of To1nq:> in the preceding clause.Z48 

Culy notices that several features of this clause lend it "special prominence." He 

mentions the following points. Firstly, the cataphoric pronoun TOU'tq:> focuses attention on 

this clause. Secondly, the direct object TOV ui.6v is fronted. Thirdly, the perfect tense form 

a1tecrTaA.Ksv249 is used.250 I will add a further point to it: the repeated topic 8e6<; within 

adjacent co-text is also emphatic. Moreover, this clause is also modified by a purpose 

clause.251 Therefore, this clause is very prominent. The author reminds the readers that 

God's love was revealed by sending his only Son into the world. 

The last clause in 4:9 is a purpose clause. The subjunctive mood form ~ilcrroJ.lEV 

within a purpose clause is slightly marked. The first person plural form ~ilcrroJ.lEV is also 

marked. Therefore, this clause is also prominent. The author reminds the readers that the 

purpose of God sending his Son is that we might live through him. 

To conclude, the three clauses that contain the three occurrences of the choices 

from the same semantic domain as oi8a are all prominent. However, they are situated in a 

section which consists of very prominent and prominent clauses (none of the clauses in 

4:7-9 is not prominent). Therefore, even though they are all prominent clauses, they are 

less prominent than the very prominent clauses in the adjacent co-text. Longacre suggests 

that 4:7-21 is the ethical peak in the body of 1 John, and 4:7-10 is the first paragraph of 

it.252 Therefore, it is not surprising that all the clauses in 4:7-9 are prominent or very 

prominent. 

248 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 108. 
249 Porter has commented on the use of this perfect tense form. He shows that the focus of the 

perfect tense form is on the state of the subject: God sent. He further explains that the relationship between 
love and God is "founded upon the fact that God himself sent his son." Porter, Verbal Aspect, 276. 

25° Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 107-8. 
251 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 108. 
252 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 279--80. 
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• 1 John 4:13 

4:13 'Ev 'tOl)"[ql yzvm(}7(0f.l8V on f.v aim:p ~OiffiV Kai aim)~ f.v ftf.ltV, on EK 1:ou 
1tVeUJ.1a'tO~ at)"[OU 8e80lKEV ftf.llV. 
(By this we know that we abide in him and he in us, because he has given us of 
his Spirit.) 

The present tense form ytvroO'K.OJ..I.EV is situated in the first clause complex. In this 

clause complex, the pronoun of the prepositional phrase f.v 'tOU'tql is cataphoric, pointing 

towards the second on clause, and is emphatic?53 The verb ytvroO'K.OiffiV used with the 

content on clauses is formulaic and creates prominence.254 Moreover, the present tense 

forms ytVcOO'K.OiffiV and J.!EvOJ..I.EV are marked. Therefore, this clause is very prominent and 

places focus on the next clause. The last clause here has a very marked perfect tense form 

8e8roKev?55 Therefore, this clause is very prominent, and it is the focus of the whole 

sentence in 4:13. The author reminds the readers that God has given us of his Spirit. 

According to Longacre, 4: 13 is still part of the ethical peak in the body of 1 J ohn?56 

• 1 John 4:16 

4:16 Kai tlf.18~ cyvmKapev Kat 1tEmO"'teUKaJ.I£V 'tftv aya1tT}V f\v EXEt 6 eeo~ f.v ftf.llV. 
'0 8Eo~ aya1tT} ecrnv, Kai 6 ~rov f.v 't'ft ara1t11 f.v 'tcp Seep ~Et Kai 6 eeo~ f.v au'tcp 
~Et. 
(So we have known and believe the love that God has for us. God is love, and 
those who abide in love abide in God, and God abides in them.) 

The perfect tense form eyvroKa!ffiV is situated in the first clause here. In this clause, 

the word Kai denotes thematic continuity and is emphatic?57 The emphatic subject 

itp.ei~258 and two perfect tense form verbs eyvroKa!ffiV and 1tEmcrTe6KaJ.1EV259 are used side 

253 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 111 and 25. 
254 See 92-94. 
255 Fanning proposes that the state of the indirect object iJf.liV is important here. Fanning, Verbal 

Aspect, 296. 
256 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 279. 
257 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 114 and 5. 
258 See 73-74. 
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by side and create prominence.260 Moreover, aya1tTJV is further described by a relative 

clause. The present tense form exet within the relative clause also adds prominence to the 

whole structure. Therefore, this clause complex is very prominent and emphasizes that 

we know and believe the love that God has for us. According to Longacre, this clause 

complex is still part of the ethical peak in the body of 1 John.261 

E. Occurrences in 1 John 5 

There are three occurrences of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'toa 

in 1 John 5. All ofthem are in non-perfect tense forms. 

• 1 John 5:2 

5:2 f.v tOUtq> ')'lVW07COf.l8V Ott aya1t&J1EV tO. tBKVU tOU 8eou, Otav tOV 8eov 
aya1t&J1EV Kat tile; f.vto/Jtc; ainou 1tOtWJffiV.262 

(By this we know that we love the children of God, when we love God and obey 
his commandments.) 

The present tense form ytvrom<:OJ.lEV is situated in the first clause complex here. In 

this clause complex, the pronoun of the prepositional phrase f.v toutq> is cataphoric, 

pointing towards the otav clause, and is emphatic. 263 The structure that consists of 

ytvrom<:oJ.lEV and the content ott clause is formulaic and creates prominence.264 The 

present first person plural forms ytvrom<:OJ.lEV and aya7t&J.1EV are marked. In addition, the 

word aya7t&J1EV is repeated in this sentence and is thus emphatic. Therefore, this clause 

259 Porter points out that the emphatic it~ here helps us to see that the orientation of the perfect 
tense forms is toward the subject. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 277. 

26° Culy also says that "it lends prominence to the statement." Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 114. 
261 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 279. 
262 There is a textual variant here. Some manuscripts have the verb TllPt'O!J.SV. It is supported by N, 

K, L, P and most minuscules. The reading nott'O!J.SV in NA 27 is supported by B, 'P, 81, 614, 1739, it', vg, 
syrl'·\ cop sa, bo, arm, eth, al. The rating given to this variant is B. See Metzger, Textual Commentary, 646. It 
is difficult to make a decision with confidence. However, in terms of prominence, both readings are present 
active subjunctive first person plural and thus will not affect the prominence they contribute. Therefore, we 
will just take the reading in NA 27. 

263 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 121 and 25. 
264 See 92-94. 
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complex is very prominent and places focus on the omv clause. The subordinate o-rav 

clause is epexegetical to -ro1hcp.265 It contains the present subjunctive first person plural 

forms a:yan&!l£V and notro~66 which are marked, and the word ayan&!l£" which is 

repeated in this sentence. Therefore, this subordinate clause is prominent. It is the focus 

of the whole clause complex in 5:2. The author reminds the readers of the importance for 

us to love God and obey his commandments. 

• 1 John 5:16267 

5: 16 'Eav ~ i8n 'tOV a8eAq>ov UU'tOU Uf.Ulp'tUVOV'ta UJlap-riav JlTJ 1tpoc; eava-rov' 
ai't'ftaet Kai M:l<Jet au-rq> ~cofiv, -rotc; UJlap-ravoumv JlTJ npoc; eavamv. E<J'ttV UJlUp'tia 
npoc; eava-rov· ou nepi EKBtVIlc; J..i.yco iva epco'tftcrn. 
(If you see your brother or sister committing what is not a mortal sin, let him 
ask,268 and God will give life to such a one- to those whose sin is not mortal. 
There is sin that is mortal; I do not say that you should pray about that.) 

The aorist tense form i8n is situated in the protasis of the third class conditional. 

The third class conditional in 1 John serves as mitigated exhortation,269 and is thus 

emphatic. In the protasis, the subjunctive mood form 18n is slightly marked. The use of 

the combination of the participle of Uf.Ulp-ravco and the form of UJlap-ria, 270 which can be 

considered wordplay, is emphatic. The present tense form UJlap-ravov-ra is marked. 

Therefore, the protasis is prominent, and points the focus towards the apodosis. 

265 Culy, /, 2, 3 John, 121. 
266 Campbell uses these two words as example of present subjunctives (it seems that he has 

mistakenly highlighted the word ayam'.Of.1EV in the first clause complex, which is an indicative, in his 
example) to show that present subjunctive also encodes imperfective aspect semantically, and that "this 
semantic value gives rise to pragmatic expressions that are characteristic of the internal viewpoint." 
Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 53-55. It seems that he tries to explain how verbal aspect may be 
confused with the categories of Aktionsart. 

267 This verse will be further discussed on 156-57. 
268 The italic part is a translation in substitution of the relevant part of the NRSV. One of the uses 

of the future form is to make commands. See Porter, Idioms, 224; and Porter, Verbal Aspect, 419-20. 
269 Culy, /, 2, 3 John, 14. 
270 The two words fall in the same entry in the Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon. Louw and Nida, 

Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 88.289. 
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In the apodosis, the two future tense forms aiti}crEt and orocrEt are slightly marked. 

The phrase -ro~ Uflap-ravoumv flTJ npo~ 86.va-rov is in apposition to a1nep. However, they 

are separated. Culy describes the phenomenon: it "functions like a rhetorical pause that 

highlights the importance of the writer's clarification."271 Furthermore, the present tense 

form UflUp-r6.voumv is marked, and the repeated use of this verb (in a different form) in 

the same conditional is emphatic. Therefore, the apodosis is also prominent. The author is 

urging the readers to ask God for those who have committed sin that does not lead to 

death. 

• 1 John 5:20 

5:20 OtOaJ.LEV OE on 6 uio~ 'tOU 8EOU llKEt Kat OBOWKEV Ttfl'iV OtUVotaV tva 
yzvrhmcmp,sv 'tOV UA:rt8tv6v, Kat ecrf.!Ev ev -rep UA118tvep, ev -rep uiep au-rou 'Illcrou 
Xptcr'tep. OUT6~ ecrnv 6 UA118tvo~ 8Eo~ Kat ~rol) airovto~. 
(And we know that the Son of God has come and has given us understanding so 
that we may know him who is true; and we are in him who is true, in his Son 
Jesus Christ. He is the true God and eternal life.) 

There is one occurrence of the present tense form yt.VrocrKroJ.LEV, which is the 

choice from the same semantic domain as oioa, in 5:20. We have already discussed that 

the three otoaJ.LEV plus content on clause structure in 5:18-20 are very prominent. 272 The 

word yt.VcOcrKroflEV is situated in one of these three otcSaflEV sentences and thus it is 

situated in a very prominent place. We will discuss it again in Chapter 5. 273 

F. Summary 

In this section, we have demonstrated how the perfect tense forms of the choices 

from the same semantic domain as oioa, together with other marked and emphatic 

271 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, 135. 
272 See 1 09-11. 
273 See 157-58. 
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features in their clause, contribute to prominence. These clauses also serve as a control 

group, to show how perfect tense forms and non-perfect tense forms function differently. 

There are 37 occurrences of the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the 

same semantic domain as oioa in 1 John. Among the 19 unmarked aorist tense forms, 3 

are situated in places that are not prominent, 274 12 are located in prominent places, 275 and 

4 of them are in very prominent places.276 Among these four occurrences, one of them is 

located in a very prominent section, 277 one of them is an imperative/78 one is a 

subjunctive,279 and the other is collocated with a perfect tense form in a fmite verb plus 

content on clause structure?80 Among the 18 marked present tense forms, 12 are situated 

in prominent places,281 and 6 of them are in very prominent places.282 

The distribution shows us that it is possible for the unmarked tense forms to be 

situated in places that are not prominent. Sometimes they will occur in more prominent 

places due to factors other than tense form. On the contrary, the distribution of o'toa is not 

like that of an unmarked tense form. The forms of oioa have never been situated in an 

unmarked place. 283 

274 They are: 2:7 fJKm)craTE, 2:11 the idiom n>q>A.Ow -roi:J~ 6q>8aAf10U~ which is situated in a 
subordinate clause, and 3: 11 TJKOucraTE. 

275 They are: I :2 sq>avEpc08Tt, 2: 18 TJKoucra-rE, 2: 19 q>avEpwS&mv, 2:24 TJKoucra-rE (two times), 2:28 
q>avepwSi'l, 3:1 E-yvw, 3:2 Eq>avEpc08Tt, 3:8 Eq>!lVEpc08Tt, 4:8 EyvW, 4:9 Eq>!lVEpc08Tt, and 5:16 wn. 

276 They are: 1:2 sq>avEpwSTt, 3:1 lliETE, 3:2 q>avEpwSff, and 3:5 sq>avEpwSTt. 
277 The word sq>avEpw8Tt is in 1:2. The whole section 1:1-4 is very prominent. See 84-88 and 

112-14. 
278 The word WETE is in 3: 1. Even though the tense form of it does not contribute to prominence, its 

mood form (imperative) does, and thus the verb is not an unmarked form like other aorist indicative. 
279 The word q>avEpwSff is in 3:2. It means that even though the tense form of it does not contribute 

to prominence, its mood form (subjunctive) does, and thus the verb is not an unmarked form like other 
aorist indicatives. 

280 The word sq>avEpwST( is in 3:5. The perfect tense form in the same clause complex is a very 
marked form and hence creates prominence. 

281 They are: 2:5 ytVWO"KOIJ.EV, 2:18 ytVcOO"KOIJ.EV, 3:1 ytVWO"KEt, 3:17 Sewpff, 3:20 ytVWO"KEt, 4:2 
ytVWO"KETE, 4:5 aKouEt, 4:6 ytVWO"KWV, aKoUEt (two times), and ytvroO"KOIJ.EV, 4:7 ytvroO"KEt. 

282 They are: 2:3 ytVcOO"KOIJ.EV, 2:29 ytVcOO"KETE, 3:24 ytVcOO"KOIJ.EV, 4:13 ytVcOO"KOIJ.EV, 5:2 
ytvcOO"KOIJ.EV, and 5:20 ytVcOO"KWIJ.EV. 

283 See 111. 
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Chapter 5: Comparison of the Two Sets of Patterns in 1 John 

This chapter will compare the patterns obtained from the previous chapter to 

determine a correspondence. The patterns of ot8a will be compared with the patterns of 

the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as ot8a. This 

will demonstrate the probability that oioa, in opposition, is chosen in places in the 

discourse that are relatively more prominent than places in which other non-perfect tense 

forms of the lexical items from the same semantic domain were chosen. 

I. Comparison of the Patterns of Oi3a and the Patterns of the 

Non-Perfect Forms of the Choices from the Same Semantic 

Domain as Ol3a 

This section will compare the patterns obtained from the previous chapter. The 

patterns of forms of oioa will be compared with the patterns of the non-perfect tense 

forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa. The first part will 

especially focus on the instances where the two patterns occur in adjacent co-text. These 

instances are important because the immediate situation of the text will be the same (or at 

least very similar) in the two patterns. The second part will focus on the instances that the 

two patterns do not occur in adjacent co-text. 

We are not going to compare the patterns of ot8a with the patterns of the perfect 

tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as oioa in this section. In 

Section II, however, we will have some discussion of the two instances that the two 

patterns occur in adjacent co-text. Those occurrences where the perfect tense forms of the 

choices from the same semantic domain as ot8a occur by themselves or with the non-
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perfect tense forms of them will not be discussed again. They are already presented in 

Chapter 4 to serve as control group, to show how perfect tense forms and non-perfect 

tense forms function differently.1 

A. Comparison of the Patterns where Oloa and the Non-Perfect 

Forms of the Choices from the Same Semantic Domain as Oloa 

are in Adjacent Co-texts 

In this section, I will present those instances that oioa and the choices from the 

same semantic domain as oioa are in adjacent co-text. 

• 1John2:11 

2: 11 6 oe Jltarov 'tOV aoeA.q>ov auwu Ev Tfi O"KO't~ ECHtv Kat f.v Tfi O"KO't~ 
nepma'tei Kat OUK ol&v 1tOU unayet, O'tl it O"Koria trurpJ..mrJev rovr; 6rp()aJ..p.ovr; 
au'tou. 
(But whoever hates another believer is in the darkness, walks in the darkness, and 
does not know the way to go, because the darkness has brought on blindness.) 

In 2:11, oioev appears once, and the idiom ewcpA.maev 'toile; 6cp8aA.JIDilc; (seep. 48) 

also appears once. As we have already discussed, the clause that contains oioev is 

prominent and is supported by a causal clause.2 Since a clause with dependent clause(s) is 

more prominent than other clauses that have the same formal features without similar 

expansion, 3 this clause is relatively more prominent than the first two clauses. On the 

other hand, the clause that contains the idiom n>cpA.Om 'toile; 6cp8aA.J.Louc; is a causal clause 

and has no emphatic feature or marked form. 4 To conclude, the clause that contains oioev 

is prominent and relatively more prominent than the clause that contains the idiom 

n>cpA.Om 'toile; 6cp8aA.J.Louc;, which serves as supporting material. The author shows us that 

1 For instance, 1:1-3. See 112-14. 
2 See 98-99. 
3 Westfall, "Method for the Analysis ofProminence," 88. 
4 See 120. 
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the one who hates another believer does not know where to go and gives a reason, 

"darkness caused that person to not understand," for the argument. 

• 1 John 2:18-21 

2: 18 II alBia, ecrxaTil ropa ecrtiv' Kat Ka8roc; ~Kovuare on avtixptcr'toc; epxe-rat, 
Kat vUV aVtiXPtcr'tOt 1tOUot yey6vamv, oeev yzvrhUKOfleV on ecrxaTil ropa Ecr'ttV. 
2:19 E~ ~J.UDV e~fjAeav aU' OUK ~crav E~ ~!J.&V· ei yap e~ ~!J.WV ~crav, 
~J.B!J.eV11Ketcrav av !J.e8' ~!J.rov· aU' iva qJavepmBromv on OUK eimv 1tUV'tec; e~ ~!J.WV. 
2:20 Kat V~J.eic; XPtcr!J.a exe'te a1to 'tOU ayiou Kat oz8are 1tUV'tec;. 
2:21 OUK eypa'l'a U!J.tV on OUK o[8are n)v a1.:J18etav aU' on o[8are aun)v Kat 
on 1tUV 'l'eUOoc; EK 'tfjc; aJ.:rt8eiac; OUK ecrnv. 
(Children, it is the last hour! As you have heard that antichrist is coming, so now 
many antichrists have come. From this we know that it is the last hour. They went 
out from us, but they did not belong to us; for if they had belonged to us, they 
would have remained with us. But by going out they made it plain that none of 
them belongs to us. But you have been anointed by the Holy One, and all of you 
have knowledge. I write to you, not because you do not know the truth, but 
because you know it, and you know that no lie comes from the truth.) 

The forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'toa occur three 

times in 2:18-19, and the forms of otoa occur three times in 2:20-21. As we have 

discussed, the clause that contains the aorist tense form i}Km)cra'te is slightly prominent, 5 

the clause that contains the present tense form ytvrocrKO!J.BV is prominent, 6 and the clause 

complex that contains the aorist tense form cpavepro8romv is also prominent.7 However, 

there are several other clauses within 2: 18-19 which are very prominent, and the rest of 

them are also slightly prominent or prominent. 8 Therefore, the clauses or clause 

complexes that contain the choices from the same semantic domain as o'toa (which are all 

non-perfect tense forms) which are only slightly prominent or prominent are relatively 

less prominent within a text that contains several very prominent clauses. They serve as 

supporting or mainline material among very prominent material. 

5 See 122. 
6 See 122. 
7 See 124. 
8 See 122-24. 
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On the other hand, both the clause that contains the word oioat8 in 2:209 and the 

clause complex that contains the two owat8 in 2:21 10 are very prominent. As a result, 

comparing it with the slightly prominent or prominent clauses that contain the non-

perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as o'ilia in 2:18-19, the 

clause and clause complex that contains the forms of o'ilia in 2:20-21 are relatively more 

prominent. 

We may notice that in 2:18-21, there are several clauses or clause complexes that 

are very prominent. 11 We may infer that these four clauses are conveying some very 

important messages. This idea coincides with Longacre's claim that he views 2:18-27 as 

the doctrinal peak of the introduction of 1 John. 12 The important messages are: "This is 

the last hour. The antichrist is coming, but now many antichrists are presentY If they 

were from us, they would remain with us. 14 They do not really belong to us, or else they 

would have remained with us. But you are different in that you are anointed by God. You 

know the truth and know that no lie comes from the truth." 

• 1 John 2:28-29 

2:28 Kai vUv, 't81(Vta, ~8"[8 Ev autcp, tva f.av (/Javepro()fl crxmJ.lEV 1tappTJcrtaV Kai 
J..LTJ aicrxovSffiJ.lEV a1t' autou f.v tfi 1tapouoiQ. autou. 

9 See 99-101. 
10 See 101. 
11 See 99-101 and 122-24. 
12 Longacre, "Exegesis of 1 John," 279. 
13 I am using Porter's translation; see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 266. Porter is showing that the perfect 

tense forms are used in various kinds of temporal references. For this instance, yf:'{6vacnv has present 
implicature. 

14 Porter's translation, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 288. He is showing that the pluperfect tense form 
JlSp£V'I\Kmcrav is not past-referring. In Porter, Verbal Aspect, 289 he further shows that pluperfect should be 
understood as stative aspect plus remoteness. 

McKay defines the protasis of this conditional as unreal conditional protasis, see McKay, New 
Syntax, 173, and the apodosis as excluded potential statement which has a secondary tense of the indicative 
(for this instance, the pluperfect JlSp£V'I\Kmcrav), see McKay, New Syntax, 75. Fanning's opinion is a little 
bit different; he says that in most ofthe cases of the pluperfects (including this case), ''the reference is to an 
unreal condition in regard to the past." Fanning, Verbal Aspect, 309 (his emphasis). 
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(And now, little children, abide in him, so that when he is revealed we may have 
confidence and not be put to shame before him at his coming. If you know that he 
is righteous, you may be sure that everyone who does right has been hom of him.) 

The word q>avepro8fi appears once in 2:28 and the word ytvrocrKe-re appears once 

in 2:29 and eilifl-re appears once in 2:29. We have already shown that the protasis in 2:28 

that contains the aorist tense form cpavepro8fi is prominent, and its apodosis is slightly 

prominent. 15 The protasis in 2:29 that contains eiofl-re is very prominent, 16 and the 

apodosis that contains the present tense form ywrocrKe-re is also very prominent. 17 

Therefore, the protasis that contains ewfl-re in 2:29 is relatively more prominent than the 

protasis that contains the aorist tense form cpavepro8fi in 2:28, while it is as prominent as 

the apodosis that contains the present tense form ytvrocrKe-re in 2:29. Since the apodosis 

that contains ywrocrKe-re18 is already very prominent, it would be difficult for us to discern 

whether the very prominent protasis that contains eiofl-re is more prominent than the 

apodosis or not. What we can conclude is that the very prominent protasis and the very 

prominent apodosis work together to form a very prominent conditional sentence. Porter 

points out that the whole conditional sentence is a "chiastic structure drawing attention to 

the Perfect Subjunctives."19 

15 See 126. 
16 See 102. 
17 See 127. 
18 The use of Ellifj'tE and ywromce'tE together in the protasis and apodosis in one conditional 

sentence has led to discussions concerning it. For instance, Culy suggests that the shift between the Ellifj'tE 
and ytvromcE'tE is probably governed by stylistic concerns, i.e., rules of collocation ( ytvromcw is never used 
with sav in the NT), rather than indicating a difference in meaning ( o'tOa does not occur in the present 
tense). Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, 64. However, Porter suggests that other verbs of knowing could have been used 
in the Subjunctive. Porter, Verbal Aspect, 362. He also says that "The author posits without reference to 
acquisition. There seems to be a distinction semantically between the two verbs, however, with ytvromco!J.EV 
as the superordinate term including in its process of acquisition the knowledge that the protasis gives, as 
well as grammaticalizing the less heavily marked aspect." Porter, Verbal Aspect, 287. 

19 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 362. In which Porter sees the perfect tense form of oi8a is a viable perfect 
tense form. Campbell has also argues that ''the perfect is an authentic tense-form in the subjunctive mood," 
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There are several very prominent clauses within 2:28-29. Longacre describes 

these two verses as the "hortatory-reason paragraph which concludes the introduction of 

the whole book."20 In 2:28, when the readers are told to "abide in him," the purpose 

clause functions to project the possible outcome of abiding in him. The conditional 

sentence in 2:29 brings out the idea that if the readers might know that he is just, they 

know that indeed everyone who does righteousness might be begotten from him?1 This 

idea concerning "be begotten from Him" is further developed in the following text: we 

are now children of God (3:2). 

• 1 John 3:1-2 

3: 1 f&re 1t0Ta1t1)V ayU1tT}V OEOCOKev ftJllV 6 nan)p, tva 'tEKVa 8aou KATJ8&!JEV' 
Kat EO'JlEv. Oul 'tOU'tO 6 K60'Jl0~ ou yzvcbm<:el ftJlcl~, on OUK lyvm aut6v. 
3:2 aya1tT}tOi, vUV 'tEKVa 8eou EO'Jl8V, Kat OU1tCO erpavepcb81'f ri EO'OJ.LE8a. 
Ol~ap.eV on EUV rpavepm8f1, OJ.I.OtOt aut{{> EO'OJ.LE8a, on Oljfop.e8a autov Ka8ro~ ecrnv. 
(See what love the Father has given us, that we should be called children of God; 
and that is what we are. The reason the world does not know us is that it did not 
know him. Beloved, we are God's children now; what we will be has not yet been 
revealed. What we do know is this: when he is revealed, we will be like him, for 
we will see him as he is.) 

In 3:1-2, the forms ofthe choices from the same semantic domain as otoa appear 

six times, and the form of oloa appears once. As we have discussed, the clause complex 

in 3: 1 that contains the aorist tense form i'Oete is very prominent. 22 The clause that 

contains the present tense form ywroO'Ket is prominent, and its dependent clause that 

contains the aorist tense form eyvco is slightly prominent.23 The clause in 3:2 that contains 

the aorist tense form 8<pavepro8TJ is slightly prominent.24 The clause complex that 

and that the use of o'toa represents a genuine choice. See Campbell, Verbal Aspect Indicative, 63-64. 
Concerning the meaning 

20 Longacre, "Exegesis of I John," 274. 
21 Porter's translation, see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 362. 
22 See 128-29. 
23 See 129. 
24 See 129-30. 
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contains owaJ.lEV, the aorist tense form cpavepm8fi, and the future form O'lfOJ.Ul8a25 is very 

prominent.26 Therefore, the clause complex that contains owaJ.ffiV is as prominent as the 

clause complex that contains the aorist tense form WB'tB (they are both very prominent), 

and relatively more prominent than the clauses that contains the present tense form 

ytVcOOlCBt and the aorist tense form eyvm in 3: I, and that contains the aorist tense form 

8cpavepro8lJ in 3:2. The aorist tense form cpavepm8fi and the future form 6'1f6J.Ul8a are 

situated in the same clause complex as oi'oaJ.lEV. This clause complex is a structure that 

consists of the finite verb owaJ.lEV and its content on clause, 27 while the words cpavepm8fi 

and 6'1f6J.Ul8a are situated in this content on clause. 

Longacre describes 3:I-6 as the beginning ofthe body ofthe I John?8 At the 

beginning of this section, the author draws the attention of the hearers, and tells them that 

God has given us the kind of love that now we are God's children. The important thing to 

remember is that we are children of God, and there is something that we know, 

something about the time when he is made known. 

• I John 3:5 

3:5 Kat oi8are on aKdvos 8rpavepch81'f, tVa 'tUS Uflapnas upn, Kai UflUp'tia Bv 
ai:m'p ouK ecrnv. 
(You know that that one was revealed in order to29 take away sins, and in him 
there is no sin.) 

The word oi'oa'te appears once here, and the word 8cpavepro8l] also appears once. 

As we have discussed, the clause complex that contains owa'te and the aorist tense form 

8cpavepro8TJ is very prominent. 30 The aorist tense form 8cpavepro8lJ is situated in the same 

25 The future tense form does not contribute to verbal aspect. See 27. 
26 See 103. 
27 We will discuss the implication ofthis kind of structure on 164-65. 
28 Longacre, "Exegesis of I John," 274. 
29 The italic parts are my translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. 
30 See 104. 
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clause complex as oi'oa-re. This clause complex is a structure that consists of the finite 

verb ollia-re and its content on clause,31 while the word 8cpavepti>8T} is situated in this 

content on clause. The focus of this clause complex is "that one was revealed." As 

Smalley states, "Perhaps for the benefit of those of his readers who were entertaining 

docetic (i.e., humanity-denying) views of Christ's person, the writer stresses the reality of 

God's self-disclosure in time and space."32 This is one of the important messages in 1 

John. 

• 1 John 5:15-16 

5: 15 Kat EUV o[Jap,ev on UKOUet33 TJJ.LIDV 0 EUV ai'troJ.L€8a, o[Ja.p,ev on EXOJ.L€V 'tU 
airfiJ.La'ta a lirfiKaJ.L€V U1t' aU'tOU. 
5: 16 'Eav n~ [Jn 'tOV aoeA.cpov mhou 6.J.Lap-r6.vov-ra UJ.Lap-riav J.!Tt 1tpo~ 86.va-rov, 
airficret Kat orocret ai)'[(1l ~roiJv, 'tO~ UJ.Lap-ravoumv J.LTt 1tp0~ 86.va-rov. Ecrnv UJ.Lap'tia 
1tp0~ 86.va-rov· ou 7tept EKelVT}~ Af.yro tva eprorficrn. 
(And if we know that he hears us in whatever we ask, we know that we have 
obtained the requests made of him. If you see your brother or sister committing 
what is not a mortal sin, let him ask, 34 and God will give life to such a one- to 
those whose sin is not mortal. There is sin that is mortal; I do not say that you 
should pray about that.) 

The word olliaJ.L€V appears twice in 5:15 and the word ron appears once in 5:16. 

As we have discussed, the first clause complex that contains olliaJ.L€V is very prominent.35 

The second clause complex that contains otoaJ.L€V is also very prominent. 36 The clause 

that contains the aorist tense form llin is prominent.37 Therefore, the clause complexes 

31 We will discuss the implication of this kind of structure on 16~5. 
32 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 7. 
33 It is not very possible to employ the meaning of"know" or "understand" to this word here. 

Therefore, I will not see this as other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as oioa, even though 
for most of the times aKouro can be considered as one of them. 

34 The italic part is a translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. One of the uses 
of the future form is to make command. See Porter, Idioms, 224; and Porter, Verbal Aspect, 419-20. 

35 See 108-9. 
36 See 109. 
37 See 146. 
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that contain otoaJ.IGV are relatively more prominent than the clause that contains the aorist 

tense form wn. 

The author reminds the readers that if we know that God will pay attention to 

what we ask, we know that we have the requests that we have asked from him. The 

author is not suggesting that God will give us anything, because he has already set the 

criterion in 5:14: We have to ask according to his wiii. That is, God wiii pay attention to 

us and will grant us the things we ask if we ask according to his will. And then the author 

is giving an example of the message: If anyone knows that his or her brother or sister has 

committed sin which is not mortal, he or she should ask God for the sinner. This is an 

important example, concerning asking for a brother or sister to be forgiven and to be 

given life. Therefore, this sentence is prominent. However, when it is compared with the 

preceding sentence, it is only an example, thus it is relatively less prominent. 

• 1 John 5:18-20 

5: 18 0[<5a.pev on nile; 6 YEYEVVTJJffivoc; BK 'tOU Oeou oux Uf.!.ap'tUVEt, aU. 6 
rEVVTJOEic; BK 'tOU Oeou TIJpEi au't6V Kai 6 1tOVI1POc; oux U1t'tE'tat aumu. 
5: 19 o[iJa.pev on BK 'tOU Oeou SO'flEV Kai 6 KOO'f.!.Oc; oA.oc; tv 'tql1tOVI1PqlKEi'tat. 
5:20 o[iJa.pev OE on 6 uioc; 'tOU Oeou lll<Et Kai OEOffiKEV iJfliV OtUVOtaV tva 
yzvdJmcmpev •ov aA.TJOtv6v, Kai scrf.!.Ev tv 'tql aA.TJOtv{{l, tv 'tql uiq'l au'tou 'ITJO'OU 
XptO''tql. oti•6c; scrnv 6 UATJ9tVoc; eeoc; Kai ~rol) atffivtoc;. 
(We know that those who are born of God do not sin, but the one who was born of 
God protects them, and the evil one does not touch them. We know that we are 
God's children, and that the whole world lies under the power of the evil one. 
And we know that the Son of God has come and has given us understanding so 
that we may know him who is true; and we are in him who is true, in his Son 
Jesus Christ. He is the true God and eternal life.) 

The word otoaf.!.EV appears once in each of these three verses and the word 

ytVcOO'KffiflEV appear once in 5:20. As we have discussed, all these three clause complexes 

that contain otoaf.!.EV and the present tense form ytVcOO'KffiflEV (5:20) are very prominent38 

38 See 110-11. 
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and place focus on the content. The present tense form ytVcOcrKCOj.I£V is situated in the 

same clause complex as owaJ.!EV. This clause complex is a structure that consists of the 

finite verb owaj.I£V and its content on clause,39 while the word ytVcOcrKCOJ.!EV is situated in 

this content on clause. Smalley claims that 5:18-20 "provides an exalted conclusion to 1 

John as a whole. In it John summarizes three realities that have been treated earlier."40 

Therefore, it would be consistent with scholars' opinion to view 18-20 as part ofthe 

conclusion of 1 John.41 In which the author remains the hearers: Those who are born of 

God do not sin; we are God's children; and the Son of God has come and has given us 

understanding so that we may know the true One. 

B. Comparison of the Patterns where Otoa and the Non-Perfect 

Forms of the Choices from the Same Semantic Domain as Oloa 

are not in Adjacent Co-texts 

There is only one instance in 1 John that the form of ollia stands alone (it is not in 

an adjacent co-text with the choices from the same semantic domain as ot8a).42 It is in 

5:13. As we have already discussed, this clause complex that contains the word ailifjre is 

very prominent. 43 

5:13 Taiha eypa'ITU UJ.liV iva sic5firs on ~rol)v BXE'tE aic.Ovtov, 'tO~ mcr'tEUOUOlV E~ 
-ro ovoJ.la -rou uiou rou 8eou. 
(I write these things to you who believe in the name of the Son of God, so that 
you may know that you have eternal life.) 

39 We will discuss the implication of this kind of structure on 164-65. 
40 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 281. 
41 Lieu says that 5:18-21 is a "powerful conclusion." Lieu, I John, 229. Marshall says that when 

the text reaches 5:18, "John comes to the vigorous statement ofbeliefwhich forms the climax ofhis letter." 
Marshall, Epistles of John, 251; Strecker defines 5:18-21 asthe "concluding part." Strecker, Johannine 
Letters, 208; among others. 

42 Those instances that otsa are in adjacent co-text with the perfect tense forms of choices from the 
same semantic domain as oToa will be discussed. 

43 See 106--8. 
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In this clause complex, the author states the purpose that he is writing these things 

to the hearers: The hearers, the ones who believe in the name ofthe Son of God, may 

know that they have eternal life. Smalley describes 5: 13 as part of the "final exhortation" 

to the hearers.44 Lieu even says that this verse is ''the climax of the letter as a whole."45 

Therefore, we may say that it is one of the most important messages of 1 John,46 relating 

the action of belief in the name of the Son of God to the hope of eternal life. 

There are some instances that the occurrences of the possible substitutions of oioa 

(the lexical choices from the same semantic domain as oioa; for instance, ytvroO"Kro) do 

not have a form of oioa in their adjacent co-texts. The possible substitutions of oloa occur 

but a form of oioa does not occur nearby. The possible substitutions of oi8a stand alone 

without a form ofoioa. For instance, in 1 John 1:1-3, there are 5 occurrences ofthe 

perfect forms and 2 occurrences of the non-perfect forms of the lexical choices from the 

same semantic domain as oioa, while there is not any form of oioa in the adjacent co-text. 

Among the 37 occurrences of the non-perfect tense form of the possible substitutions of 

oioa, 23 of them stand alone (they are not in adjacent co-text with oioa). There are 2 

times (both of them are in the aorist tense forms) that they are situated in places that are 

not prominent.47 There are 16 occasions (6 are aorist and 10 are present tense forms) that 

are situated in prominent places,48 and 5 times (1 is aorist and 4 are present tense forms) 

that are situated in very prominent places.49 

44 Smalley, 1, 2, 3 John, 297. 
45 Lieu, I John, 220. 
46 Similar opinion can also be found in Marshall, Epistles of John, 243; Painter, 1, 2, and 3 John, 

313-14; and Strecker, Johannine Letters, 200; among others. 
47 They are aorist tense forms: 2:7 itKoucraTE (120), and 3:11 ftKOucraTE (133). 
48 They are: 1:2 aorist licpavapro8l] (113), 2:5 present ytVcOcrKOflEV (118-19), 2:24 aorist itKoucraTE 

(two times; 125), 3:8 aorist licpavapro8T] (132), 3:17 present 8aropft (134), 3:20 present ytVcOcrKEt (136), 4:2 
present ytVcOcrKETE (137), 4:5 present aKouat (139), 4:6 present ytVcOcrKrov, present ciKoUEt, present aKouat, 
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II. Evaluation of the Prominence Patterns of Otoa in 1 John 

One of the difficulties of analyzing the data of this project is that oloa and the 

choices from the same semantic domain as oloa often occur together in adjacent co-text. 

As a result, it is not possible for us to classify one section of text as very prominent, 

prominent, or not prominent, and then identify the prominence of the lexical items. We 

must break down the text into clauses, and then identify the prominence of each of them. 

During the process, we also found out that in very prominent or prominent places, there 

are some materials that are less prominent. Therefore, what we have done is to identify 

the prominence of each clause (or clause complex, like the "knowing" word and its 

content on clause) that consists of the words we are examining, and then compare the 

relative prominence between oi8a and the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the 

same semantic domain as oi8a. 

Another difficulty of analyzing the data is in fact a greater challenge. Since 

"marked elements tend to occur in marked contexts,"50 our study is trying to prove that 

the forms of oi8a are situated in co-texts that are relatively more prominent than the non-

perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain as oloa. It means that 

we are examining the prominence of the immediate co-texts that they are situated in. 

Therefore, it would be better for us not to take into consideration the markedness of the 

tense forms of oloa, since we want to examine whether the immediate co-texts are 

prominent or not. It means that we have to assume a zero prominence contribution from 

and present ytvwm<:of1SV (139---40), 4:7 present ytVoom<:Et (141), 4:8 aorist 8yvro (142), and 4:9 aorist 
sq>avepcl:l8TJ (142). 

49 They are: 1:2 aorist sq>avepcl:l8TJ (113) 2:3 present ytvwm<:of1SV (116-117), 3:24 present 
ytvwm<:oJ.lev (136), 4:13 present ytvrom<:OflSV (143---44), and 5:2 present ytvwm<:of1SV (145-46). 

50 Battistella, Markedness, 7. 
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the tense forms of o'ilia before we get to a conclusion. 51 The difficulty that we are facing 

is that to remove one very marked feature (that is, the perfect tense form of o'ilia) in a 

clause may result in great difference in the prominence level of the clause. 

• Evaluation 

In spite of the difficulties mentioned above, our fmdings are quite promising. 

Among the 15 occurrences of the forms of o'ilia in 1 John, there is only 1 occurrence52 

that is located in a prominent place. The other 14 occurrences are all situated in very 

prominent places. The forms of o'ilia in 1 John have never been located among places that 

are not prominent. 53 On the contrary, among the 19 unmarked aorist tense forms of the 

choices from the same semantic domain as oT8a, 3 are situated in places that are not 

prominent, 54 12 are located in prominent places,55 and 4 of them are in very prominent 

places. 56 Among the 18 marked present tense forms of the choices from the same 

semantic domain as oT8a, 12 are situated in prominent places, 57 and 6 of them are in very 

prominent places. 58 Table 5.1 will provide a summary of the distributions and their 

percentage: 

51 It would be fairer if we also assume zero prominence for the forms of the choices from the same 
semantic domain as oilia. However, since we also want to prove that oioa is not used as a present, it would 
be easier for us to prove it if we count the prominence from the present tense forms of the choices from the 
same semantic domain as oilia, so that it will not create an impression that we are deducting the 
prominence of the cases of those present tense forms. 

52 This is in 2:Il. 
53 See 98-111. 
54 They are: 2:7 ~KOUO"UTB, 2: II rocpA6ro Toile; ocp8aAf.10'6c;, and 3: II ~KOUO"UTB. 
55 They are: I:2 8cpavepro8rt. 2:I8 ~Koi>craTe, 2:I9 cpavepro8romv, 2:24 ~Koi>craTe (two times), 2:28 

cpavepro8n, 3:I Eyvffi, 3:2 acpavepciJ8rt. 3:8 acpavepciJ8Tl, 4:8 Eyvro, 4:9 EcpavepciJ81'), and 5:I6 WTI. 
6 They are: 1:2 8cpavspro81'), 3:1 weTs, 3:2 cpavspro8fi, and 3:5 £cpavspril8TJ. 

57 They are: 2:5 ytVcOO"KOflEV, 2:18 ytvcilO"KoflEV, 3:1 ytvrilO"Kst, 3:17 Ssropfi, 3:20 yt.vcilO"Kst, 4:2 
ytvcilO"KeTs, 4:5 aKoi>et, 4:6 ytvcilO"Krov, UKoi>st (two times), and ytVcOO"KOflEV, 4:7 ytVcOO"KEt. 

58 They are: 2:3 ytVciJO"KOflEV, 2:29 ywrilO"KETE, 3:24 ywrilO"KoflEV, 4:13 ytVOOO"KOflEV, 5:2 ytVOOO"KOflEV, 
and 5:20 ytVcilO"KroflEV. 
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forms of forms of the aorist tense forms of the present tense 
otoa forms of the choices from forms of the choices from 

the same semantic domain the same semantic domain 
as otoa as otoa 

times of occurrences 0 3 0 
(and percentage) that are (0%) (15.79%) (0%) 
in not prominent places 
times of occurrences 1 12 12 
(and percentage) that are (6.67%) (63.16%) (66.67%) 
inprominentp)aces 
times of occurrences 14 4 6 
(and percentage) that are (93.33%) (21.05%) (33.33%) 
in very prominent places 
Table 5.1: Dtstnbutions of the Words under Exammat10n w1th Relevance to Prommence 

The simple statistics provided in Table 5.1 suggests that oi8a. is used in a different 

way when it is compared with the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the same 

semantic domain. The forms of oi8a. are neither used like aorist tense forms nor present 

tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain. The percentage that the forms 

of oi8a. are situated in very prominent places is much higher than those of the aorist and 

present tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain. Therefore, it is highly 

probable that oi8a. is used as a viable perfect tense form in 1 John. Whenever the author 

chooses to use it, it is usually used in a very prominent place, meaning that we may also 

find many other emphatic features apart from the tense forms of oi8a.. Therefore, we may 

infer that in 1 John the tense form of oi8a. is a very marked form and will typically occur 

with other marked and emphatic constructions. 

We may also understand the situation from another point of view. The 

comparison of the relative prominence between the forms of otBa. and the non-perfect 

tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain shows that the forms of oi8a. 

are never situated in places relatively less prominent than the non-perfect tense forms of 

the choices from the same semantic domain when the two forms are in direct contrast in 
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adjacent co-text. The majority of the instances that the two forms are in direct contrast in 

adjacent co-text, oioa are located in places relatively more prominent than the choices 

from the same semantic domain. 59 All the exceptions can be categorized into two kinds of 

situations. The first kind of situation is that both the form of oioa and the form of the 

choices from the same semantic domain as oioa are situated in places that are very 

prominent.60 Since "very prominent" is already the highest level that we use in this study, 

it is impossible to be relatively more prominent than that. The second kind of situation is 

that both the form of o'ilia and the form of the choices from the same semantic domain as 

oioa are situated in the same clause complex that consists of the form of o'ilia and its 

content on clause that contains the form of the choices from the same semantic domain 

as oi8a.61 Since the two words are situated in the same clause complex, we do not 

compare their relative prominence. Instead, we will discuss the implicature of this kind of 

construction on pp. 164-65. 

There are several instances that the two forms are not in an adjacent co-text. The 

only instance that oioa is not in adjacent co-text with the choices from the same semantic 

domain, the case of 5: 13, shows us that the clause complex that contains the word eiof\te 

is very prominent.62 On the contrary, among the 23 instances that the choices from the 

same semantic domain as o'ilia is not in adjacent co-text with oioa, there are 2 times (both 

of them are in the aorist tense forms) that they are situated in places that are not 

59 It includes the cases of2:11 (150); 2:18-21 (151-52); EiOfjtE in 2:29 and the aorist tense form 
cpavepro8fi in 2:28 (153); otoaJ.LEV in 3:2 and the present tense form ytvwm<Et, the aorist tense form f:rvro in 
3:1, and the aorist tense form E<p!lVEpW811 in 3:2 (154-55); OWUJ.LEV in 5:15 and the aorist tense form wn 
(156-57). 

60 It includes the cases of Ei.Bi'jtE and the present tense form yt.vwm<EtE in 2:29 (153); and owaJ.LEV 
in 3:2 and the aorist tense form toEtE in 3:1 (154-155). 

61 It includes the cases of owaJ.LEV and the aorist tense form cpavepro8fi in 3:2 (155); owatE and the 
aorist tense form &cpavepw811 in 3:5 (156); and owaJ.LEV and the present tense form ytvwm<roJ.LEV in 5:20 
(157-58). 

62 See 158-59. 
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prominent, 16 occasions ( 6 are aorist and 10 are present tense forms) that are situated in 

prominent places, and 5 times (1 is aorist and 4 are present tense forms) that are situated 

in very prominent places. 63 

This result once again shows us that it is highly probable that o'ilia. is used as a 

viable perfect tense form in 1 John. When the author chooses to use it, it is usually used 

in places that are relatively more prominent than the places where the non-perfect tense 

forms of the choices from the same semantic domain are situated. 

We have inferred that it is highly probable that oioa. is used as a viable perfect 

tense form in 1 John. We will now utilize this evaluation and make some other inferences. 

• Inference One 

First of all, if we consider o'ilia. as a viable perfect tense form and look at the 

distribution of tense forms in Appendix 1 again, we may fmd more clusters of perfect 

tense forms, which as we have pointed out seems to be a tendency ofthe author's style.64 

• Inference Two 

When we consider the construction that consists of the form of o'ilia. and the 

content on clause, we may infer that the perfect tense form of o'ilia. is supposed to bring 

the content on clause into prominence. The perfect tense form of o'ilia. is very marked, 

generally speaking; the markedness of perfect tense form functions to bring the whole 

clause into prominence. In this case, since the verb in the independent clause is o'ilia., we 

may say that the ideational content can be express without oioa.. For instance, the 

construction in 3:5 "you know that that one was revealed in order to take away sins" can 

63 See 159. 
64 See 83-84. 
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be expressed as "that one was revealed in order to take away sins" without changing the 

ideational content. Therefore, we may say that the very marked perfect tense form of ot8a 

functions to emphasize the content of the content on clause. 

In 1 John 3:2, 3:5, and 5:20, the non-perfect tense form of the choices from the 

same semantic domain as ot8a is situated in the content on clause of the construction in 

each of these cases. In each of these cases, we may infer that the tense form of ot8a is 

emphasizing the content of the content on clause where the form of the choices from the 

same semantic domain as oi&a is situated. In 3:2, the content being emphasized will be: 

"when he is revealed, we will be like him, for we will see him as he is." The content 

being emphasized in 3:5 will be: "that one was made known in order to take away sins." 

Finally, the content being emphasized in 5:20 will be: "the Son of God has come and has 

given us understanding so that we may know the true One." 

Some scholars point out that some of the sentences that have this construction are 

very important messages in 1 John.65 However, since this study is not intended to provide 

a complete discourse analysis of 1 John, this kind of claim deserves its own research to 

verify. What we can tell from the findings of this study is that each of the sentences that 

have this construction in 1 John is formulaic and is very prominent.66 

65 For instance, some scholars point out that the three sentences that have this construction in 
5:18-20 are very important sentences. Smalley claims that 5:18-20 "provides an exalted conclusion to 1 
John as a whole. In it John summarizes three realities that have been treated earlier." Smalley, J, 2, 3 John, 
281. Lieu says that 5:18-21 is a "powerful conclusion." Lieu, I John, 229. Marshall says that when the text 
reaches 5:18, "John comes to the vigorous statement ofbeliefwhich forms the climax ofhis letter." 
Marshall, Epistles of John, 251; Strecker defines 5:18-21 as the "concluding part." Strecker, Johannine 
Letters, 208; among others. 

66 As we have discussed earlier, even if we have not taken into consideration the markedness of 
oToa when we were examining the texts in Chapter 4, we find that among the 15 occurrences of the forms 
of oToa in 1 John, only 2:11 is prominent but not very prominent, all the others are very prominent (see 
Ill), while 2:11 is not one of the sentences that has this construction. 
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• Inference Three 

Finally, when we take into consideration the prominence that is contributed by the 

perfect tense forms of ot8a. as well, 67 and re-examine some passages that we have 

encountered, we may have some new insight. There are two instances that ot8a. and the 

perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic domain collocate in adjacent 

co-text. They are situated in 3:5-6 and 3:14-16. We will now re-examine these two 

passages. 

• 1 John 3:5-6 

3:5 Ka.i o{bare on BKEtVO~ BqJavepdJBr,, tva. 'tU~ CtJ.la.pria.~ lipn, Ka.i CtJ.Ulptia. f.v 
a.inl{l OUK ecrnv. 
3:6 1tU~ 6 f.v a.utl{l J.lf.vrov oux CtJ.la.ptavst· 1tU~ 6 CtJ.la.ptavrov oux edJpaKev 
a.utov ou88 ByvOJKBV a.ut6v. 
(You know that that one was revealed in order to take away sins, and in him there 
is no sin. Everyone who abides in him does not sin; everyone who sins has neither 
seen him nor known him.68

) 

As we have discussed, the first clause complex in 3:5 is very prominent, while the 

tva. purpose clause within it is prominent.69 The tva. clause supports the preceding clause. 

The second clause is prominent. 70 It supports the surrounding very prominent clauses and 

clause complex. The two clauses in 3:6 are both prominent.71 We may see that all the 

clauses and clause complex here are prominent or very prominent, and hence the text 

here is a very prominent section. The author first reminds the readers (in a very emphatic 

way) that Christ was revealed in order to take away sins, and then goes on to tell that He 

has no sin. On the basis of these, the author compares between those who abide in him 

67 Previously, we have not taken into consideration the markedness of the tense forms of oioa, 
since we want to examine whether the immediate co-texts are prominent or not. See 160-61. 

68 The italic parts are my translation in substitution for the relevant part of the NRSV. 
69 See 104. For the discussion on otoa'tE and iiq>avEpc081l see 155-56 and 166-67. 
70 See 105. 
71 See 130-131. 
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and those who sin (in a very emphatic way), and exhorts the readers to behave 

appropriately. From these two sentences, we may see how the author uses a cluster of 

perfect tense forms (otoa'te, effipaKev and ByYCOKeY) to firstly remind of what the readers 

already know and then to exhort them to act accordingly (not to sin). This view is 

consistent with Culy's opinion; he agrees with Miehle and states that "1 John was written 

primarily to persuade its readers to act consistently with what they say they believed.',n 

• 1 John 3:14-16 

3:14 li!JEi'c; of8apev on !JE'ta~e~T!Ka!JEV EK 'tOU eavli'tOU e~ rltv ~coT!v, on 
a:yam'.OJ.UN 'toi>c; aBeA<pouc;· 6 ~it ayartrov J,Jivet bJ 'tcp 9avllnp. 
3: 15 rtdc; 6 ~tcrrov 'tOV aBeA<pov aU'tOU av9pC01tOK't6voc; EO'TIV, Kat o[8are on rtdc; 
av9pC01tOK'tOVO<; OUK B:X,El. ~coi)v airovtov Ev au'tcp J.Jivoucrav. 
3: 16 Ev 'tOU'tq> ByvWKapev 'ti)v ayli'TtT}V, on EKEivoc; urt8p T!~rov rltv 'lfUxTtv aU'tOU 
iHfi'\KeY' Kat it!JEic; O<j>EWJ~ev U1tEp 'troV aBeA<prov 'tac; 'lfU:XU<; 9eivat. 
(We know that we have passed from death to life because we love one another. 
Whoever does not love abides in death. All who hate a brother or sister are 
murderers, and you know that murderers do not have eternal life abiding in them. 
We know love by this, that that one73 laid down his life for us- and we ought to 
lay down our lives for one another.) 

As we have discussed, the first clause complex in 3: 14 is very prominent. 74 The 

next few clauses in 3:14-15 are prominent. 75 They function as mainline arguments and 

carry the argument forward. The last clause complex is very prominent. 76 The three 

clauses in 3: 16 are all very prominent. 77 Even though there is no direct repeated use of 

words between 3:14-15 and 3:16, and the word Kat which denotes thematic continuity 

also does not exist at the beginning of 3:16, the words ~coi)v and 'lfUxr)v are in fact partial 

synonyms that fall into the same entry in the Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon.78 These 

72 Culy, I, 2, 3 John, xiii. 
73 The italic parts are my translation in substitution of the relevant part of the NRSV. 
74 See 105-6. 
75 See 106. 
76 See 106. 
77 See 133-34. 
78 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, entry 23.88. 
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two words link the sentences together in an implicit way. We may say that the three 

perfect tense forms (ot8aJ.UN, ot8ate, and EyYcOKU)lev) function together with other 

emphatic features in the text and create a zone which is very prominent. The owa)lEV 

clause complex emphasizes the readers' knowledge that we have passed from death to 

life. The owate clause complex emphasizes the readers' knowledge that murderers do not 

have eternal life abiding in them. The ayvroKUJlEV clause complex reminds the readers that 

we know love, that is, Christ laid down his life for us. And then the author goes on to 

exhort the readers to lay down our lives for one another. 

To conclude, the comparison and evaluation in this chapter shows us that it is 

highly probable that o'llia is used as a viable perfect tense form in 1 John. Moreover, the 

test cases we made in this section provide us with a better understanding in some 

passages in 1 John. It re-confirms our hypothesis that the lexical o'llia is used as a viable 

perfect tense form in 1 John. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

In the last two chapters, we have already examined the distribution of ol8a and 

the choices from the same sema~tic domain, and have compared the two sets of patterns 

in order to determine a correspondence. Then we have demonstrated that ot8a, in 

opposition, is chosen by the author in places in the discourse that are relatively more 

prominent than places in which other non-perfect tense forms of other lexical choices 

from the same semantic domain as ot8a were chosen. In this concluding chapter, I am 

going to point out some implications of our findings and try to point out a way forward. 

• The Semantics ofthe Tense Form ofO'i8a 

The goal of this study is to use 1 John as a test case to show that otBa is a viable 

perfect by applying discourse analysis. Our findings in the last two chapters show us that 

the forms of ot8a are chosen by the author in places that are relatively more prominent 

than places in which the non-perfect tense forms of the choices from the same semantic 

domain as ot8a were chosen. It implies that the instances of ol8a are marked, and thus 

has demonstrated that it is highly probable that ot8a is used as a viable perfect tense form 

in 1 John. Therefore, this study reinforces Porter's argument that ol8a is a viable perfect 

tense form. 1 The fmding is also consistent with McKay's opinion that the tense form of 

ot8a is contributing to verbal aspect? 

We have to refer back to verbal aspect theory in order that we may understand the 

meaning of "ol8a is used as a viable perfect tense form." As we have discussed, to use 

the concept of verbal aspect to understand the tense forms of Greek of the NT is the most 

1 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283-84. 
2 McKay, New Syntax, 31. 
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reliable method.3 Porter's verbal aspect theory is the one which conforms to general 

linguistic theory to the greatest extent, the one that is a fully developed system, the one 

mostly successfully applied to study the NT, and thus we may say that it is the most 

reliable one among several options that already exist.4 To understand the meaning of 

"otBa is a viable perfect form" utilizing Porter's verbal aspect theory means that the lexis 

oloa is used by the author to depict an action as reflecting a given complex state of affairs. 

Since "The force of the stative aspect is that the grammatical subject of the verb is the 

focus of the state of affairs,"5 the perfect otBa means "I know" or "I am in a 

knowledgeable state."6 It is different from the traditional studies of the meaning of the 

perfect, which emphasize the resultant state. Thus, it is also different from the viewpoint 

that the lexis otBa is used like a present tense form. Moreover, it also shows that otBa is 

not aspectually vague. 

With reference to Porter's verbal aspect theory, "oloa is a viable perfect form" 

means that it is a marked form and it will be used to create prominence. As we have 

shown in the last two chapters, otBa is usually located in very prominent places, it shows 

that it is highly probable that otBa is also a marked form and contributes to create "zones 

of turbulence." If the author uses otBa as a marked perfect, it also means that the author 

wants to emphasize some aspect of the text. Hence, the use of otBa with on to indicate 

the content of what is known can also be seen as relatively important knowledge. I 

contend that all the occurrences of otBa in 1 John are marked and thus are emphasizing 

the contents of what are known. Nevertheless, the finding of this study does not mean 

3 See 12-42. 
4 See 31-41. 
5 Porter, Idioms, 40. Porter has quoted several scholars' work to support this point. See footnote 2. 
6 Porter, Idioms, 40. 
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that it has proved that otoa is always used in a context that is among the most important 

places within the discourse (it will deserve its own research). However, it has proved that 

it is not correct to say that oioa is the equivalent of a present tense form in 1 John. We 

may translate it into present tense in English, but it is not a present tense form formally or 

semantically. 

Lieu observes that oioa "is not 1 John's preferred term" (ytVroO'Kro).7 This 

observation is correct in the way that ytvroO'Kro has appeared 25 times while those of o'llia 

have appeared only 15 times. Maybe we can understand the situation in terms ofverbal 

aspect. As we all know, otoa only appears in active voice and stative aspect8 (perfect and 

pluperfect tense forms). Therefore, it is not a lexical choice when the author wants to 

convey a meaning in its perfective9 or imperfective aspects, nor when the author wants to 

convey a meaning in its passive voice. Otoa cannot be a "preferred" term if we want to 

use it as a default term. On the other hand, I will say that otoa is used in an emphatic way, 

since it is used as a viable perfect tense form and thus may create prominence in 1 John. 

"OtDa is a viable perfect form" also means that it would always have stative 

aspect. This leads to difficulty in producing a translation like every word in the stative 

aspect does. There is not an equivalent term that can "translate" stative aspect into 

English. The most concise way to translate otDa would be "I know." Maybe it is the 

reason that some scholars proposed that otoa should be understood as a present tense 

form (in a traditional way of understanding tense form). It is important to differentiate 

7 Lieu, I John, 102. 
8 It has Eiliov as its Aorist opposition. However, even though they are paradigmatically related, 

they have developed clear semantic distinctions. See Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283. 
9 Since dBov and oiBn have developed clear semantic distinctions (see Porter, Verbal Aspect, 283), 

dBov cannot be seen as a direct substitution of perfective aspect when the author wants to convey the 
meaning of oion. 
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between translation and semantics. As is stated in Louw and Nida's Greek-English 

Lexicon, "The definitions are based upon the distinctive features of meaning of a 

particular term, the glosses only suggest ways in which such a term with a particular 

meaning may be represented in English, but the definitions are the significant 

elements."10 We may say that the semantic content that a word conveys is more important 

than its translation. If there is no equivalence term between languages that can be used in 

translation, some remarks or explanation may be needed. For instance, o'llia may be 

translated as "I know," but a remark stating that it means "I am in a knowledgeable state" 

should be added. As Porter says, "Producing translation is not to be seen as the sole 

purpose of studying a language."11 In my opinion, to understand fully the semantic of the 

text is more important than to produce a translation. As Porter has quoted Gleason saying, 

"Translation is a very inadequate means of expressing meanings and must always be used 

with great caution."12 

• The Use of Verbs in 1 John 

In this study, we point out that the forms of ot8a occur 15 times while the choices 

from the same semantic domain as o18a occur 55 times in 1 John.13 The total number of 

verbs that are related to "knowing" or "understanding" is 70. It amounts to more than 

20% of the 330 verbs that contribute verbal aspect14 in 1 John. Moreover, among the 69 

perfect tense forms used in 1 John, 15 they are used with a limited number of verbs. The 

10 Louw and Nida, Louw-Nida Greek-English Lexicon, 1: vii. 
11 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 16. 
12 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 16, in which he quotes Gleason, Introduction, 77. 
13 See 97 and 111. 
14 See Table 3.1 on 81-82. 
15 See Table 3.1 on 81-82. 
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verbs oioa (15times), ytvrom<ro (8 times), 6paro (7 times) and aKouro (4 times)16 amount 

to 34 times. Of these, the occurrences that are concerned with "knowing" or 

"understanding," amounts to 32 times, 17 and is more than 46% of the total number of 

perfect tense forms. As Culy says, the perfect tense form "may help lend prominence to 

the clauses in which it occurs."18 Therefore, we may infer that what the author and the 

readers "know" and "understand" are messages that the author want to emphasize in 1 

John. This opinion is consistent with Culy's opinion that he agrees with Miehle that "1 

John was written primarily to persuade its readers to act consistently with what they say 

they believed."19 Therefore, we may say that to remind the readers of what they already 

know or understand is in fact one important part of the author's argument. The opinion is 

also consistent with du Toit's opinion that the distribution of ytvrom<:ro and oioa "makes it 

more than obvious that these terms are important with respect to the central theme of the 

document."20 It can then also explain the mild tendency of the non-perfect tense forms of 

other lexical choices from the same semantic domain as oioa to occur in relatively more 

prominent places (for example, the aorist tense forms sometimes occur in prominent or 

even very prominent places).21 Even though this study cannot tell whether ytvrom<:ro and 

oioa are important with respect to the central theme of the document, it can tell that in 1 

John, the forms of oi8a are always used in prominent places. 

16 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xvii. 
17 Among the 34 occurrences, two of the occurrences of 6paco do not fall into the same semantic 

domain of oiOn, and thus are not verbs of knowing or understanding. The two occurrences in 1 John 4:20 
has the meaning "see" and belongs to Domain 24. 

18 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xvii. Even though Culy does not totally agree with Porter and further says 
that "it is not clear that it typically marks information as prominent on the discourse level," he agrees that 
perfect forms may help create prominence. 

19 Culy, 1, 2, 3 John, xiii. 
20 Du Toit, "Role and Meaning of Statements of 'Certainity' ," 84. 
21 See Table 5.1 on 162. 
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• SFL and Discourse Analysis 

This study is a discourse analysis utilizing the theory of SFL. Every theory within 

the methodology chapter (Chapter 2) can be fitted into the whole system of SFL. The 

verbal aspect theory, the concept of semantic domains, and the prominence model all 

work very well together. As Halliday and Matthiessen say, "the systemic analysis shows 

that functionality is intrinsic to language: that is to say, the entire architecture of 

language is arranged along functionallines."22 Therefore, when we study the NT using 

the theory of SFL, we may see how language is used functionally to convey its message. 

We may say that the theory of SFL is a very useful approach for the study of the Bible. 

Moreover, linguistics leads us to focus on the text. It is essential that we can focus on the 

text when we are studying the Bible. 

• A Way Forward 

It must be noticed, however, that this study is only a test case. 23 It is not an 

exhaustive study. Therefore, a study of Hellenistic literature that involves an agreeable 

size of corpus in terms of words and reflects adequate representativeness is worth 

carrying out.24 More studies can also be done concerning the use of the word oioa., both 

on its tense form and on its relationship with ytvro01Cro. Moreover, since there are many 

words that are concerned with "know" and "understand" in 1 John, more studies 

concerning their usage and relation can also be done. In addition, a full discourse analysis 

of 1 John aiming at analyzing the prominence level of the whole discourse in order to 

22 Halliday and Matthiessen, Introduction to Functional Grammar, 31 (their emphasis). 
23 The occurrences of oioa in 1 John only counted 4.72% of the total occurrences of oioa, 318 

times, in the NT. 
24 For instance, O'Donnell suggests that a small 600,000 word corpus and that certain authors will 

need to be selectively sampled. O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 114. O'Donnell has also provided a more 
detailed description of the criteria of the compilation of corpora. See O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 114-
137. 
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find out the distribution of otBa. with reference to the prominence level of the whole 

discourse is also worth doing. By doing this, we may find out whether the forms of o'tDa. 

are always used in important messages in 1 John or not. This study, however, can be seen 

as a contribution added to the debate of the semantic of the tense form of ot8a., by 

providing an exhaustive examination of a NT text, using the synchronic linguistic 

approach. 



Appendix 1: Distribution of Tense Forms in 1 John 

Keys: Aorist tense forms 
Present tense forms 
Impertect tense forms 
Perfect tense forms 
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1 John 1:1 "0 ~ a1t' apxt'jc;, 0 clK'I\KOUJ.LEV, 0 EOlpclKUJ.LEV 'tOic; 6cp8aA!lOtc; i!!lffiV, 0 

eOea.uapdJa. Kilt ai xdpec; il!lffiv Blfl1'fA6.qJ1'fUO.V 1tEpt 'tO'U J...iJyou 'tfjc; ~rof\c;- 2 Kat 1i ~rol) 
erpa.vepdJ01'f, Kilt i:ropciKaJ.LEV Kilt U!lP'tUQOUiJEV Kat U1t!l'}'YEMoJ.lBY U!ltV 'tl)v ~rol)v 'tl)v 

aiffivtov i\ru; ~v 7tpoc; 'tOV 1t(l'tEpa Kilt erpa.vepdJ01'fil!ltV- 3 0 EOlpclKUJ.LEV Kilt clK'I\KOUJ.LEV, 

a1tayy8Uo!l§V Kat u!ltV, iva Kat u~'tc; Kotvrovia.v EXU'tE ~e· il!lffiv. Kat 1i Kotvrovia8a 1i 
i!!lE'tepa ~'ta 'tOU 1t!l'tpoc; Kat ~'ta 'tOU uiou (lU'tOU '11'\0'0U XptO''tOU. 4 Kilt 't!lU't!l ypag>ob!£Y 

il!lE"'tc;, ivai! xaplli!!lffiV n 2tE2tA1\POlJ.Iiv1\. 5 Kat EO'nV !lU'tT\ 1i ayyeA.ia flv clK'I\KOUJ.LEV a1t' 

m'nou Kilt avayyEMoJ.lBY U!ltV, on 6 eeoc; cproc; ecrnv Kilt O'KO'tt(l ev !lU't<'{> OUK EO'nV 

ou8E!lia. 6 'Eav el1CWf18V on KOtVroviav E:XO!lE\' ~'t' !lU'tOU Kilt ev 't<'{> O'KO'tEt 1tEQt1t!l'tOO!l§V, 

\j!EUBOJ..!£8!1 Kat ou 1tot0Ub'£Y 't1)v !iA.118etaV· 7 eav 8a ev 'tql cpron 1tEQt1t!l'tOOJ.LEV roc; !lU't6c; 

ecrnv ev 'tql cpro'ti, KOtVrovia.v E:XO!lE\' ~'t· llU11A.rov Kilt 'tO at!la '11'\0'0U 'tOU utou !lU'tOU 

Ka8apii;Et i!!ldc; U1t0 1tUO'T\c; U!l!lp'tiac;. 8 ecrv Bl1CWf18V on U!l!lP'tiav OUK ihOJ.LEV, E!lU'toi>c; 

1tAnVffip.ey Kat 1i llA.118Et!l OUK ecrnv ev T!J.Uv. 9 eav 6J.Lo'A.oyrogey 'tac; UJ.Ulprlac; il!lffiV, mcn6c; 

ecrnv Kat 8iKatoc;, iva arpfi T!J.Uv 'tac; U!l!lP'ttac; Kat Ka.Oa.pfun i!!li'ic; U1t0 1tUO'T\c; a8tKiac;. 
10 eav el1CWf18V on oux itJ.Lapn]KaJ.LEV, 'lfeUO''tT\V 1tOtOUbi£Y !lU'tOV Kat 6 Myoc; (lU'tOU OUK 

ecrnv ev il!ltV. 1 John 2:1 TeKVia !lOU, 't!lU't(l ypag>ro U!ltV iva !li} apaprrf1:B. Kilt eav 'ttc; 

apap-rn, 1tapa.KA.,'toV E:XOJ.LEV 7tpoc; 'tOV 1t!l'tEpa '11'\0'0UV XptO''tOV 8iKatov· 2 Kat !lU'toc; 

t'A.a.cr!l6c; ecrnv 1tEpt 'trov aJ.Ulpnrov illlffiv, o-o 1tEpt 'trov il~'teprov 8a 116vov !lUll Kat1tEpt 

oA.ou 'tOU KOO'!lOU. 3 Kat ev 'tOtmp ytVIDO'KObi£Y on EyvcOKUJ.LEV !lU'tOV, eav 'tac; ev'to'A.a.c; 

!lU'tOU mprop.ey. 4 6 A.Eyrov on SyvCOKa !lU'tOV Kat 'tac; ev'to'A.a.c; !lU'tOU ll1l mprov, 'lfeUO''tT\c; 

EO''ttV Kat ev 'tOU't(!) 1i llA.118Eta. OUK ecrnv. 5 Be; 8' liv .!!lQfi !lU'tOU 'tOV J...fJyov, aA.,eroc; ev 

'tOU't(!) 1i ay6.1IT) 'tOU 8EOU 'TE'tEAEiro'Tat, ev 'tOU't(!) ytVIDO'KOiJEV on ev !lU'tql EO'!lEV. 6 6 Myrov 

ev !lU't<'{> ,...SVEtV Og>Ei'A.Et Ka8roc; EKEtvoc; 1CBple1CaT1'/UBV Kat !lU'toc; [ou'troc;] 1tEpt1t!l'tEtV. 
7 Aya1IT)'tOi, OUK Mo'A.l)v K!ltv'l)v ypag>ro U!ltV aU' ev'to'A.l)v 1t!lAntaV flv el'KBTB a1t' apxf\c;· 

1i EV'to'A.1) 1i 1ta'A.a.t6. eanv 6 J...fJyoc; ov ~Kovua.re. 8 1tUAtV ev'tOAftV K!ltV'l)V ypng>ro U!ltV, 0 

EO''ttV aA.,eac; Ev (lU'tql Kat ev U!ltV, on 1i O'KO'tta 1tapayE't!lt Kilt 'tO cproc; 'tO a.A.,ewov i\811 
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q>atVEt. 9 '0 t.i.ymv ev 'tql q>ID'ti Elvat Kai 'tOV aOEA.q>ov mhou Jltcr&v ev 'tfi crKO't~ Ecr'tiV em~ 

lipn. 10 6 aya1troV 'tOV aOEI.q>ov a'lnou ev 'tql q>ID'ti ~ Kai crKWOaA.ov ev mhcp OUK ecrnv. 
11 6 oe Jltcrrov 'tOV aOEI.q>ov aU'tOU ev 'tfi crKO~ ecr'tiV Kai ev 'tfi crKO~ 1tEputa'tEi Kai OUK 

lotoEVI1tou U'Jt(l"(Et, on it aKOTia ero~ACOO'SV 'tOU~ 6cp8a'+too~ aU'tOU. 12 fpacpro uJ.Liv, 'tEKVta, 

on ci<pEOlV't'at UJ.liV ai aJ.lap'ttat Ota 'tO OVOJ.l!l aU'tOU. 13 ypaq>m uJ.Liv, 1ta'tEpE~, on 

EyviDKa't'E 'tOv a1t' apxfj~.ypacpro UJ.liV, VEUVtaKOt, on VEVtK'I\Ka't'E 'tOV 1tOYrJp6v. 
14 f:ypa!Jf(J, uJ.Liv, 1tatO{a, on EyvOOKa't'E 'tOV 1ta'ttpa. f:ypa!Jf(J, UJ.liV, 1ta'tEpE~, on EyvOOKa't'E 

'tOV a1t' apx;f\~. f:ypalJia UJ.liV, VE!lVtcrKOt, on icrxupo{ E<r'tE Kai 6 f.JJyo~ 'tOU 8EOU ev UJ.liV 

~ Kai VEVtK'I\Ka't'E 'tOV 1tOYrJp6v. 15 Mit aya1ti'i'tE 'tOV KO<rJ.lOV JlT\OB 'tel ev 'tql KO<rJ.lQ). sav 

~ aya1tli 'tOV KO<rJ.lOV, OUK acrnv it aya'Itl'\ 'tOU 1ta'tp0~ ev aU'tql' 16 on 1ti'iV 'tO ev 'tql KO<rJ.lQ), 

it em8uJ.lta 'tfj~ crapKo~ Kai it em8uJ.lta 'tOOV ocp8ai.JlOOV Kai it al.u~ovda 'tOU f3iou, OUK 

Ecrnv 8K 'tOU 1ta'tpo~ aU' BK 'tOU KO<rJ.lOU ecrrlv. 17 Kai 6 KO<rJ.lO~ 1tapa"(E'tat Kai it sm8uJ.l{a 

aU'tOU, 6 oe 1totOOV 'tO 8EA.T\Jla 'tOU 8EOU ~ E~ 'tOV airova. 18 llat.Oia, eaxa'tT\ ropa E<r'ttV' 

Kai Ka8ro~ ~KOVO'are on av'ttXPt<r'tO~ EPXE'tat, Kai vUV UvTIXPt<r'tot 1tOA.I.oi "(E"(OVacnv' OOEV 

ytVOOcrKO!JEY on 8crxa'tT\ ropa ecr'ttV. 19 8~ itJ.lOOV s~fiA.Oav aU' OUK ~crav 8~ itJ.lOOV' d yap 8~ 

ftJ.lOOV ~crav, !J8!J6VtlK8UTaV liv JlE8' ftJ.lOOV' aU' iva ~aveproOroO'lV on OUK Eiaiv 1taV'tE~ e~ 

itJ.lOOV. 2° Kai UJ.lE~ XPi<rJ.la EXE'tE a1tO 'tOU ay{ou Kai pwa't~ 1taV'tE~. 21 OUK f:ypalfla UJ.liV on 

OUK ptoa'tSJ nlV aA.i}8Etav aU' on lotOa't~ aun1v Kai on 1ti'iV 'I'WOO~ EK 'til~ aA.T\8Eta~ OUK 

Ecrnv. 22 T~ 8crnv 6 'l'eUCf'tT\~ Ei !lit 6 apvoU!JEYO£ on 'IT\<rOU~ OUK Ecrnv 6 Xptcr't6~; o.0't6~ 

ecrnv 6 avrlXPtcr'tO~, 6 apVOU!JEYO£ 'tOV 1ta'ttpa Kai 'tOV ui6v. 23 1ti'i~ 6 apvOU)J£\'0£ 'tOV uiOv 

ouoe 'tOV 1ta'tEpa E:XEb 6 6goA.oyrov 'tOV uiov Kai 'tOV 1ta'tEpa E:XEt. 24 uJ.l€~ B ~KOVO'a.Te a1t' 

apxfj~, ev UJ.liV !JEYE'tffi. eav ev UJ.liV p,eivn 0 a1t' apxfj~ ~KOVO'are, Kat UJ.lE'i',(; ev 'tql ui({l Kat 

ev 'tql1ta'tpi JlEVEi'tE. 25 Kat aU'tT\ scrrlv it E1ta"("(EAta flv au'to~ brrrtyeiA.aro TtJ.liV' nlV ~mitv 

nlV airovtov. 26 Tau'ta €ypalJia uJ.Liv 1tEpt 'tOOV 1tMvOOV'tiDV uJ.li'i~. 27 Kai UJ.lE~ 'tO XPi<rJ.la B 

8A.apere a1t' aU'tOU, ~ ev UJ.liV Kai ou XPEtav E:XE'tE tva~ ot.06:0J<]] UJ.li'i~, aU' cO~ 'tO 

aU'tOU xpia!la OtOacrKEt UJ.l~ 1tEpi 1taV'tiDV Kai aA.T\8E~ ecrnv Kai OUK ecrnv 'l'ci>Oo~, Kat 

Ka8ro~ Mi8a~sv u~, WvE'tE ev aU'tql. 28 Kat vUV, 'tEKVta, Jl?yE'tE ev aU'tql, tva eav 

~aveproOfi uxrop,sv 1tappT\crtaV Kat !lit aiuxvvOrop,ev a1t' aU'toU ev 't'f\ 1tapoucriQ. aU'tOU. 
29 sav ~Wij'tq on OtKat6~ emtv, ytvrocrKE'tE on Kat 1ti'i~ 61totrov nlV OtKatoaUVfiV 8~ aU'tOU 

'YE"fivvra't'at. 1 John 3:1 f&re 1tO'ta1t1)v ay6:1t'f'lV OEOOOKEV itJ.liV 6 1tan1p, tva 'tEKVa 8EOU 

KA1]0rop,sv, Kai scrp.Ev. Ota 'tOU'tO 6 KO<rJ.lO~ oU )'tVOOcrKEt ftJ.li'i~, on OUK f:yvro aU'tOV. 
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2 aya.1tT\'tO{, vUV 'tEKVO. 9eou ecrJ.UN, Ka.t OU1t(l) BqJavepdJ01] ri ecr6J.LE9a..lotoa.ilSVI O'tt ea.v 

qJaveproOfj, OJ.lOtOt a.u-rcr> ecr6J.LE9a., O'tt O'lfOJ.LE9a. O.U'tOV Ka.9roc; ecrnv. 3 Ka.t 1tdc; 6 sxrov n)v 

el.moa. 't0.U't11V E1t' a.u-rcr> ayyll;et ea.u-c6v, Ka.9cbc; EKEivoc; ayv6c; ecrnv. 4 nac; 6 1tOtffiv n)v 

aJ.la.pria.v Ka.t rlJv UVOJ.lia.V 1t0teb Ka.t it aJ.la.p-c{a. ecr-civ it UvOJ.ltO.. 5 Ka.t lotOO.'t~ on EKEivoc; 

BqJavepdJ01], tva. -rae; aJ.la.ptia.c; apn, Ka.t &.J.la.p'tia. f.v a.u-rcr> OUK scrnv. 6 1tiic; 6 f.v a.u-rcr> y§ymy 

oox aga.ptllvet· 1tdc; 6 aga.p-rllvrov oux tropa:KEV O.U'tOV ouos EyvO>KEV a.1n6v. 7 TEKVia., 

J.lT\OEtc; 1tAaVti'tro UJ,liic;· 6 1tOtrov rlJv OtKO.tOaUVT\V O{Ka.t6c; ecrnv, Ka.9cbc; EKEivoc; o{Ka.t6c; 

ecrnv· 8 6 1tOtrov ti}v UJ.la.priav EK 'toU Ota.~6A.ou ecrriv, O'tt a1t' apxfjc; 6 otti~oA.oc; 

aga.ptUVEt. Eic; 'tOU'tO B(/Javepcb01] 6 uioc; 'tOU eeou, tva. ).:vun 'tfL spya. 'tOU Ota.~6A.ou. 9 nac; 6 

'YE'YEWilP.Evo<; eK -rou eeou nJ.la.ptia.v ou 1totei, on cr7ttpJ.la. a.u-rou f.v a.utcr> ~ Ka.i ou 

OUVO.'ta.t aga.ptavew, O'tt EK tOU eeou YE"fEvvrt't'O:l. 10 f.v 'tOU'tql <pa.vepa ecrnv 'tfL 'tEKVa. 'tOU 

9eou Ka.i til tEKVa. -rou 8ta.~6A.ou· 1tiic; 6 flit 1totrov 8tKa.t00'6VT\v ouK smw eK -rou eeou, Ka.i 

6 J.llt aya.1trov tOV aoeA.<pov a.u-cou. 11 "Ott O.UtT) ecrrlv it ayyeA.ia. ilv qKovum:e a1t' apxfjc;, iva. 

aya.1ttD!l£Y aA.I.:ftA.ouc;, 12 ou Ka.8cbc; Kaiv EK 'tOU 1tOVT\pOU ~v Ka.t BO"(/Ja'ev 'tOV aoeA.<pov 

a.1nou· Ka.t xaptv rivoc; SO"(/J~BV a.u-c6v; O'tt 'ttl spya. O.U'toU 1t0VT\Ptl ~v 'tfL OS 'tOU aoeA.<pou 

a.u-cou o{Ka.ta.. 13 [Ka.i] flit ea.ugasEtE, aoeA.<po{, ei gtcrei UJ,liic; 6 KOCJJ,lOc;. 14 itJ.LEi'c; ptoa.i!E\1 

O'tt p.E't'a:JleJl'J\Kap.EV EK 'tOU ea.va'tO'U eic; rlJv l;;ro'ftv, O'tt aya.1trogey touc; aoeA.<pouc;· 6 J.llt 

aya.1trov ~ f.v tii> 9a.VU'tql. 15 1tiic; 6 gtcrrov 'tOV aoeA.<pov a.1nou av9pro1tOKt6voc; ecr-c{v, 

Ka.t lotoa.t~ on 1tiic; av9pro1t0Kt6voc; OUK sxet <;;roi}v a.iroVtOV f.v a.utcr> geyoucra.v. 16 f.v 'tOU'tql 

tyvroKap.EV 'ri)v aya1tT\V, O'tt EKEivoc; u1tSp itf..LWV rlJv 'lf'Uxflv a.U'tOU l01]KBV' KO.t itJ.ti"tc; 

6c:pEiA.ogey u1tSp trov aoeA.<prov -rae; 'lf'Uxac; Oeivaz. 17 Be; 8' liv §xu tOV ~{ov 'tOU KOCJf..LO'U KO.t 

9eropfi tOv aoeA.<pov a.utou XPEta.v sxov-ca. Ka.t KAeZUfl til cr1tAU'Y'fYO. a.utou a1t' a.u-cou, 1troc; it 

aya1t11 -cou 9eoi3 ~ f.v a.l>ttr>; 18 TeKVia., J.llt aya.1trogey A.Oycp J.lT\OB t"fi yA.rocrc:rn aUtl f.v 

spycp Ka.t UAT\9E~. 19 [Ka.i] f.v 'tOU'tql yvrocr6J,lE9a. O'tt EK rljc; UAT\9eia.c; ecr).liv, KO.t 

sf.11tpocreev a.utou 1tetcroJ.UN rlJv Ka.poia.v itJ.lrov, 20 on eav Ka.-ra.ywroqJqJ itJ.lrov it Ka.poia., 

O'tt J.LEi<;;rov ecrrlv 6 eeoc; tf{c; Ka.poia.c; itf..LWV Ka.t ytVcOO"KEt 1tUVta.. 21 Aytl.1t11t0{, EtlV it Ka.po{a. 

[ itJ.lWV] J.llt Ka.ta.ytvrogKU, 1ta.ppT\cria.V sxogey 1tpoc; 'tOV 9e6v 22 Ka.t 0 EUV a.itrogey 

A.a.gpavogey a1t' a.utou, O'tt tt'lc; f.vtoA.tlc; O.U'tOU mpougey Ka.i til apEcr'ttl Evc01ttOV a.utou 

1t0tOU!lfN. 23 Ka.l. O.UtT) ecr-rl.v it f.vtoA.i} a.u-cou, tva. mmwurop.ev -err> OVOf.lO.'tt 'tOU uioi3 a.U'tOU 

'IT\crOu Xptcr'tOU Ka.t aya.1trouey aU'ftA.ouc;, Ka.9cbc; [80JK8V f.vtoA.i}v itJ.liV. 24 Ka.t 6 mprov tt'lc; 

f.vtoA.ac; a.u-rou ev a.utcr> ~ Ka.t. a.utoc; t.v a.u-rcr>· Ka.t. t.v -routcp ywro01<ogey on~ t.v 
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i)p.iv, BK 'tOU 1tVBUJ.Ul'toc; oi) i)p.iv EJroKev. 1 John 4:1 .i\:ya.1t11'tOi, p.i) 1ta.vrlxvm>p.a.n 

1tlO''tBUe'te (1).)..ll 00Klj.U1Ce'te 'tU 1tVBUJ.Ul'tO. ei BK 'tOU eeou scrnv, on 1tOAAot \jlet.)001tp0q>f\'ta.t 

E!;EI..TII-:60a<nv de; 'tOV KOO'J.lOV. 2 tv 'tOU'tQ? ytvroO'Ke'te 'tO 1tVeUJ.la. 'tOU eeou· 1tfiV 1tVeUJ.la. 0 

6goA.oyei '11'\0'0UV XptO''tOV tv cra.pKi EA1'\A1J06-ra BK 'tOU eeou scrnv, 3 KO.t 1tfi.V 1tVeUJ.lO. 0 !!Tt 
6goA.oyei 'tOV 'I1'JO'OUV EK 'tOU ewu OUK €crnv· Ka.t 'tOU'tO EO''ttV 'tO 'tOU aV'ttXPtO''tOU, 0 

clK1'\KOa'TE on €p:xe'ta.t, Ka.t vUV tv 'tql KOO'J.lQ? EO'TIV f\0,. 4 UJ.leic; EK 'tOU eeou EO''te, 'teKVia., 

Ka.t VEVtK'I\KaTE a.U'tOUc;, on J.lB~OlV EO''ttV 6 tv up.iv f\ 6 tv 'tql KOO'J.lq1. 5 a.U'tOt EK 'tOU 

Kocrp.ou doiv, om 'tou'to sK 'tou Kocrp.ou A.aA.oumv Ka.i 6 Kocrp.oc; a.u'trov aKouet. 6 il!!Bic; sK 

'tOU eeou EO'J.l8V, 6 ytvroO'KOlV 'tOV eeov aKOUet i)p.rov, Be; OUK scrnv BK 'tOU eeou OUK aKouet 

i)p.rov. sK 'tou'tou nvroO"KoJ.J£V 'to xvci)p.a. 'tf\c; aA.118eia.c; Ka.i 'to xvci)p.a. 'tf\c; 7tMVT\c;. 
7 Ay~'tOi, aya.1tOO!l§Y aUftA.ouc;, on i) aya1t11 EK 'tOU eeou scrnv, Ka.t 1tfic; 6 aya.1tOOV EK 'tOU 

eeou ysytvvq-rat Ka.t yt.VroO'Ket 'tOv 9e6v. 8 6 !!Tt aya.1tOOV OUK ByvOJ 'tOV 9e6v' on 6 eeoc; 

aya1t11 EO''ttV. 9 tv 'tOU'tQ? S(jJO.VBpdJB'f/ i) aya1t11 'tOU eeou tv i)p.iv, on 'tOV uiov a.U'tOU 'tOV 

p.ovoyevf\ cl1tEO''TaAKSV 6 eeoc; eic; 'tOV KOO'J.lOV tVa. t;~(JOJf.lBV ot' a.U'tOU. 10 tv 'tOU'tQ? EO''ttV i) 

aya1t11, oux on T)j..i.Ctc; 1\yam]Kaf.lSV 'tOV 9eov aU' on a.u'toc; ~')la7C1J(J8V i)p.iic; Ka.t chrimezkv 

'tOV uiov a.U'tOU iA.acrp.ov nept 'tOOV ap.a.pnrov i)p.rov. 11 Aya.1t11'tOi, ei oihroc; 6 eeoc; ~ywcrwev 

i)p.ac;, Ka.t 'li!!Bic; 6cpeiA.o!l£Y aUftA.ouc; aya.1tUV. 12 eeov ouodc; 1tc01tO'te 'TEOta-rat. EUV 

aya.1tOOfl&V aUftA.ouc;, 6 eeoc; Ev i)p.iv Will: Ka.t i) aya1t11 a.U'tOU tv i!J.liV 'TE'TEAElCOJ1Ev11 

EO"TiV. 13 'Ev 'tOU'tQ? yt.VcOO'KO!l§Y on tv a.U'tql b¢yO!l§Y Ka.t a.u'toc; tv i)f.L'iv' on EK 'tOU 

1tVeUJ.Ul'toc; a.U'tOU OEOCOKEV i!J.liV. 14 Ka.t il!l£ic; TE0EtlJ1E0a Ka.t ga.pwpOUfl&V on 6 1ta.'ti}p 

cl1tEO''TaAKSV 'tOV uiov crro'tf\pa. 'tOU K6crp.ou. 15 "'c; EUV OJ.lOAo')I~(J{f on 'I1'JO'Ouc; scrnv 6 uioc; 

'tOU eeou, 6 eeoc; Ev a.U'tql Will: Ka.t a.u'toc; tv 'tql Seq>. 16 Ka.t il!!Bic; EyvcOKaJlSV Ka.t 

1tE1ttO''TEVKaJlSV 'ti}v aya1tl'\V ftv €;xet 6 eeoc; tv i)p.iv. '0 eeoc; aya1t11 EO'TIV, Ka.t 6 ~tv 

't'fi ay<l1tll tv 'tql Seq> .b¢V§! Ka.i 6 eeoc; tv a.U'tql y§y§!. 17 'Ev 'tOU'tQ? 'TE'TEAEiroTat i) aya1t11 

!.1£9' i)p.rov, tVa.1ta.pp1'Joia.V E:XOl!JA' tv 't'fi iiJ.lSPQ. 'tf\c; Kpicreroc;, on Ka.9roc; BKeiv6c; EO'nV Ka.i 

il!!Bic; scrJ!BV tv 't({> Kocrp.cp 'tou'tcp. 18 cp6~oc; auK scrnv f.v 't'fi aya1tll au· ii 'teA.eia. ay<l1t11 

E~O) ~aA.Aet 'tOV q>6~ov, on 6 q>6~oc; KOAaO'tV s:xet, 6 DE cpo~OU!l§YO~ ou 'TE'TUEiro-rat Ev 't'fi 

aya1tll. 19 i!J.I£ic; aya.1trouey, on a.u'toc; 1tpro'toc; ~')16.7r'f/(JBV i)p.iic;. 20 sav 'ttc; d1Cf1 on aya.1tro 'tOV 

eeov Ka.t 'tOV aoeA.q>ov a.U'tOU .fl1Q:li, \jfeUO''t1'Jc; EO''ttv· 6 yap !!Tt aya.1troV 'tOV aoeA.q>ov a.U'tOU 

ov eropaKSV, 'tOV eeov ov oux eropaKSV ou OUva.'ta.t aya.1tUV. 21 Ka.i 'ta.U't1'JV 'ti}v tv'toA.i}v 

E:XO!l§Y a1t' a.U'tOU, tva. 6 aya.1tOOV 'tOV eeov aya.1t(i Ka.t 'tOV aoeA.cpov a.U'tOU. 1 John 5:1 rrac; 
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6 mcrte6rov on '11'\crouc; f.crnv 6 Xptcrtoc;, EK tOU eeou yqtvvq-rat, Kilt ndc; 6 aya,nrov tOV 

yevwjO'avra ayana [Kilt] tOv 'YE"f&WilJ1EvOV E~ !lUtOU. 2 Ev tOUtq:> ytVc0crKObi£Y Ott 

aya,nroJ.LEV ta tEKV!l tOU eeou, Ot!lV tOV eeov aya,nroJ.LEV Kilt tac; f.vto/Jtc; !lUtOU 1t0t00b!£Y. 
3 !lUtl'\ yap f.crttV 'ti aya1t1'\ tOU eeou, iva, tac; f.vtoM.c; a,utou mpm!l§Y, Kilt a,i f.vtoA.ai !lUtOU 

pa,peia,t OUK dcriv. 4 on nav tO YEJ'EVVt}flEvOV EK tOO eeou vtK!l tOV KO<JliOV" Kilt !lUtl'\ 

EcrttV 'ti ViK'Il 'ti VlK'IjO'aO'a tOV KO<JliOV, 'ti mcrttc; 'tiliffiv. 5 Tic; [os] ecrnv 6 VtKOOV tOV KO<JliOV 

d lilt 6 mcrte6rov on 11'\crooc; ecrnv 6 uioc; tOU eeou; 6 o.fit6c; Ecrttv 6 e}.Jkvv ot' UO!ltoc; Kilt 

!ltli!ltOc;, '11'\crouc; Xptcrt6c;, OUK Ev t4> UO!ltt liOVOV all' Ev t4> UO!ltt Kilt Ev t4> !ltl!!ltt" Kilt 

to 7tVeUlia f.crnv to !lllptupow, ott to 7tVeUlia ecrnv 'ti aA.f\8eta. 7 on tpeic; dmv oi 

!lllptupouvte£, 8 to 7tVeUl!!l Kilt to uorop Kilt to atl!!l, Kilt oi tpeic; eic; to Ev dmv. 9 ei t1)v 

li!lptup{a,v trov avepc.Onrov Aa!l~aVOf.!£V, 'ti lillptupia, tOU eeou l!f:~OOV acrriv· Ott !lUtl'\ 

acrttv 'ti l!!lptupi!l tou 8eou on J1EJ1aprip'I\KEV nept tou uiou autou. 10 6 mcrtwrov eic; tov 

uiov tOU 8eou exet t1)v l!!lPtupi!lv Ev E!lUt4>, 6 lilt mcrtwrov t4> ee4> 'lfeU<JtTfV 1tE1tOl'I\KEV 

!lUtOV, Ott ou 1tE1tt<JTE'UKEV eic; t1)v li!lptupia,v ilv J1EJ1aprip'I\KEV 6 eeoc; 1tEpt tOU uiou 

!lUtOU. 11 Kat !lUtl'\ EcrttV 'ti l!!lptupfu, Ott sroitv a,ic.Ovtov i&mcev 'tiliiV 6 eeoc;, Kilt !lUtl'\ 'ti 

sro1) f.v t4J ui4J a,utou 8crttV. 12 6 exrov tov uiav exet t1)v srof\v· 6 lilt exrov tov uiov tou 

eeou t1)v sro1)v OUK exet. 13 Tauta, eypaljla UliiV iva, ~iOf\t~ on sroitv exete a,ic.Ovtov, toic; 

mcrte6oumv de; tO OVOli!l tOU uiou tOO eeou. 14 Kat !lUtl'\ f.crnv 'ti 1t!lPP1'\cri!l ilv EXOf.I£V 

npoc; !lUtOV Ott aav tt a,itc.O!JE8!l K!lta tO 8EA1'\li!l !lUtOU aKouet 'tiliffiV. 15 Kilt f.av lowa,iUWJ 

on aKOUet 'tiliffiV 0 f.av a,itrogaea, lowa,illiV) on EXOf.I£Y ta a,itf\l!!lt!l a irn]KaJlEV an' !lUtOU. 
16 'Eav ttc; r~n tOV aoeAq>ov !lUtOU U@ptavovta, Uli!lptiDV lilt npoc; eavatov, a,itf\cret Kilt 

oc.Ocret aut4J ~roi\v, toic; aooptavoumv lilt npoc; 8avatov. ecrtw aliaptfu npoc; eavatov· ou 

7tept EKetVl'\c; "ti!Jsfl. iva, epam?O'fl· 17 nO.cra, MtKfu Ul!!lptt!l ecrtiv, Kilt ecrnv Uli!lptfu ou npoc; 

8aV!ltOV. 18 IOwa,iffiVI on nac; 6 YEJ'EVV1}J1EvOc; EK tOU eeou oux U!l!lptavet, all' 6 

yevv110eic; eK tou eeou !!lQ§! aut6v Kat 6 noVl'\poc; oux lintetat autou. 19 lowa,iUWJ ott f.K 

tOU eeou E<J!ffiV Kilt 6 KO<Jlioc; oA.oc; Ev t4> 1tOV1'\P4l Keit!lt. 20 lowa,ilE\11 OS Ott 6 uioc; tOU 8eou 

fjKet Kilt oeoroKEV 'tiliiV oillvouxv iva, ytvrocrKrof.!£Y tov aA.11ew6v, Kilt f.crJ!Bv f.v t4J aA.118tV4J, 

Ev t4> ui4J !lUtOU '11'\<JOU Xptcrt4J. o.fit6c; f.crnv 6 aA1'\8tVoc; eeoc; Kilt ~mit a,ic.Ovtoc;. 21 TeKVfu, 

qJvA.6.i;are eauta ano trov eioc.OA.rov. 
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1 John 1:1 "0 i1v U1t' apxf\c;, 0 ciK11KOaJJ.EV, 0 EropciKaJJ.EV toic; 6<p8aA.J.W"'tc; ilJ.UDV, 0 

f.8eacraJ.Le8a Kai ai xEipEc; iu.unv E'lfTtAU<pT\O'aV 1tEpi tOU 'J.JJyou tfjc; ~rofjc;- 2 Kai i1 ~rol) 
E<pavEpmen, Kai EIDpciKaJlEV Kai ~aptUpOUJ.LBV Kai U1tayyf.MoJ.LeV u~iv 't'l)v ~rol)v 't'l)v 

airovtov i\nc; ~v 1tpoc; tov 1tatf.pa Kai f.<pavEpmen il~v- 3 o EropciKaJJ.EV Kai aK11KOaJJ.EV, 

U1tayyf.MoJ.LeV Kat u~v, iva Kat uJ.!Ctc; KOtVroviav BXJltE J.!£8' it~rov. Kai it Kotvrovia OE i1 
itJ.Letf.pa J.Letll tOU 1tatpoc; Kai J.Letll tOU uiou autou 'IT\O'OU XptcrtOU. 4 Kai tauta ypa<pOJ.LBV 

ilJ.Leic;, iva i1 xapa il~rov n 1tE1tAT\pro~. 5 Kai scrnv aUtTt i1 ayyEA.ia ilv ciK11KOaJJ.EV a1t' 

a1nou Kai avayyf.MoJ.LeV u~iv, on 6 8Eoc; <pffic; f.crnv Kat O'KOtia Ev autcp OUK scrnv 

OUOE~ia. 6 'Eav El1t(J)J.LBV on KOtvrovia.v exoJ.LeV J.Let' autoi> Kat Ev tcp O'KO'tEt 1tEpt.1tat&J.LBV, 

'lfEUOOJ.Le8a Kai ou 1tOtoUJ.LBV 't'l)v aA.it8Etav· 7 f.av OE Ev tcp <prorl1tEpt.1tatro~EV roc; aut6c; 

f.crnv Ev tcp <prot{, Kotvroviav exoJ.LeV J.Le't' aUitA.rov Kat to ai~a 'IT\O'OU 'tOU uiou autou 

Ka8api~Et ilJ.W.c; U1t0 1tUO'T\c; a.~aptfuc;. 8 f.av EUt(J)J.LBV on a.~apnav OUK exoJ.LeV, tamouc; 

1tAaVOOJ.LBV Kat i1 aA.it8Eta OUK ecrnv Ev il~v. 9 f.av 6~oA.oyroJ.LeV tile; a.~aptiac; il~rov, mcrt6c; 

f.crnv Kat OtKatoc;, iva a<pf\ il~iv tac; a.~apnac; Kat Ka8apicrn il~iic; U1t0 1tUO'T\c; <iOtKiac;. 
10 f.av EUt(J)J.LBV on oux il~aptitKaJ.LeV, 'lfeUO''tT\V 1tOtoUJ.LBV aut6v Kat 6 'J.JJyoc; autou OUK 

scrnv Ev it~iv. 1 John 2:1 TEKVia ~ou, tauta yp<i<pro u~v iva ~1) a.~ap'tT\'tE. Kai f.av ttc; 

a.~aptn, 1tapaKAT\'tOV BXOJ.LBV 1tpoc; 'tOV 1tatf.pa 'IT\O'OUV Xptcr'tOV 8iKatov· 2 Kat autoc; 

iA.acr~6c; f.crnv 1tEpt trov a.~pnrov it~ffiv' ou XEpt 'tOOV llJ.LB'tEprov OE ~6vov aM!l Kat XEpt 

oA.ou 'tOU KOO'~OU. 3 Kat Ev 'tOUtc.p ytVIDO'KObl£V on i:yvroKaJlEV aut6v, EUV tac; Evtomc; 

autou 'tT\PWJ.LBV. 4 6 Myrov on EyviDKa aut6v Kai tac; Ev'tomc; autou ~1) tTtPWV, 'lfeUO''tT\c; 

EO''ttV Kai Ev 'tOU'tq1 it aA.it8Eta OUK scrnv· 5 oc; 8' liv 'tT\PTI aU'tOU 'tOV 'J.JJyov, UATt8ffic; Ev 

'tOUtc.p i1 aya1tTI tOU 8EOU 'tE'tEAEt(J)'tat, Ev 't0U'tq1 ytviDO'KOJ..IEY on Ev autcp EO'J.LBV. 6 6 Myrov 

Ev autcp ~EtV 6<pdA.Et Ka8chc; EKEtvoc; 1tEptE1tU'tT\O'EV Kat autoc; [ OUtroc;] 1tEpt.1ta'tEtV. 
7 Aya1tT\'tOi, OUK Ev'tOATJV Katvl)v ypa<pro u~v a.u· EvtoA.l)v 1taA.amv ilv EiXE'tE a1t' apxfjc;· 

i1 Ev'tOATJ il1taA.am f.crnv 6 'J.JJyoc; ov UKOUO'a'tE. 8 1taAtv Ev'tOATJv Katvl)v ypa<pro u~iv, 0 

f.crnv UATt8Ec; Ev autcp Kat Ev u~iv, on it O'KO'tia1tapayEtat Kat 'tO <proc; to UATt8tv6v fi8Tt 
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q>aivat. 9 '0 'Af:yrov Ev tcp q>ffitt dvat Kat tOV MaAq>ov autou Jlt<rrov Ev til aKOt~ E<rttV em~ 

lipn. 10 0 a:yanrov tOV aoaAq>ov autou Ev tcp cprorl !.I.Bvat Kat aKavoaA.ov Ev autcp OUK eanv· 
11 6 88 Jltarov tov aoaAq>ov autou f.v til <rKo~ 8attv Kat f.v til <rKo~ 1tEpmatEi Kat ouK 

loilie\llnou unciyat, on..; aKOria EtUg>Mo<rEV toi>s ocp9a'A.!lOUS autou. 12 rpaq>ro UJllV, tEKVia, 

on acperovtat UJllV ai a!.I.Uptia.t OtU tO OVOJla autou. 13 ypaq>m UJllV' nat epa~, on kyvroKa't'E 

tOV an' apxfi~. ypaq>ro u!llv, VEUVtaKOt, on VEVtK'f\KatE tOV nOVIlPOV. 14 eypa\jfa UJltV, 

nat8ia., on EyvcOKa't'E tOV natepa. eypa\jfa U!.liV, natepE~, on EyvcOKa't'E tOV an' apxfi~. 
eypa\jfa UJllV, vaavi<rKot, on iaxupoi satE Kat 0 Myo~ tou eaou Ev UJllV !.I.Bvat Kat 

VEVtK'f\KatE tOV noVIlp6v. 15 Mit ayanlitE tOV KO<rJlOV Jl'flOB til Ev tcp KO<r!lffl· eav t~ ayanQ. 

tOV KO<rJlOV, OUK E<rttv..; aya1t'fl tOU natpo~ Ev autcp· 16 on nliv to Ev tcp KO<rJl(!),..; 

sm9UJlta tfi~ <rapKO~ Kat ft em9uJl{a troV 6cp9a'A.JlO'>V Kat ft a'A.asovaia. tOU ~{ou, OUK eanv 

EK tOU natpo~ aU' EK tOU KO<rJlOU eariv. 17 Kat 6 KO<rJlO~ napayatat Kat..; em9UJlia. autou, 

6 8anotffiv to 98'A.'f1Jla tou 9aou !.I.Bvat a~ tOV aiffiva. 18 I1at8ia, E<rXU't'fl ropa eariv, Kat 

Ka9ro~ UKOU<ratE on avtiXPt<rtO~ epxatat, Kat wv avrixptatot no Mot yay6vamv' oeev 

ytVcO<rKOf.WV on saxatll ropa E<rtiv. 19 E~ TJJlO'>V E~fi'A.9av aU' OUK ~aav 8~ TJJlO'>V· ai yap 8~ 

TJJlO'>V ~aav, !.1.Ef.1EV11KEtaav liv !lEe' ftJlO'>V· aU' tva cpavapro9romv on OUK Eimv ncivtE~ E~ 

TtJlO'>V. 2° Kat U!.I.E~ XPl<r!.I.U EXEtE ano tOU ayiou Kat loi'8at~ navta~. 21 OUK eypa\jfa u!llv on 

OUK lot8at~ t..;v a'A.ft9atav aU' on ~wat~ aut..;v Kat on nliv \jfeUOO~ BK tfi~ aA.'f19Eia.~ OUK 

eanv. 22 T~ eanv 6 \jfaU<r't'fl~ ai !.1.116 apvOU!.I.EVO~ on 'l'fl<rOU~ OUK eanv 6 Xptat6~; oih6~ 

eanv 6 avrixptato~, 6 apVOU!.I.EVO~ tOV natepa Kat tOV ui6v. 23 nd~ 6 apvOU!.I.EVO~ tOV uiov 

ou88 tOV natepa EXEt, 6 6Jlo'A.oyrov tOV uiOv Kat tOV natepa EXEt. 24 U!.I.E~ 0 UKOU<ratE an' 
apxfi~, Ev UJllV !.I.EVEtffi. 8av Ev UJllV !.I.Eivn 0 an' apxfi~ UKOU<rata, Kai uJlC~ Ev tcp uicp Kai 

Ev tcp nat pi !.I.EVEltE. 25 Kai aU't'fl earlv ..; enayyeA.ia. flv auto~ E1t'flyyd'A.ato TJJllV' t..;v sm'ilv 

t..;v airbvtov. 26 Tauta eypa\jfa UJllV napi trov n'A.avrbvtrov UJlU~. 27 Kai uJlC~ to XPl<rJla 0 

EAU~EtE an' autou, !.I.Bvat Ev UJllV Kai ou xpaia.v exatE tva t~ 8t8amcu UJlU~, aU' cO~ to 

autou XPl<rJla 8t8aaKEt UJlU~ 1tEpi navtrov Kai a'A.'f19E~ eanv Kai OUK eanv \jfeUOO~, Kat 

Ka9ro~ EOW~EV UJlU~, !.I.Bvata Ev autcp. 28 Kai wv, tEKVia., !.I.BvatE Ev autcp, tva EW 

g>avapro9fi axffi!.I.EV napp'flaia.V Kai !lll aiaxuvero!.I.EV an' autou Ev til napou~ autou. 
29 eav lailifjt~ on 8iKat6~ 8anv, ytVcO<rKEtE on Kai na~ 6notrov t..;v 8tKatOaUV11V E~ autou 

yayEvv'fltat. 1 John 3:1 tOEtE nota1CTJv ayU1t'flV 8e8mKEV TJ!.liV 6 na'tftp, tva tEKVa 9aou 

KA'f190'>!.1.EV, Kai 8a!.I.Bv. 8ta toiho 0 KO<rJlO~ ou '}'tVcO<rKEt TIJlU~, on OUK eyvro aut6v. 
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2 uyarcrrmi, vUV TEKVa eeou EO'p.BV, Kat OU1t(l) ecpaveproen Tt EO'Of.LE9a.JOwaitEVI on M.v 

cpavepro9fi, Of.LOtot a1ncp EO'Of.LE9a, on O'lfOf.LE9a a1nov Ka9ro~ scrnv. 3 Kat 1tii~ 6 exrov TI)v 

eA1tWa TaU'tT}V E1t, aincp uyvll;;et eam6v' Ka9ro~ EKeivo~ 6.yv6~ ecrnv. 4 na~ 6 1totOJV TI)v 

O.f.Lapriav Kat 't1)v UVOf.LtaV 1tOtd, Kat it O.f.LapTia EO'TtV it UVOf.Lta. 5 Kat lowaTel on EKeivo~ 

ecpaveproen, iva TU~ O.f.LapTta~ apn, Kat O.f.LapTia Ev a1ncp OUK ecrnv. 6 1tii~ 6 Ev al>Tcp f.LEvrov 

oux O.f.LapTUvEt' 1tii~ 6 O.f.LapTavrov oux iropaKEV aUTOV ou8s EyvCOKEV aUTOV. 7 TeKVia, 

f.LllOE~ 1tAavUTffi Uf.L~' 6 1tOtOJV TI)v OtKatocrUVllV 8iKat6~ ecrnv, Ka9ro~ EKEtVO~ 8iKat6~ 

EO'nv· 8 6 1totOJV TI)v O.f.Lapriav EK TOU 8ta~6A.ou ecrtiv, on a1t' apxfi~ 6 8t6.~oA.o~ 

O.f.LapTUVEt. E~ TOUTO ecpavepro9n 6 uio~ TOU 9eou, iva A.ucrn TU epya TOU 8ta~6A,ou. 9 llii~ 6 

YE'YEVVllflBvO~ EK TOU eeou clf.Lapriav ou 1t0tet, on 0'1tEpf.La aUTOU Ev al>Ttp f.LEvet, Kat ou 

OUVaTat O.f.LapTUVEtv, on EK TOU eeou yeyEwr]Tat. 10 Ev TOUT(!) cpavepa acrnv TU TEKVa TOU 

eeou Kat TU TEKVa TOU 8ta~6A.ou· 1tii~ 6 f.L'I) 1t0tOJV OtKatoO"UVllv OUK ecrnv EK TOU eeou, Kat 

6 f.Li! uya1troV TOV aoeA.q>ov aUTOU. 11 'Dn aU'tT} EO'TIV it ayyeA.ia ilv UKOUO'aTE U1t' upxfi~, 

iva uya1trop.ev UMTJAoU~, 12 ou Ka9ro~ Kai'v EK TOU 1t0Vl1POU ~v Kat ecrcpal;ev TOV u8eA.q>ov 

aUTOU. Kat xaptv TtVO~ ecrcpal;ev al>T6v; on TU epya aUTOU 1tOV11PU ~ TU 8s TOU u8eA.q>ou 

aUTOU 8iKata. 13 [Kat] f.Li! eauf.LU~ETE, a8eA.cpoi, ei f.LtO'et Uf.Lii~ 6 KOO'f.LO~. 14 itf.Ld~ lowailSVI 

on f.LETa~e~-rlKap.ev EK TOU eavaTOU e~ TI)v ~ro-rlv, on uyamnp.ev TOU~ u8eA.q>ou~· 6 f.Li! 

uya1tOJV f.LEvet Ev Ttp eavaTcp. 15 1tii~ 6 f.LtO'OJV TOV u8eA.q>ov aUTOU uv9pro1tOKTOVO~ EO'TtV, 

Kat JOi8aT~ OTt 1tii~ uv9pro1tOKTOVO~ OUK exet ~rol)v airovtov Ev al>Ttp f.LEvoucrav. 16 Ev TOUT(!) 

EyvOOKatJEV TI)v 6.ya1tl1V, on EKetVO~ u1tSp itf.LOOV TI)v 'lfUXJlV aumu e911KEV' Kat itf.LE~ 

6cpeiA.op.ev u1tSp TOJV u8eA.q>rov TU~ 'lfUXU~ eet:vat. 17 0~ 8' liv exn TOV ~iov TOU KOO'f.LOU Kat 

eeropfi TOV aoeA.q>ov aUTOU XPEtaV exovTa Kat &ian TU 0'1tM'YXVa aUTOU a1t' aUTOU, 1t00~ 

it uya1tll TOU eeou f.LEvet Ev al>Tcp; 18 TeKVia, f.L'I) uya1tOJf.LEV A.Oycp f.LllOS Tft yA.rocrcrn uUO. Ev 

epycp Kat 6.A.l19Ei~;t. 19 [Kat] Ev TOUT(!) yvrocr6f.LE9a on EK Tii~ UA119Eta~ EO'flEv, Kat 

Bf.L1tpocr9ev aUTOU 1tEtO'Of.LEV 'tl)v Kap8iav itf.LOOV, 20 on EUV KaTaytviDO"KTI itf.LOOV it Kap8ia, 

on f.LE~rov EO'TIV 6 eeo~ Tii~ Kap8ia~ itf.LOOV Kat ytVIDO'KEt 1tUv'[(l. 21 Aya1tllTOi, eav it Kap8ia 

[ itf.LOJV] f.Li! KaTaytVIDO"KTI, 1tappllcriav BXOf.LEV 1tp0~ TOV 9e6v 22 Kat 0 eav aiTOOf.LEV 

Aaf.L~UVOpEV U1t' U'IJTOU, on TU~ EvTOM~ aUTOU 't11P0Uf.LEV Kat TU apeaTa Evc01ttoV aumu 

1totoup.ev. 23 Kai au'tll ecrTiv it f.vToA.l) al>Tou, iva mcrTe'6crrop.ev Tcp 6v6f.Lan Toi> uiou al>Tou 

'lllO'OU XptO'ToU Kat uya1trop.ev <iA.A.-rlA.ou~, Ka9ro~ e8roKEV EvTOA.l)v itf.LtV. 24 Kat 6 't11POJV TU~ 

EvTOM~ aUToU Ev al>Tcp f.LEvet Kat auTO~ Ev al>Tcp· Kat Ev TOUT(!) ytVIDO'KOUEV on f.LEvet Ev 
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